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TO: Mr. Maury Estes, JOVE Program Manager
FROM: Don Wold
DATE:
RE:
April 25, 1996
JOVE Final Report
Here is my JOVE Final Report including separate lists for Publications,
Extramural Funding, and Awards. Also, I have enclosed an abstract of work
which I am doing with two students who are funded by the Arkansas Space
Grant Consortium. Would you please note that my JOVE funding began in
1992 and ended in 1995.
Thank you for the opportunity to share in the JOVE program and I wish you
continued success with it.
GC: Dr. S. A. Covington, Director, Office of Research and Sponsored Programs
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS at LFF_E ROCK* 2801 $. University Avenue • Little Rock, AR 72204
Phone (501) 569-3275 • Fax (501) 569-3314
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19970041452 2020-06-16T01:32:18+00:00Z
UNIVERSITIES SPACE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
Atmospheric Sc:ences . Mic..ogravtty Sc:ences , Astronomy: _CVE
4950 C_rporare Dnve . Suite tO0 • Huntswlle. Alaoama 3Eat6 • 205-8c.5-0E82 • FAX 205-895-9222
MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
CATE.
JCVE Faculty Research Assac:ates
JCVE ,=:ogram Cffice
19£6 JCVE AI3st, ra_ Eock
Marca 18,1 cJ£_
The JCVE Frcgram O_ce w,il _e _u_ing "cge,.P, er an A_rac:. _ock for the 1996
Retreat in Hampton, Virginia, and we want to include an Abstract for eac,_
JCVE Faculty Researc._ Associate. P!ease send an AI3stract even if you aren't
planning to have a poster presentation at the RetreaL
Listed below are guidelines for your Abstract:
• Title of the Attract should be in cacitat le.'ters.
• Provide first name, middle initial, and la_ name of the author and co-authors.
, Underline your name and _rovide your institutional affiliation
• List your mentor and NASA facility location at the bottom of your Abstract,
• Type a0strac't in 113font and fit within a space ,-3.5" x 4..0" and sent to us by
May 1, 19£6.
You may FTP your Ab_rac't to jove@soace.hsv.usra.edu using the password
frank or send on a disket'te to:
USRA / JOVE
4950 Corporate Onve, Suite 100
Huntsville, AL 35806
We look forward to heanng from you.
/-
UNIVERSITIES SPACE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
Atmospheric Sciences / Microgravity Sciences/Astronomy / JO VE
Memorandum
DATE:
TO:
FROM:
RE:
CO:
March 18, 1996
JOVE Program Coorclinator and Pl's
Maury Estes, JOVE Program Manager
JOVE Final Report
Frank Six. JOVE Program
Director/NASA
EncLosed is the report form for your use in submitting your JOVE final report. This report
should include a summary of your .rOVE research including, accomplishments in your
third year of parucipation, data on the program's overall impact on your campus, and
information on the future cLirec_,ion of your JOVE research. Also, we have enclosed a
.synopsis of your .roVE accomplishments to date which we ask that you check to make sure
that our records ac.--uratety reflect your institution's lOVE achievements.
On behalf of the JOVE program office, your par,.icipation and accomplishments are very.
much appreciated. We look for, yard to staying in touch with you as a J'OVE alumnus. If
you have any que.stioms regarding this report or other matters, please contact me or Cheryl
Hewett at 205-895-0582.
Astrophysics Experiments with the Compton GRO and MILAGRO
Wold. Donald (_. (University of Arkansas at Little Rock)
MILAGRO is a water-Cherenkov detector for observing cosmic gamma rays over a broad energy
range of 100 GeV to 100 TeV. MILAGRO will be the first detector that has sensitivity overlapping
both air-Cherenkov and air-shower detectors. With this detector scientists in the collaboration
will study previously observed celestial sources at their known emission energies, extend these
observations into a new energy regime, and search for new sources at unexplored energies. The
diffuse gamma-radiation component in our galaxy, which originates from interactions of cosmic
rays with interstellar gas and photons, provides important information about the density,
distribution, and spectrum of the cosmic rays that pervade the interstellar medium. Events in
the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO) are being observed up to about 30 GeV, differing
by slightly more than order of magnitude from the low energy threshold of MILAGRO. By
looking in coincidence at sources, correlated observations will greatly extend the astrophysics
potential of MILAGRO and NASA's GRO. A survey of cosmic-ray observatories is being prepared
for scientists and others to provide a resource and reference which describes high energy
cosmic-ray research activities around the world. This summary presents information about each
research group, such as names of principal investigators, number of persons in the
collaboration, energy range, sensitivity, angular resolution, and surface area of detector.
Similarly, a survey of gamma-ray telescopes is being prepared to provide a resource and
reference which describes gamma-ray telescopes for investigating galactic diffuse gamma-ray
flux currently observed in the GeV energy range, but is expected to extend into the TeV range.
Two undergraduate students are compiling information about gamma-ray telescopes and high
energy cosmic-ray observatories for these surveys.
Funding for this project was provided by the Arkansas Space Grant Consortium.
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EXTRAMURAL FUNDING
GRANTING PROPOSAL TITLE
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Rock
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Rock
University of
Arkansas at Little
Rock
University of
Arkansas at Little
Rock
University of
Arkansas at Little
Rock
University of
Arkansas at Little
Rock
Donald C. Wold
Donald C. Wold
Donald C. Wold
Donald C. Wold
Donald C. Wold
Donald C. Wold
Donald C. Wold
Donald C. Wold
Donald C. Wold
Donald C. Wold
Donald C. Wold
Arkansas Space
Grant Consortium
Arkansas
Department of
Pollution Control
and Ecology
United States
Geological Survey
Arkansas
Department of
Pollution Control
and Ecology
United States
Geological Survey
Arkansas Space
Grant Consortium
Arkansas Space
Grant Consortium
Arkansas Space
Grant Consortium
Arkansas Space
Grant Consortium
Arkansas Space
Grant Consortium
Arkansas Space
Grant Consortium
"Cosmic Ray Studies at NASA Marshall Space
Flight Center" Outreach Grant from February
1, 1993 to June 30, 1993 for students to visit
Gamma and Cosmic Ray Branch at MSFC.
Monitoring stage at Chamberlain Creek barite
pit and measuring precipitation at Magnet
Cove High School, 1993-94:$1 ,S00.
Monitoring stage at Chamberlain Creek barite
pit and measuring precipitation at Magnet
Cove High School, 1993-94: $1,200.
Monitoring stage at Chamberlain Creek barite
pit and measuring precipitation at Magnet
Cove High School, 1994-95:$1,560
Monitoring stage at Chamberlain Creek barite
pit and measuring precipitation at Magnet
Cove High School, 1994-95: $1,260.
Lectures on Results from BATSE in the
Gamma Ray Observatory, Dr. Geoffrey N.
Pendleton, University of Alabama, Huntsville
and NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, Feb.
8 and 9, 1994.
Lectures on Results from EGRET in the
Gamma Ray Observatory, Dr. Robert C.
Hartman, astrophysicist, NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center, March 29 and 30, 1994.
Lectures on Extending Gamma Ray
Observations Beyond the GRO, Professor
Jordan Goodman, University of Maryland -
College Park, March 8 and 9, 1994.
Lectures on Cosmic Ray Physics and Particle
Astrophysics, Professor R. Jeffrey Wilkes,
University of Washington - Seattle, March 16
and 17, 1994.
Lectures on Composition of High Energy
Cosmic Rays: , Professor Michael L. Cherry,
Louisiana State University - Baton Rouge,
April 14 and 15, 1994.
Lectures on astrophysics with high energy
neutrinos: the AMANDA detector. Francis
Halzen, Hilldale Professor of Physics,
University of Wisconsin - Madison, March 7
and 8, 1995.
U N IVE RS ITY NAME
EXTRAMURAL FUNDING
GRANTING PROPOSAL TITLE
AGENCY
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University of
Arkansas at Little
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Arkansas at Little
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Rock
University of
Arkansas at Little
Rock
University of
Arkansas at Little
Rock
Donald C. Wold
Donald C. Wold
Donald C. Wold
Donald C. Wold
Donald C. Wold
Donald C. Wold
Arkansas Space
Grant Consortium
Arkansas Space
Grant Consortium
Arkansas Space
Grant Consortium
Arkansas Space
Grant Consortium
Arkansas Space
Grant Consortium
Arkansas Space
Grant Consortium
=Survey of Cosmic-Ray Observatories"
Scholarship for Undergraduate Student:
Trevis A. Crane. Grant period: from
September 1995 to September 1996.
"Survey of Gamma-Ray Observatories and
Telescopes" Scholarship for Undergraduate
Student: Michael G. LaCour. Grant period:
from September 1995 to September 1996.
"Astrophysics Experiments with the Compton
Gamma-Ray Observatory and MILAGRO"
Research Infrastructure Grant from
September 1995 to September 1996.
%earching for the Origin of Extremely High
Energy Cosmic Rays" and "The Fly's Eye
Experiment". Professor David B. Kieda,
University of Utah - Salt Lake City, January 22
and 23, 1996.
_Cosmic Rays and their Origin", "MILAGRO - A
New Gamma-Ray Telescope", and _Working
with Fermi as a Graduate Student at the
University of Chicago _, Professor Gaurang B.
Yodh, University of California - Irvine,
February 18, 19 and 20, 1996.
_Prospects for Long-Baseline Neutrino
Oscillation Experiments" Dr. Maury Goodman,
Argonne National Laboratory, March 4 and 5,
1996.
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AWARDS
UNIVERSITY NAME AGENCY TITLE
University of
Arkansas at Little
Rock
Donald C. Wold University of
Arkansas at Little
Rock College of
Science and
Engineering
Technology
Faculty Excellence Award in Public Service
5 May 1995 in Little Rock
©
Faculty Excellence Awards Dinner
May 5, 1995
7:00 p.m.
Presiding
Joel E. Anderson
Vice Chancellor and Provost
Presentation of
College and School Faculty Excellence Awards
Charles E. Hathaway
Chancellor
Announcement and Presentation of
University Faculty Excellence Awards
Teaching
Dr. and Mrs. H. A. Ted Bailey Jr.
David Henrv
Chief Financial Officer of Bailey Corporation
Research
The Society, of Philanthropy for UALR
Frank L. Whitbeck
Foundation Fund Board
Public Service
Arkansas Power and Light Company
College of Professional Studies
TEACHING. Dr. Lind• Pledger., aamx'iat_ _iesamr of speech communication, unde_tands the
uuruque needs of the melm0politan uurdve._ity sPade'at because she was one. She r_parned to school in
her eauriy 30_ after ra,_ing ch_d_-n and manag_g her husband's medical practice. That fi_t-hand
knowledge has prompted her to _ t.Rnovatzve teaching melhods including helping to develop an
interac_ve video/computer lab and teac.J'dng couz,_e_ hhrough newspaper and tel_ion. Spade'nt_
say her re•chang, both in the da._mom and out. has had a positive impa_ on their ca_ and {ive_.
RESEARCH: D¢ Susan Me'z_,T, [:n-o£esa<n.of social work, has concentrated her research e_forts m the
az_ of social work and aging. Her r_eatr..h on dnm_ng behavior in the etderiy has g2ven hope to
victims of Alz.hei.mer's and other e|deriy pe_ona who ane m.sntutionalized. Mercer recendy lived on
a Navaho r_ervation for rnon_ than six weeks wh.i]e conducing n_e_a_h on aging in the Navajo
Nation. Her work has been used to rec[ue_ _nding for special aging pro_cts on the n.'sevvation.
PUBLIC SERVICE: Dr. Partial• G. Canway, aaao_te profesaor of social work, has a sm_ng
comrml_ent to Lmpr_,mg servsc_ for pe_ons with I-llV/AIDS. Conway serve_ a.s p_-sident of AIDS
Outreach of Arkansas, an organization that pmvide'_ nmr.al a._sL_.ance to people with HIV/AIDS who
are low income or homeless. She helped establish Unity CoaliPion, a consortium of service providers
in Arkansas, and volunte_'s with the Regional AIDS Interfaith Network. pmvzding counseling for
persons with H]V/AIDS and their support network.
College of Science and Engineering Technology
TEACHING; Dr. ThomauJ J. LyucJz, profiesaor of bioioK_ _ a productive reseamh scholar who shares
his knowledge of Cell and molectda4" biolo_, and m_zobioiog), u • fi_t-rate classzoom teacher. He
aJzo te_n-t_ache_ • c_tu_e he developed on AtlaS, wl'tich students consistently rate a_ excellent and
important. _ spademt_ have fouur _Lm,-, won the A_ Academy of S_ence award for outstand-
ing uunde.rg_duate _ He brmg:s to the _ 16 years of teaching and re_ear_h experience
at UAL..-_ plus _pe.nenoe as a _ a._ao_ate at SL Jude's C'tiJd_-n's Re:search Hospital in
Memph_
RESEAROb Dz ]_ "Jerry"Oa_.y, aa_at_ pmf_or of chemiaerr,_ d=_nbed by h_
deparm_ent chair as "the l:nt.m_er sQenl_fic scholar at thia Umve_ity." He has obtained mo_ than
$I.2 milllon in e:x'ter_l h.unding for resea.,_ siace joining UALR less than five yea_ ago. His
publication _ inc.Judes 40 ar_cLes pubtished m or submitted for _ journals and
chapuers m scientific books. He has done morn than 60 reseamh Fmsentations at scient_ic mee_dJn_s
and seminars.
IqJ'BLIC SERVICE: Dr. Donald C Wold, pz,o_ of physic, has worked diligently in an effort to
convince the U.5. Department of Energy to fund • r_ou_ recovery project in Ho( Spring County. He
has involved community leaders from Magnet Cove and Malvem. • conKz_ssman, seve.z-_ state
officiaLs and studen_ from th.R,e local high school,= in tl_ e_'ort. The oHg_x_[ inter_t in the site was
for development of an internationad scient_ic consortium's l_n_x_al to develop • g_mma ray and
neutrino detector in the huge pit. As Wold became morn involved with the site, he developed the
separate_ _or:esou_:erecove_
PUBLIC SERVICE
Dr. John C. Pickett
Pr_}k'.,-_ ir
Ek'uIl¢)m Ic_
College LJl l]w, lnc:-,. Admlnl.,,iratlon
Dr. Pickett ha_, kKu_,ed h,_, public ,,c_'tce _tk)rts on
,,hapmK Arkan:,a_ law and public _ticy.
Hb, work [s publi:,hud m many outfl:t.,, ran_m'4
m_m n,e',w, paper coiumn_, to prL'_¢v4_,ou_
iournai_ and muno_raphs.
Dr. Robert K. Rittenhouse
Professor
Teacher Educanon
C_[[eqe u¢ Education
Dr. Rittenhouse helped make the Arkansas School
for the Deaf an "electron=c" schoot by helping the
_<h_l acquire classroom computers and ¢ramm_.
He has worked wlth deaf educators and parents
of deaf children Ln Santa Cruz. Butiv|a.
Dr. Don C. Wold
Professor
Physics and Astronomv
College of Science and Engineenng Sciences
Dr. Wold has worked diligentlyin an effortto
convince the U.S. Department of Ener_y to fund a
resource recovery,projectin Hot Spnng Count'y.
The project would be a test sitefor developing
technology to dean-up many other
contaminated water sources.
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I. Research
Brief description of research results to date on your proiect:
This research report covers the same period of time as my JOVE funding which
began m 1992 and ended in 1995. The research project proposed in 1992 for the
JOVE program was described in the report entitled: "Final Report for Summer 1992."
A copy of this document may be found in AppendLx A.
A scintiUahng optical fiber calorimeter (SOFCAJ_) was developed by
NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center for use in balloon-borne experiments to study the
spectrum of high-energy cosmic rays and gamma rays. SOFCAJ_ will not saturate for
long exposures like nuclear emulsions do when exposed to charged particles.
Consequently, this section of the calorimeter can remain aloft for long periods of
time. SOFCA.I. will be useful in emulsion chambers to study primary cosmic-ray nuclei
with energies from 100 GeV to 1,000 TeV. We used the event generator FRITIOF to
model the collision of a cosmic-ray projectile with a target nucleus in an emulsion
chamber. The measurements of charged particles from the interaction in the
emulsions are related to the energy of the primary cosmic ray nucleus and those
particles produced in the collision. For gamma-rays from the nucleus-nucleus
interaction, computer simulations of electromagnetic cascades allow computation of
the energy XE deposited in different regions of the calorimeter. We used the Monte
Carlo program GEANT to model SOFCAL response to incident gamma rays and to
compute the measure of energy deposition ZE in different layers of the calorimeter
within the emulsion chamber. The partial coefficient of inelasticity k, defined by
ZE = k E, was computed for different energies E of primary cosmic rays. The f(k)-
distributions were computed and compared with existing calorimeter data.
For primary nuclei with energies much greater than 10 L4eV, nucleus-nucleus
interactions are likely to exhibit characteristics of a quark-gluon plasma (QGP). We
used particle event generators to model the collision of a cosmic-ray nucleus with a
target nucleus in an emulsion chamber. We chose FRITIOF with the enhancement of
LUCIAE II to simulate the effects of a QGP and to model collisions of primary cosmic
rays in an emulsion chamber with SOFCAL. Also, pseudo-rapidity distributions were
computed for protons on lead at 200 GeV/c and compared with ex-perimental data.
Pseudo-rapidity distributions were computed for protons or iron incident on a carbon
or silver nucleus. For gamma-rays from nucleus-nucleus interactions, the total energy
of the electl"omagnetic component ,_E was computed. The accumulative f(k)-
distributions were computed and compared with e_sting data.
The Monte Carlo simulations described here were meant to complement and
confirm those done at NASA using different computer programs. Our results agreed
nicely with those which had been done by the Gamma Ray and Cosmic Ray Branch at
Marshall Space Flight Center.
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Where do you see your JOVE research going after the initial JOVE funding
expires?
Even though my JOVE funding expired a year ago m 1995, I have two
undergraduate students who will be going to Fermi National Laboratory this summer.
They wiU work under Dr. Paul Mantsch, group leader for the proposed Pierre Auger
Cosmic Ray Observatory. The construction of two large detectors in the northern and
southern hemisphere will be required for this international project. Consequently,
scientists in many countries are collaborating on this project. The Fly's Eye
Experiment m Utah has detected a cosmic ray with an energy greater that lO _'' eV. The
origin of such high energy particles is still a mystery and Auger will detect the highest
energy cosmic rays.
I am compiling reformation about gamma-ray telescopes and cosmic-ray
observatories all over the world. It will be useful to have a central source which
provides information about the status of each experiment, characteristics of the
detectors, data obtained, the degree to which they overlap, and names of principal
investigators or contact persons. Two undergraduate students have been funded
through the Arkansas Space Grant Consortium to work on this project with me.
Communication with NASA Colleague
My NASA mentor was Dr. Tom Parnell, Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC).
MSFC is an active participant in the JACEE ex'periments. If the University of Arkansas
at Litt.le Rock (UALR) were to join the Japanese American Co-operative Emulsion
Experiment (JACEE), then our students could conduct simulations and data analysis
for JACEE. Dr. Geoffrey Pend.leton visited UALR as part of our lectu.re series, which
included presentations on the BATSE and EGRET experiments. I hope other
researchers from MSFC will have an opportunity to present updates at UALR on the
JACEE ex_periments and the BATSE experiments. We would be happy to have Dr.
Parnell share his experience with NASA cosmic-ray detectors and the spectacular
results from the BATSE collaboration.
My current interests are in gamma-ray astronomy at higher energies than those
measured by the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory. It is likely that we could
collaborate with the MILAGRO group which is constructing a ground-based gamma-ray
observatory m the mountains near Los Alamos National Laboratory. Two advanced
undergraduate students from UALR have been invited to work at Fermi National
Laboratory this summer. They are capable of conducting simulations for the Pierre
Auger Cosmic Ray Observatory, which is being designed at Fermilab. I hope that
UALR will become a member of the Auger collaboration to participate in the proposed
experiment.
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Refereed Iournal Articles Published:
Yang, Zibin, Russell Gillum, Donald C. Wold. (1994). Monte Carlo simulation of the
scintillating optical fiber calorimeter (SOFCAL). Proceedings of the Arkansas
Academy of Science, 48: 223-229.
Wold, D.C., C.R. Evans, J.E. Dancer, J.C. Montague. (1994). SPINE test scores and
measures of tongue deviancy in speakers with severe-to-profound hearing loss.
American Annals of the Deaf, 139, 352-357.
Harris, J.W. and STAR Collaboration (1994). The STAR experiment at the Relativistic
Heavy Ion Collider, Nuclear Physics, A566, 277c-286c.
Wold, Donald C., Yang, Zibin B., & Gillum, Russell (1994). blonte Carlo
simulation of a scintillating optical fiber calorimeter. Proceedings of the
First International Symposium on Cosmic Ray Physics in Tibet (ISCR_P-D,
pp. 320-323. Tibet University, August 12-17, 1994, Lhasa, China.
Mural, Kazuhiko, Carlos .4. Sknchez, and Donald C. Wold. (1995). Using GF_.=MNT
to model calorimeter response for electromagnetic cascades from
nucleus-nucleus interactions in a cosmic ray detector, Proceedings of the
Arkansas Academy of Science, 49:121-126.
S_mchez, Carlos A., Kazuhiko Mu.rai, & Donald C. Wold. (1995). Using FRFFIOF to
model nucleus-nucleus interactions in a cosmic ray detector, Proceedings
of the Arkansas Academy of Science, 49, 160-165.
Wold, Donald C. (1995). High energy physics and environmental health: a note
by a metropolitan university physicist. Metropolitan Universities: An
InternarTonal Forum: Fall 1995, 6: 75-78.
Refereed Journal Articles Submitted:
Oral and Poster Papers Presented:
Wold, Donald C., RusseU B. Gillum, and Zibin B. Yang, Monte Carlo simulations
of cosmic rays for the detector SOFCAL. Poster presentation by Donald C.
Wold at the JOVE Retreat, Galveston, Texas, July 10, 1993.
Gi.[lum., R., Z. Yang, and D. Wold. Monte Carlo Simulations of a NASA Scintillating
Optical Fiber Calorimeter for 10- to 1,000-MeV Gamma Rays. Oral
presentation by RusseU Gillum at the 1994 Spring Meeting of the Texas
Section of the American Physical Society, Richardson, TX, on March 11-12,
1994.
Yang, Z., R. Gillum, and D. Wold. Monte Carlo Simulations of a NASA Scintillating
Optical Fiber Calorimeter for 0.5- to 1.5-TeV Gamma Rays. Oral presentation
by Zibin Yang at the 1994 Spring Meeting of the Texas Section of the
American Physical Society, Richardson, TX, on March 11-12, 1994.
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Gillum, R., Z. Yang, and D. Wold. Monte Carlo Simulations of a NASA Scintillating
Optical Fiber Calorimeter for 10- to 1,000-MeV Gamma Rays. Oral
presentation by Russell Gillum at the Spring Meeting of the Arkansas
Academy of Science, Jonesboro, Arkansas, April 8-9, 1994.
Yang, Z., R. Gillum, and D. Wold. Monte Carlo Simulations of a NASA Scintillating
Optical Fiber Calorimeter for 0.5- to 1.5-TeV Gamma Rays. Oral presentation
by Zibin Yang at the 1994 Spring Meeting of the Arkansas Academy of
Science, Jonesboro, .Arkansas, April 8-9, 1994.
Wold, Donald C., Zibin B. Yang, and Russell B. Gi_llum. Monte Carlo simulation
of a scintillating optical fiber calorimeter. Poster presentation by Donald
C. Wold at the JOVE Retreat, July 6-9, 1994, Cocoa Beach, Florida.
Wold, Donald C., Zibin B. Yang, and Russell B. Gillum. Monte Carlo simulation
of a scintillating optical fiber calorimeter. Oral presentation by Donald C.
Wold at the first International Symposium on Cosmic Ray Physics in
Tibet, August 12-17, 1994, Lhasa, Tibet, China.
Mural, Kazuhiko, Carlos A. Sfi.rlchez, and Donald C. Wold. Using GEANT to
model calorimeter response for electromagnetic cascades from nucleus-
nucleus interactions in a cosmic ray detector. Oral presentation by
Kazuhiko Mural at the Arkansas Academy of Science, Pine Bluff,
Arkansas, April 7-8, 1995.
Sfinchez, Carlos A., Kazul'Rko Mural, and Donald C. Wold. Using FRITIOF to
model nucleus-nucleus interactions in a cosmic ray detector. Oral paper
presented by Carlos A. Sfinchez at the Arkansas Academy of Science, Pine
Bluff, ,4a'kansas, April 7-8, 1995.
S_Luchez, Carlos A., Kazuhiko Mural, and Donald C. Wold. Using FRITIOF to
model nucleus-nucleus interactions in a cosmic ray detector. Oral paper
presented by Carlos A. Sfinchez at the 1995 National Conference on
Undergraduate Research, Union College, Schenectady, NY, April 20-22,
1995.
Crane, Trevis A., and Donald C. Wold, Survey of high energy cosmic-ray
observatories. Oral presentation by Trevis A. Crane at the Arkansas
Academy of Science, 80th Annual Meeting, April 12-13, 1996. Westark
Community College, Fort Smith, Arkansas.
LaCour, Michael G., Trevis A. Crane, and Donald C. Wold. Survey of gamma-ray
astronomy telescopes. Oral presentation by Donald C. Wold at the
Arkansas Academy of Science, 80th Annual Meeting, April 12-13, 1996.
Westark Commumw College, Fort Smith, Arkansas.
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Crane, Trevis A., for Trevis A. Crane and Donald C. Wold, Survey of high energy
cosmic-ray observatories. Oral presentation by Trevis A. Crane at the
Fourth Annual Arkansas Space Grant Symposium, April 26, 1996.
University of Central Arkansas, Conway, Arkansas.
Wold, Donald C., Astrophysics experiments with the Compton GRO and
MILAGRO, Fourth Annual Arkansas Space Grant Symposium, April 26,
1996. University of Central Arkansas, Conway, Arkansas.
Proposals Awarded:
[The Arkansas Space Grant Consortium (ASGC) provided funds for many of the
following projects.]
• Cosmic Ray Studies at NASA Marshall Space Flight Center. Outreach Grant from
February 1, 1993 to June 30, 1993 for physics students to visit Gamma and Cosmic
Ray Branch at MSFC. ASGC: $950.
• Arkansas Department of Pollution Control and Ecology, December 1993. $1,500
plus matching funds from the U.S. Geological Survey. Monitoring stage at
Chamberlain Creek barite pit and measuring precipitation at Magnet Cove High
School.
• Geological Survey. $1,200. Monitoring stage at Chamberlain Creek barite pit and
measuring precipitation at Magnet Cove High School. 1993-94.
• Arkansas Department of Pollution Control and Ecology, December 1994. $2,560
plus matching funds from the U.S. Geological Survey. Monitoring stage at
Chamberlain Creek barite pit and measuring precipitation at Magnet Cove High
School.
• Geological Survey. $1,260. Monitoring stage at Chamberlain Creek barite pit and
measuring precipitation at Magnet Cove High School. 1994-95.
• Lectures on Results from BATSE in the Gamma Ray Observatory.
Dr. Geoffrey N. Pendleton from the University of Alabama - Huntsville and NASA
Marshall Space Flight Center. Feb. 8 and 9, 1994. Discussions and presentations
were held with students, faculty, and guest lecRlrer at the University of Arkansas at
Little Rock and Arkansas State University. ASGC: $765.
• Lectures on Results from EGRET in the Gamma Ray Observatory.
Dr. Robert C. Hartman, astrophysicist from NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
March 29 and 30, 1994. Discussions and presentations were held with students,
faculty, and guest lecturer at the University of Arkansas at Little Rock and with
State Senator George Hopkins in Malvern. ASGC: $600.
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• Lectures on Extending Gamma Ray Observations Beyond the GRO.
Professor Jordan Goodman from the University of Maryland- College Park. March
8 and 9, 1994. Discussions and presentations were held with students, faculty, and
guest lecturer at the University of Arkansas at Little Rock and at University of
Central Arkansas. ASGC: $1,325.
• Lectures on Cosmic Ray Physics and Particle Astrophysics.
Professor R. |effrey Wilkes from University of Washington - Seattle. Mar. 16 and
17, 1994. Discussions and presentations were held with students, faculty, and
guest lecturer at the University of A.rkansas at Little Rock and at Henderson State
University. ASGC: $1,275.
• Lectures on Composition of High Energy Cosmic Rays.
Professor Michael L. Cherry from Louisiana State University - Baton Rouge. April
14 and 15, 1994. Discussions and presentations were held with students, faculty,
and guest lecru.rer at the Umversity of Arkansas at Little Rock and at Harding
University. ASGC: $680.
• Lectures on astrophysics with high energy neutrinos: the AMANDA detector.
Francis Halzen, Hilldale Professor of Physics, University of Wisconsin - Madison.
ASGC Guest Lecturer Grant: $1,200. Presentations were held at the University of
Arkansas at Little Rock and the University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff on March 7 and
8, 1995, respectively.
• Survey of Cosmic-Ray Observatories
Faculty mentor for Trevis A. Crane
ASGC Undergraduate Student Scholarship $3,060.
Grant period: from September 1995 to September 1996.
• Survey of Gamma-Ray Observatories
Faculty mentor for Michael G. LaCour.
ASGC Undergraduate Student Scholarship $3,350.
Grant period: from September 1995 to September 1996.
• Astrophysics Experiments with the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory and
MILAGRO. ASGC Research I_n_frasrruc_lre Grant: $2,800.
Grant period: from September 1995 to September 1996.
Undergraduate students involved: Michael G. LaCour and Trevis A. Crane.
• Searching for the Origin of F_xtremely High Energy Cosmic Rays Arkansas State
University. The Fly's Eye Experiment University of Arkansas at Little Rock.
Professor David B. Kieda, University of Utah - Salt Lake City. Presentations were
held at Arkansas State University and at the University of Arkansas at Little Rock
on January 22 and 23, 1996, respectively. ASGC Guest Lecturer Grant: $850.
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Cosmic Rays and their Origin University of Central Arkansas.
MILAGRO - A New Gamma-Ray Telescope University of Arkansas at Little Rock
Working with Fermi as a Graduate Student at the University of Chicago University
of Arkansas at Little Rock. Professor Gaurang B. Yodh, University of California -
Irvine. Presentations were held at the University of Central Arkansas and at
University of Arkansas at Little Rock on February 19 and 20, 1996, respectively.
ASGC Guest Lecturer Grant: $1,200.
Prospects for Long-Baseline Neutrino Oscillation £_periments
Dr. Maury Goodman, Argonne National Laboratory. Presentations were held at
Harding University and at the University of Arkansas at Little Rock on March 4 and
5, 1996, respectively. ASGC Guest Lecturer Grant: $700.
Are you utilizing the lnternet or other network? If other, which?
Yes. Internet is an important part of the computer services offered at UALR.
I_nternet is used daily m the Department of Physics and Astronomy.
Please identify the data sets, if any, used in your research.
We find it necessary to use sophisticated programs designed for high energy
particle physics. Many were developed at CERN, the European Organization for
Nuclear Research. They have a computing staff which maintains GEANT and PAW
(Physics Analysis Workstation). The data fries containing the programs are very large
and are usually in compact form. Internet is necessary to obtain the software.
Physicists at high energy physics laboratories, the world over, use these programs.
They have become standard in the high energy physics community and are readily
accepted in publications.
II. Education
Assessment of Student Impact: Indicate the impact over your institution's three
years in JOVE, that the program has had on student enrollment and/or recruitment?
Please provide before and after numbers for science majors by discipline, course
enrollments, etc. Attach additional sheets as required.
The JOVE program has given undergraduate students and graduate students the
opportunity to work directly with the same data and computer programs which are
used at NASA research centers and research universities. With our series of outside
speakers funded through the Arkansas Space Grant Consortium, our undergraduate
students have been able to hear and to talk with prominent scientists from all over
the United States, who are collaborating with astrophysicists from around the world.
The student research assistants have presented papers at regional meetings of
the American Physical Society and state meetings of the Arkansas Academy of
Science. One student presented a paper at the National Conference on Undergraduate
Research. These enrichment experiences give them an edge over other students.
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Many of our physics majors come from the University's Scholars Program. The
presence of the JOVE program has helped to show potential majors that there are
exciting things going on in the UALR Department of Physics and Astronomy. One of
our faculty members has been collaborating with the Solenoidal Tracker at RHIC
(STAR) group, which is designing a major detector for the Relativistic Heavy Ion
Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory. The interactions between
undergraduate and graduate students working on JOVE projects and STAR projects is
very healthy and illustrates the way scientific research should function.
We teach an introductory course in astronomy and an intermediate level course
in astronomy. For these courses, the instructor downloads Hubble Space Telescope
pictures. In addition, the UALR planetarium downloads NASA photographs for public
use. For upper level physics courses, I talk about gamma-ray astronomy as it relates
to the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory and the balloon-borne cosmic ray
ex'periments which NASA has supported for many years.
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Student Research Assistants
Underqraduate Assistants: Research Area
Michael G. LaCour
Trevis A. Crane
Carlos A. S&nchez
Gamma-ray astronomy with the
Compton GRO
High energy cosmic-ray particle
astrophysics
Cosmic ray physics: Monte Carlo
modeling of nucleus-nucleus
interactions using FRITIOF and
LUCIAE.
Maior
Biology
Physics and
Astronomy
Physics
Source of
Funding
ASGC
ASGC
JOVE
Graduate Assistants: Research Area
Russell Gillum
Kazuhiko Murai
Design of a calorimeter for
balloon-borne cosmic ray
detectors.
Monte Carlo modeling in
cosmic ray and high energy
physics
Zibin Yang Design of a calorimeter for
balloon-borne cosmic ray
detectors and an all-sky
gamma ray detector
Ill. Curriculum Development
Physics
Source of
Funding
JOVE
Applied
mathematics
and computer
science
Applied
mathematics
and computer
science
JOVE
JOVE
The trend in universities is to reduce the number of courses offered, unless that
course belongs to the core group. UALR has an introductory course and an
intermediate course in astronomy. It would be hard to justify a separate course in
space science. Certainly one can make an effort to include examples in advanced
courses, such as mechanics.
New Curricula:
New Courses:
Amended Courses or Auqmented Courses:
Readinq or independent study courses:
Do you anticipate additional curricula chanqes as a result of the lOVE proqrarn?
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IV. Outreach
Students:
Outreach Effort
1. Presentation on cosmic ray
physics and the video tape: "The
Infinite Voyage." Many questions
and discussions of space science.
December 1, 1993.
2. Presentation on cosmic ray
physics and the video tape: "The
Infinite Voyage." Many questions
and discussions of space science.
December 6, 1993.
3. Presentation on cosmic ray
physics and the video tape: "The
Infinite Voyage." Many questions
and discussions of space science.
December 8, 1993.
4. Presentation, discussions and
questions concerning segments of
the video tapes entitled: "Living in
Space" and "HST Incredible Time
Machine." Many questions about
the solar system, living in space,
astronauts, the Hubble space
telescope, and black holes, etc.
February 25, 1994.
5. Presentation on cosmic ray
physics and the video tape: "The
Infinite Voyage." Many questions
and discussions of space science.
July 20, 1994.
6. Presentation on cosmic ray
physics with demonstrations on
electrostatics using an electrostatic
generator and electroscope at
mathematics/science primary
school. Many questions and
discussion. February 23, 1995.
Location
Magnet Cove High School,
Magnet Cove, Arkansas.
Contacts: Jerry Whatley,
teacher, and Basil Miller,
principal.
Malvern High School,
Malvern, Arkansas. Contact:
Mr. Bob Cowling, instructor,
and Mr. Steve Williams,
principal.
Glen Rose High School, Glen
Rose, .arkansas. Contact:
John Lancaster, teacher, Bob
Morrison, teacher, and Craig
Fraiser, principal.
Glen Rose Elementary School,
Glen Rose, Arkansas.
Contact: Karen Clements,
teacher. Talked to two
second grade classes and one
third grade class.
Talk and presentation to high
school students in UALR
Summer Chemistry Institute
for gifted and talented
students.
Booker T. Washington Magnet
School, Little Rock. Contact:
Ms. Nava Gazitt, Young.
Astronaut Program Specialist,
for the primary school.
April 30, 1996
Date
Attendees
About 12
students in the
physics class.
About 15
students in the
physics class.
About 28
students in
combined
chemistry &
physics classes.
About 80 second
graders and 50
third graders.
About 30
students in the
group.
About 30
students in the
science class.
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7. Member of panel discussion
with speakers on Young
Astronauts' Day in auditorium at
magnet school for mathematics
and science. Many questions and
discussions about space science.
April 27, 1995.
8. Participated in the .Arkansas
School for Mathematics and
Sciences (ASMS "Careers: Onward
and Upward" shadowing project
on March 5, 1996.
Teachers:
Public:
Booker T. Washington Magnet
School, Little Rock. Contact:
Ms. Nava Gazitt, Young
Astronaut Program Specialist,
for the primary school.
Department of Physics and
Astronomy, University of
Arkansas at Little Rock.
About 120
students in
combined
classes.
Two high school
students from
ASMS.
V. Summer Programs
VI. "Roadblocks" to Progress
NASA makes it very difficult for their own people to travel. The only NASA
employee who visited was Bob Hartman from Goddard. He came when he was
officiaUy on vacation from NASA because the red tape is so complicated.
VII. How could the program be changed to make it more effective?
I suggest that NASA make it easier for their own employees to visit colleges and
universities. Undergraduate students are not full-brae researchers and they usually
have a full course load or commensurate responsibilities outside the university. If
NASA researchers had the time and resources to visit coUeges and universities, they
would have a better grasp of the strengths and limitations of undergraduate students.
VIII. Overall, what has been your institution's greatest benefit from participating
in JOVE.
The interactions of undergraduate and graduate students with researchers at
NASA sites, government laboratories, and academic research centers may be the
greatest benefit. It is important to be on the forefront of research and meet scientists
in the mainstream. Attending conferences such as the International Cosmic Ray
Conference, or ICRC as it is caUed, is important to provide visibility to the
international community. The First International Conference on Cosmic Ray Physics
in Tibet is another example. Both NASA's JOVE Program and that of the University of
Arkansas at Little Rock were mentioned in the abstract to the paper which was
presented at the conference in Lhasa, Tibet or China.
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IX. Please list all subject inventions as a result of this award or provide a
statement that there were none.
I do not believe that there were any inventions which resulted from this award.
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Final Report for Summer 1992
Donald C. Wold, JOVE Faculty Research Associate
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, Astrophysics Division
Student involvement is an important component of the JOVE (JOint
VEnture) Program. Thus research activities in the Gamma and Cosmic Ray Branch
were examined to determine their suitability for undergraduate participation, based
on existing resources at the University of Arkansas at Little Rock (UALR).
As the scale of cosmic ray, gamma ray, and high energy physics experiments
increase, simulation studies require more care and become essential to: design and
optimize the detectors, develop and test the reconstruction and analysis programs,
and interpret the experimental data. Many people were contacted regarding the
suitability and availability of simulation programs for gamma ray astronomy, cosmic
ray research, and space radiation environments research. The list of persons is
given in the Appendix.
As a result of these discussions, several persons provided sufficient
information about their organization's file directories to allow all the programs to be
copied. Most of the people contacted were more familiar with GEAN'I3 and the
European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) Program Library. Other
simulation programs, such as CALOR89 (along with HETC, MORSE, and EGS4)
are used also. CALOR89 has been ported to DEC 5000 (Ultrix) workstations.
GEAN'I3 is a three-dimensional Monte Carlo simulation program, which is
used to track particles through an experimental setup for acceptance studies or
simulation of detector response. The graphical representation of the setup and the
particle trajectories can be displayed or printed.
One advantage of using GEANT3 for simulations is that the program is used
by many research groups. Furthermore, it is being modified, updated, and
supported by computer personnel at CERN. Documentation is available for
programs in the CERN Program Library. As a subscriber to the GEANT file list
server at CERN, information about changes or problems is frequently received via
email. Several students at the University of Arkansas at Little Rock are using
GEANT3 to carry out simulations for the Relativistic Heavy Ion CoUider
experiment. The programs are running on DEC 5000 (Ultrix) workstations.
For the JOVE program, UALR can build on student and faculty experience
with programs in the CERN Program Library to conduct simulations of existing
cosmic ray detectors and those proposed for NASA experiments. If a program is not
appropriate for the particles or energies involved in a simulation, then it may be
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necessary to run other programs such as CALOR89. Thus research studies related
to work in the Gamma & Cosmic Ray Branch of the Astrophysics Division at NASA
Marshall Space Flight Center would be appropriate for faculty and students at
UALR.
A long term goal is to study the spectrum of high-energy cosmic rays. Ballon-
borne emulsion chambers are used to detect these particles in high energy nucleus-
nucleus interactions. The detectors have "target sections" and calorimeter sections
for measurements of produced charged particles and gamma-rays, respectively. The
target section includes many layers of nuclear emulsion plates to measure the
charge of the incident particle and the emission angles of the produces charged
particles. The calorimeter includes layers of nuclear emulsion and x-ray film to
measure the electron distributions from the electromagnetic cascades initiated by
gamma-rays from pi-zero decay.
The electromagnetic cascade is one key to estimating the energy of the
original cosmic ray. The maximum electron number in an electromagnetic cascade
can be related to the total energy of the electromagnetic component. A high-
powered microscope may be used to count individual electron tracks in the shower
for each of several layers of emulsion, but this procedure is time consuming.
Consequently, indirect counting techniques, which rely on optical density
measurements of the x-ray film, are used to study the development of cascades.
A scintillating optical fiber calorimeter (SOFCAL) is being developed for
use in emulsion chambers. With this technique, the time required to measure the
energy in an electromagnetic cascade would be reduced. Furthermore, the device
would not saturate for long exposures at very high energies where the flux is
extremely low and long exposures over years in space are required. The calorimeter
(SOFCAL) would record positions, angles, and temporal information of cosmic ray
nuclei and gamma-rays. It may be possible to extend the measurements of cosmic
rays to event energies around 1000 TeV, where a drastic change of elemental
composition is indicated.
At the beginning of the JOVE program, it is proposed to use GEAN'I3 for
simulation of electromagnetic cascades and compute the energy deposited in
different regions of the detector (SOFCAL). GEANT3 may be used to develop and
test reconstruction and analysis programs and to interpret the experimental data.
For example, the output data from GEANT3 will be compared with simulations of
electromagnetic cascades being carrying out by NASA researchers with another
program called EGS3. Simulations done with GEANq3 will provide an important
validation of those done using EGS3.
During the summer, the initial data required to initialize the simulation
programs were collected. This information includes detailed dimensions of the
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detector (SOFCAL) and typical energies of gamma rays which strike the detector.
In order to implement the simulation and graphics programs in the CERN Program
Library, disk space for a project directory on a Space Science Laboratory (SSL)
VAX was requested. After this directory has been set up, the basic libraries will be
copied from the CERN VAX to the SSL VAX.
An extension of this work would be to study simulations of nuclei-nuclei
collisions at energies which are comparable to those of cosmic rays. Identification
of the primary particles striking the "target sections" of the balloon-borne emulsion
chambers is very important. Simulation of events enables the measurements of
charged particles in the emulsions to be related to the primary energy and particles
involved in the collision. The computer program, FRITIOF, in the CERN Program
Library, is suitable for some beam and target panicles. For other nuclei-nuclei
collisions encountered in the emulsion cosmic ray detectors, the program would
have to be modified. The output data from these simulations would be useful for
optimization of existing detectors and design of future cosmic ray detectors.
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Appendix to Final Report
Summer1992
The following people were contacted regarding the suitability and availability
of simulation programs for gamma ray astronomy, cosmic ray research, and space
radiation environments research:
Tony W. Armstrong, Science Applications International Corp.
Charles Byrd, University of Arkansas at Little Rock (UALR)
Federico Carminati, CERN and Princeton University
Martyn J. Corden, Supercomputer Computations Research Institute,
Florida State University
Soren Frederiksen, Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) Laboratory
Tony Gabriel, Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Clark McGrew, University of California, Irvine
Miguel Marquina, CERN and Princeton University
Brent Moore, University of Mississippi, Oxford
Thomas A. Parnell, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Ellen Roberts, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
David Roetzel, University of Arkansas at Little Rock
John Watts, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Gaurang Yodh, University of California, Irvine
Saul Youssef, Supercomputer Computations Research Institute,
Florida State University
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Monte Carlo Simulation of The Scintillating
Optical Fiber Calorimeter (SOFCAL)
Zibin Yang, Russell Gillum and Donald C. Wold
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of Arkansas at Little Rock
Little Rock, AR 72204
Abstract
A scintillating optical fiber calorimeter (SOFCAL) is being developed by NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center for use in
balloon-borne emulsion chambers to study the spectrum of high-energy cosmic rays and gamma rays. SOFCAL will not
saturate for long exposures, and the detector will be helpful for the study of primary cosmic-ray nuclei energies from 100
GeV to 1,000 TeV. For a given incident particle and energy, computer simulations of electromagnetic cascades allow com-
putation of energy deposited in different regions of the calorimeter. For these initial simulations, a 5-cm x 5-cm x 7-cm
calorimeter was used. Each subsection contained a 0.4-cm thick lead plate or two 0.2-cm lead plates and two layers of opti-
cal fibers, 90" to each other. There were 100 square fibers in a layer, and the length of an edge was 0.5 mm. For incident
gamma ray energies of 0.5 to 1.5 TeV, the energy deposited in each layer of fibers was computed. Due to the limited
dynamic range of tile imaging electronics, a window for the energy deposition (Y_ Ey) in the fibers was explored to deter-
mine the best measure of energy deposition in the calorimeter.
Introduction
The Monte Carlo method in GEANT (CERN, 1992a)
was used to simulate the photon and electron events in
the Scintillating Optical Fiber Calorimeter (SOFCAL),
which is under development at NASA/Marshall Space
Flight Center for future applications in cosmic ray and
gamma ray measurements.
Emulsion chambers employing calorimeters have been
used for direct measurements of cosmic-ray composition
(protons through Fe) between 1012 and 10 t5 eV using bal-
loon-borne emulsion chambers (Kaplon et al., 1952;
Minakawa et al., 1958; Niu et al., 1971; Burnett et al.,
1986; Burnett et al., 1987; Parnell et al., 1989; Burnett et
al., 1990; Asakamori et al., 1991). The emulsion chamber
shown in Fig. 1 is composed of four parts: (1) a charge-
determination module, (2) a target module with -0.2 ver-
tical interaction mean free paths for protons, (3) a spacer
module, and (4) an emulsion calorimeter module with
about fourteen vertical radiation lengths. In one emulsion
chamber (Burnett, et ai., 1986), the thickness of each part
was as follows: primary charge detector, 1.78 cm; target
module, 15.92 cm; drift space, 12.08 cm; and calorimeter
section, 6.30 cm. The thickness was measured along an
axis perpendicular to the plates. The simulations
described here are for a scintillation optical fiber counter-
part to the calorimeter section in the emulsion chamber.
The part of the primary energy going into gamma-
rays, E Ey is the parameter most easily related to the pri-
mary cosmic ray spectrum in emulsion chamber experi-
ments. The ability to measure energies of electron-photon
cascades is one of the most important functions of the
calorimeter. Following an interaction above or in the top
of the calorimeter, a fraction of the total primary energy
(5 - 25% of the energy released depending on impact
parameters and atomic mass numbers of the colliding
nuclei), will be deposited in the calorimeter in the form
of photon energy, ]_ F_ The photons originating from an
interaction will develop individual electromagnetic cas-
cades in the calorimeter. For these simulations, a
calorimeter module with ten vertical radiation length of
Pb was used. In the geometrical configuration shown in
Fig. 2, each subsection of the calorimeter consisted of a 4-
mm lead block, 100 square fibers (each 0.5-mm thick) in
the x-direction and 100 square fibers (each 0.5-mm thick)
in the y-direction. In these initial simulations, this lead
and optical fiber combination was repeated fourteen
times.
Materials and Methods
The Monte Carlo Method in GEANT.--GEANT and
PAW (CERN, 1992b) are a system of detector description
and simulation tools developed by CERN. The Monte
Carlo simulations, which used GEANT Version 3.21, were
done on DEC 5000 workstations. The principal applica-
tion of GFANT in High Energy Physics are (1) the track-
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Charge Detector: Measure Z by 6 ray counting in emulsions and etch pit size in CR39. 
Target: Interaction probability - 0.2 for protons and - 0.9 for iron nuclei. 
Spacer: Primary fragments 
Produce n= , and 
0 G a m a  rays from no decay spread out so they may be measured individually. 
0 0 (typical) = 2x10 ' radians at 10" eV/arnu. 
Calorimeter: Gamma rays produce 
0 Copious ex , y's in lead. 
e Number of ez counted in emulsions or X ray film. 
0 Optical density measured = 2 Ey . 
Typical Emulsion Chamber 
f 
Metal Plates 
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of an emulsion chamber. 
ing of particles through an experimental setup for simula- 
tion of detector response, and (2) the graphical represen- 
tation of the and of the particle trajectories. These 
two are often combined interactively in simulations. 
The methods in these simulations include the follow- 
ing steps: 
(1) Describe an experimental setup using geometry setup 
routines. The setup is represented by a structure of geo- 
metrical volumes. Each volume is given a medium num- 
ber by the user. Different volumes may have the same 
medium number. A medium is defined by the so-called 
tracking medium parameters, which include reference to 
the material filling the volume. 
(2) Accept events simulated by standard Monte Carlo gener- 
ators. The Monte Carlo method is based on a statistical 
theorem which says that the distribution of a Cumulative 
Distribution Function is uniform. So random seeds gener- 
ated by a random number generator (uniform) can be 
used to calculate events in a certain distribution. GEANT 
is interfaced with the event generator, FRITIOF. This 
Monte Carol program (Lonnblad, 1992) simulates events 
of hadron-hadron, hadron-nucleus, or nucleus-nucleus 
collisions at high energies. 
(3) Simulate the transport of particles through the various 
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Scintillating Fiber Calorimter
Sheel
x-Axis
Fibers
_-Axis
Fibers
Fig. 2. Geometry of Scintillating Fiber Calorimeter (SOFCAL).
regions of the setup. GEANT can take into account the
interactions of these particles with the matter and the
boundary of the setup. GEANT is able to simulate the
dominant processes which can occur in the energy range
from 10 kV up to 10 TeV.
(4) Record elements of the particle trajectories and the
response from the sensitive detectors.
(5) F'trualize the detectors and the particle trajectories.
The Monte Carlo Program for SOFCAL Simulations
(SOFCALS).--The process of optimization requires fre-
quent design changes, so users should be able to change
the geometry easily. The time required to modify GEANT
programs containing geometry information about the
detector can be enormous. Therefore a subroutine was
developed to read in the geometrical configuration from
a separate file in an ASCII format. This subroutine reads
not only detector setup, but also other parameters need-
ed for the simulation such as tracking medium parame-
ters. The data are stored and later used for computing
energy deposited by each particle in the cascade (Fig. 3)
which was initially produced by a gamma ray.
Energy deposition is calculated from the lowest level
geometry. Total energy deposition is integrated using
step functions. When a threshold is imposed due to limi-
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The Shower Caused by a Photon with E=N0 GeV 
Fig. 3. The trajectories of a photon event with energy of 0.1 TeV. 
tations in the elGctronic read out devices, then the mea- Results 
sured energy is less than the energy actually deposited in 
each fiber. The program SOFCALS has interactive rou- Energy Depositio~z Transition Curve and the Shower 
tines which are called to draw the trajectories of an indi- Event.--The typical detector (emulsion chamber) shown 
vidual gamma ray event. in Fig. 1 has a "target section" and "calorimeter sectionn 
designed for measuring produced charged particles and 
gamma rays, respectively. The target section includes 
many layers of nuclear emulsion plates to measure the 
charge of the incident particle and the emission angles of 
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the produced charged particles with high accuracy (0.01
mrad). The spacer section is a drift space that permits
closely collimated gamma rays from an upstream vertex
to diverge from each other before cascade development
in the downstream calorimeter. The calorimeter includes
layers of nuclear emulsion and X-ray film among lead
plates to measure the electron distributions from the elec-
tromagnetic cascades initiated by gamma rays from g0
decay. The calorimeter is used to measure the spectrum
of energy deposition _ Ey from which the primary energy
spectrum is derived.
It is difficult to measure the momenta of produced
charged particles in emulsion chambers. However gamma
rays from the no decay are observed in the calorimeter
and the emitted angles and energies can be measured
individually if they are well separated. For high multiplici-
ty events, they overlap in the forward region.
The incident energy of the cosmic ray projectile is not
measured directly, but it can be estimated from the total
gamma ray energy. The angular distribution and energy
distribution of gamma rays from each no decay are need-
ed. Isospin symmetry is assumed so the number of g°s
which decay into pairs of gamma rays is about half that of
the charged _ mesons.
Figure 3 illustrates the cascade of electrons and pho-
tons produced by an incoming gamma ray with incident
energy of 0.1 TeV. Figure 4 shows the energy deposited
in each x-layer of fibers as a function of distance through
the calorimeter. The incident particle is a gamma-ray with
energies of 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 TeV. The three curves are
based on ten events each.
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Fig. 4. The energy transition curve of a photon with ener-
gies of 0.5 TeV, 1 TeV, and 1.5 TeV.
Discussion
In these simulations of gamma rays incident on the
SOFCAL detector, the direction of the incoming photon
lies along the z-axis which is normal to the plane of each
lead plate and layer of fibers. The energy transition
curves show the energy deposited in each layer of optical
fibers. They are used to determine parameter settings of
the data acquisition devices.
The dynamic range is one limitation of the output
image intensifier CCD electronics. Typical devices are
limited to a dynamic range of approximately 256. For
example, if the threshold energy is set to 1 MeV, then the
highest energy which can be measured is only 256 MeV.
Due to this limitation, a specific threshold and window
may be needed to optimize the measurements. For these
initial simulations of SOFCAL, a dynamic range of 100
was used. In Fig. 5, a threshold of 2 MeV appears to be
optimal. Figures 5 to 8 show that the 2-MeV to 200-MeV
range differentiates between gamma ray energies from
0.5 to 1.5 TeV better than other ranges. These figures
should be compared with the energy deposition curve in
Fig. 4, for which no threshold or range limitation has
been imposed. For simulations of the primary cosmic
rays, calculations must be performed with event genera-
tors, such as FRITIOF, to predict the distributions in E F_
and then use GEANT for associated optimum window
settings.
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Fig. 5. The energy transition curves of photons with dif-
ferent energies. The dynamic range is 0.5 MeV to 50
MeV.
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Fig. 6. The energy transition curves of photons with dif- 
ferent energies. The dynamic range is 1 MeV to 100 MeV. 
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Fig. 7. The energy transition curves of photons with dif- 
ferent energies. The dynamic range is 2 MeV to 200 MeV. 
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Fig. 8. The energy transition curves of photons with dif- 
ferent energies. The dynamic range is 5 MeV to 500 MeV. 
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PILOT STUDY OF SPINE TEST SCORES
A!VD MEASURES OF TONGUE DEVXA VCY
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The ve._ai spe_.ch of pe._ons with se-
vere-.:o-profound he=nng loss is often
difflcait :o unde._mnd. Poor sp_.ch inte!-
[igxbtlit'y. may :_ult in part from inzppro--
pnate :0ngue placement (tongue devi-
ant/) dunng rowe _.produc_on, which in
turn may distort coartic-,iated souncLs.
Although improvement in spc-=ch inteili-
gtbtiicy. _rough remedial tm_tning _ desir-
able, dae effec_vene_ of umining L_ se!-
dora a._e_._d (Monscn. 198I) and con-
tinues to be debated (Dagenai_. I992).
Part of d"te problem _ that Lraditiona[ per-
cepmai scales ",re conside:ed coo cum-
be.-'_ome for routine dint_i use (Mon._n.
1978).
Perceptual measures used co assess
speech inte!ligibili_ in persons with
hearing loss have traditionally included
listeners' ra',ings of conversational
speech on an anchored equal-distance
scale and [i._tenem' uan_cripuon._ of what
they he=r from a spe._.h sample. With
such ratings, ciiniciar_ are more inclined
to t_.n.sc_b¢ and record deviant con._o-
nanm. air.hough deviant voweL_ may re-
Late :5 much or more co ince!ligtbiiit_?.
Ferce.'}t'ual :ppmaches co speech
ment ptx-sent probie..-r_Lrtr.hat the,: am
subiec'tve and lack quantttattve stan-
dard_. Facom chat have been Found to
:flee: mt,ngs inciude [i_tene:_' he".nng
acaicv and experience and dae sumu[u._
materials u_ed in the inteiligtbiiity, m_k
(Geffner. Levitt. Freeman. & Gaffney,
1978: Hudgins. ].949: Hudgin_. Finch.
Lamb. New, & Numb¢_. 1945: Hudgms
& Numbers. 1942: E. Johnson, I939; D.
Johnson. 1.976: Levitt. 1980: Markides.
1970- Mc_e._nott & j'ones. 1984: McGarr.
I980. 1983: SilvenTlan. 1943; Smith. ].975,
1982: Subte!ny, 1977). Valid and rt!iable
perceptual _._essment o£ Lnte_ig_biliw
essendal to the planning and me_-ure-
merit of feedback strategies for commu-
nication _habilitation with pe._om who
are hemang impaLred.
Another _sse_ment-te!ated problem
isposed by the inv_ive procedures
For investiSatmS speech produc:ion.
such as mdiosr-aphy, paiato-smphy '
,nd e!ec:romyogmphy. These proce-
dures c=n be: uncomf.ort=01c, c'_n dis-
tort the speech s_gnal, and gent.rally
are unav_,iaOle on = re-ai-(,meb_i_ to
the prate:tin S c!inician ,ssLs{ing
people wlth severe-to-prof.oundhe=r-
in_ [c.'_.Thus. "Ilack of ob)e_zve end
ncnmvv.mve pnys,olog,czimc"._ureaof
tongue deviancy h=mpe.'s the
cHn:c::ns _.;for_ _o offer necessary
=nd t,meiv t'e=dbac!< _s tr=,n,mz
proBre_e_.
Rc!iaOle.m__r_ of.oi_.m,ng _erce_
m:i :nd pnys,oiogzcai me'..._ur_mcnr..s
_I'lat cor"_!ace w_th c'=chother ne_-_'..i:O
he deve!ooed co =:xSL_C;Me pe.'-sonwtc,n
hc'=nng !o:_ine.'Torts:omorn(or :nd
modify hLs or her vocal t_c':. The.-e
ins_rume.n_sshould 10c_...svco _dm:n-
i_te:=rid re!=uve!v incxpcnswc. _nd
should provide ci_m thor ar_ valid w,m
reape_ to spe:ch late!fig:bali,. The
information such instruments would
provide would make po_iblc ,n im-
tml a.ssec,_smencba.se!ine "_nd :an oblec-
ave =ppro=ch _o :_sessing the e:Ticac,"
o{ tre=tmefl[.
Two deve._opmenr.s show promi'_e
in the :Lsse_sment '_nd reme.'.Jiatmn of"
de."ec_vc speech produc'_on. F:r_t. -,
pe.'_e_pm=l spc'e'_._hince!li_biii_ _eat For
pe.-'_or_ wi(.h h_'.nng !oss _lled SPIN'E
(for Speech [nte!lig_bdicy E'/aiuauon:
Mor'..sen. I-981) prov_dea "_simple, cli-
nic=n-:_dministered instrument that L_
v=Hd. re{table, and clinic:zlIy e._cient
(Ke!Iy, Dancer. & BmdleT, 1986k Sec-
ond. acoustic me-_surea of tongue de-
viancy, computed From Form=_ Frequen-
cies (%Vold. 1985) offer the clinician
and the client a direc= viaualizaraon of
tongue placement in rc_.nrion to a smn-
ciard or norm. Such _eedback. based
on a noninv:_ive objective technique,
can provide the c!ient a visual _nse,.
(tonsue placement for non'n_[ rowe!
production) for tr_ininS and p_cuce.
The purpose of this preliminary
study w_ to de:ermine whether clini-
ci-,n-gene."=_ed SPhN'E te_t scores are
torte!areal with Oblec:ive computer-
gent.--need men,cures of tongue devi-
ant'/ dunng vowe{ production in per-
sons w,{h _evere-m-profound heanng
[o_s be.':ween the "_gea of l-_ and 20.
The _hre: vowe!s of the Lin_ Five
5ound T_t (12ng.£976_---\i\, \a\, and
\u\_e:e cno_en For inm",l _nalvs_s
bec:u_e c_cv rcore_ent 3rtlcu_a[oP/
ex_eme_ :nd corrempondingiy differ-
eat re._,onsof":cou_t:c_ne.'o_'yre!atmg
to mvm-(ront, low-back. =nd h:_n-b-_ck
tongue pi:cement. The Front vowe!
\ i\ _hows m:x_mum o_i con_cnc:_on.
whde cnc h:ck vo_e!_ \:'\ _-nd \u\
.,how mammum pnar/nge:t cor_mc-
hon _nd leo protrusion, resoect_ve!v
(Berc=n. H:m_. & Rzonac!. [99-_).
Method
Subiec_
[n m,_ s_udy, there were 23 _ubiem-s
with hc=nng [o_s. 15 Fem'qea and i_
maie_. _nging in _ge From I,+to 20
yearn..aJl :trended = state-supported
d=v =nd r_s:dentaal school Forthe IDc'-.f
in a mc:ropoiimn =re:. Subjcc. se!ec-
uon w=.s b:z.9_.i on pur_-r.one :udiomc'.-
nc :ve.--.ges For500. IOCL)._nd 20(]0Hz
in the b¢:_er _'-r.which _nged From 65
dB HL :o i?.20 dB HI- AJI subiec'-.s were
of normal intelligence a_ dete.-'mined
by _e:r performance on {he [Q se_aon
of the Weachler [nte!llgence Scale.
They were ,Iso enrolled in speech
the.'-apy and used both speech end
manual signs to communicate. For the
subje_.s, the me'an and standard de-
v_a_on of r.hebe.'ter-_rhen_ringtosses
were 91.8 dB HL and 14.4 dB HI., re-
spec:ive{y. To ensure that subjec=s
could read the simple words From the
SPINE. only individuals who re-ad nt
the elementary, level or higher were Ln-
eluded. Inaddition,subjects were flee
of other handicapping conditionsand
had no _pp=rent concomitant visual
L,-npairrnen_.
Acl=,in_tradon or" rJ_e 5PI/_'E Te_t
The SP!NE test for words (.Monson.
19HI)conccm.s tO decks of c:rd.s. Each
c:rd in : de.x has one of ,:our words
pnnted on one side.such _s feel.fmL
.fill. _nd feil. Thus e=ch deck has
mono_viDbies that are _coust,callv
sin:far except for the cm0edc_ed
vowel (Diner card de.:<scons_ of
groupmss such a5 he,..vat, ,eL not
_nd :sud. pole.._ooi. P.=uL Withm _'.ch
dec'.<, _he four s_m:iar worc.s '-re re-
pc:ted on Four cards: con_equendy
there :re I6 C2.,'C.Sper deck. The =:-r-
ammer ._huffle_ _he 16 corns in e:ch
deck :nd u_e_ oniv _e first_.0for:e_{-
ing pure, o_e_; :hu_. the numoer of re-
soon.se_ :o{:is1.00per _e_¢t(10 decks
_,th L0 pre_ented words per dec!<).
_"ncc!imc:an dces noc know which of
the Four word._ in _ dec!< is :c:uailv
presented v,_uailvFor the sublet: to
.spc'=kat any g_ven tune.Tnu.s the cli-
me:an records mat word he or she per-
cewea on the bas_ o£ the subie_s pro-
duc=_on of the embedded vowel
T'h= SP!NE teat w:_ =dminiate.-'_d. in
a rouune dinica[ t'=._hion to e=ch sub-
jec: individually in a quit.', we'3-li¢
room w_th the sublc'-,seatedat : _ble
Fac'ns two examiners w(th normal
hc'anng. Both ex:.minem were Famil-
iar wit_ the sot:oh of pe.-'_or_with
severe-co=profound h_nng toss. Test
insmac-aon_were given bv _e prumnry
exam,net :Nrougn = comomauon of
oral speech, manual signs, and
fingempeHing.
After a FamiUarization task, the pn-
mary exammer shuffled all the dec._
so that she would not know the order
of the words. She then held the _.rds
up one at :_ time a_ the subiec= ve.-bailv
produced oral responses to e"_,_ word
printed on the card. While the word
pnnted on the c_rd was read by r.he
subjec=, the primary examiner end a
second e.,mminer immediately wrote
on separate answer shee'.s the word
th_/believed the subjec= had u=ered.
Rather than determine qualitatively
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how we!l the words were spoken, the
judges had to m',ke _ forc=d choice of
one word From among '.he Four words
with similar but dLFCc:encvowel.
The cumulacwe score for the SPINE
test was equal [o the number of cor-
re_.. word choic_-s mace by the iudges.
with lO0 being the h_ghe_t po_sLble
score "rod "_5 (or one ouc of tour) be-
ing the ba._e!ine score expec:ed :o re-
suit From guessing. The scores com-
puted bv the iudges were c:mpared.
ave.aged, and e,/aiuated for ',ncenudge
re!iabiiicv.Be.'..u_e;no mezn SPINE
{eSt scores were occzme'J From the
'_coresof {he t'wo :_:mine.-'3.the re-
suits could be c_ns_rJed :s be.n_
more re!iableuh=n what would he ob-
_ined in :c';u:t clim_.i pr, c=:c: .-v,cna
stogie c!imc:an do,ng the sconng.
However. the :ve.--,gescore differed
vet/littlefrom earner of the individu:i
score's and the ,'_'_uitw:_ m,!ec:ed m
a h,gn inte.'ludge ._i_b,iie_c_e!:uon
of "96.
Speec.J_ Acousdc-Sa.mI_Eag
P'ro<ed_u-_
The vowels s_!e.'=ed for analysis we.-_
the imbedded, coamculaced vowe!s
From three of the test words in the
SPINE itseif: the high-Front \i\ From
/'eelthe high-back \u\ from po_t and
the tow-back \a\ from _oc The vow-
els provided r.n_: dstxnc-'Ay different
poin_ of arucJlauon _nd "'cou._ucre_o-
nance _e'._. To obtainb_er control
of ambient noise and thereby gmn. a
highly Favoraoie s,_nal-co-no_e muo
For the acou.suc recording and Later
anaiysi¢ of the vowel, voice record-
in_ of all subjec'...sprodu_ng the thre-=
words with the embedded vowe{s
were made in : session separate From
the more cfini_.l admini.sr.mtton of the
SPItqE.
For recording, high-qua[icy instru-
mentation was used. consisting of a
dynamic microphone (Electro-Voice
model RE55) with a preamplifier
(Tandberg modet II) and :t rope re-
corder (.TE._.C mode! A-3440). Record-
ings of the te_ words were made in a
sound-treated double-wailed audio-
metric suite. The subject and the pn-
maq_ examiner sat in the testing booth
f:cinge'achocher,.An assistant situated
outside_e booth ope.-".cedthe record-
ing equipment. To coordinate record-
ing, the examiner and assistant com-
munic:ted manually through the win-
dow The sublec'-s were required to
repe:t e=ch of the stimulus words
thre=_ times at _ mouch-co-mxc,ophone
distance of 15 cm. The ma_cer caoes
were dupiicaced on open-re:i record-
ing _e (Ampex C_nd ;,latter -_i6i :c
: soe:d of 38.1 ca'reset with _ hail
Or:Ok two-channel taoe recorder
(Tandherg mode! I0.XZ3). The sce:ch
samoies to_led 2¢,2 stogie-word pro-
ductlon5 (nine for _'_.ch Of the "_S_ub-
iecLs).
For e=ch sub!e-c:._t',e.':=mme; lLs-
cened to c_,e recordings w_th e:r-
phone'¢ :nd se!e_ed the be'_cof thrc-'-
produc-t:on._For ='acn vowei based on
: m_n,mum of perc::ved amo,ent
noise. The se!ec:ed rowe! samples
were dig:tizedw_th a corn.outingspec-
trum analyzer (Rockland FFT 5[_'S).
Only an 80-msec cencr-.l window in
the middle of the se!ec:ed rowe! in
e'=chword w_s digitized in order co
reduce the possibleeffe_ of inicmuon
:nd te..'minacionon the formant fre-
quenc'es. Obtained from a line=r prc-
dictmn analys_s (Vi,¢wan'_than &
Makhoul. t979), me formant frequen-
c:es were vv_uailychecked for accu-
_cz bv comparison with prominent
harmonics inr.hepower spe_rum =nd
m_xim_ in the envelope of the modal
spectrum. All formant frequenc:es
were independently verified with
broadband spec=rog_ms From a Kay
E!emetric.s Digital Sona-G_ph mode!
7800.
Vocal L_ct. shapes for e'_ch subiect
were generated From the Form_nt Fre-
quencies (Wold, 1985), and then com-
pared with vocal u=c= shapes deter-
mined from the average Forman{ Fre-
quencies for men and women
(Peterson & Barney, 1952). This
method (Ladefoged, Harshman,
Goldstein, & Rice, 19T8) has shown
that tongue shapes of vowels can be
:dequace[y descnbed bv ce,"_inpro-
ponion,¢of a Front-robingand a back-
r:i'qng component Of the tongue.
Two method_ were used _o assess the
simil:ritv or di,_similaricy of each
suble_'s vocal tract shape and the cor-
responding reference vocal tract
shape. First. the root-me:n-square
(R,MS) deviation betwe:n the two
shaoes wa,¢ computed From the first
thre-= ."ormant frequenc:_. Second. the
•_um of the absolute deviatmns in the
Front-_nd back-_ism_ components
(F_C) of :he tongue shaoc, which i,,
e:_,c: to c=ic'Jiatc, w=_ computed
From the same formaflt Frequenc:e'_.
Given me vocal tmc: _haoe of the sub-
iec: =nd the reFersnc= voc=i tr"ct
_nace. :cc:n be shown thac the ._,lS
dcvl=tion :s :l_=vs less than or equ"-i
to me _um of the :bsoiute de'nat_or_
in ".hecomoonenc$ o( tongue _h'_oc.
P="-:'_on produc=-moment corre!auon
coe."Fic:encsand multiple-corre!=tLon
coeff'ic:ents were then comouced be-
cwe:n the SPINE-test scores in ratio-
nalized arcsine units (Studebaker.
1985) and the reciprocals of both
acoustm mev.sures of tongue deviant'.,'.
Result=
Individual SPINE ce2t scores ranged
from 34% to 96% with a group toe-in
of 6i% and = standard deviation of
I_'0. According to Monsens (1981)
interpret.scion of scores,a m_'=n score
of 6!,% indicates chat. in gene.-'ai.
"people Listening to these subjects
would experience difficulty, in under-
standing simple material. :nd that the
communication proce_.swould be la-
bored and difficult _ (p. 8'50).
Table I shows the deviations in
tongue shape as determined by the
me"-ns, standard deviauons, and ranges
of the root-mean-square me-sure and
the sum of the absolute deviauons in
the Frontand back components. Note
that ', iX, the highest front vowel shows
the most deviation From the norrrmtive
tongue position in centimeters, while
',u\, the highest back vowel, shows the
temst. The low-back vower \a\ shows
inter-mediate tongue-deviancy values.
Table 1
COmloarative Scatistic._l Anrtl3utes of Two Measures of Tongue Oevianc'/
..- " "" .' --;--. .-'.=-- _:----" __L-.--'--;_,- -'--'-
". -- '-- " " : -, • ---:';" - _,-;", -" .'_. ""_". -;-'_'' " -_'..;_"_ """'-J ?"'Z_..i"_ "'-- :_., -I
•_ _U_*'_m_,CTP "_, :Z.;. AL4 ", ¢n'.',,_',O' ¢#" P_L-..R/'J'._.o,J"¢-, ,,_['p,*,_'--_. l::]_r_,_.¢,,,_.,, _r,_. LI
h\ .74 .88 .3_ .34 _.47 _._
ka\ .62 .72 .40 .39 _.70 _.77
_\ .36 .59 .17 23 .73 .92
_MS. t_ct-mean-sauare cev,at=ons ,n zcngue snace
;_'C. s_m ot :_e aosolu(e cev,aticns c! :_e !toni- ano _acx-ra_s_n(:J c:mconents
/i/
IFicjuce 1
VCcaJ Tract Sha{3e (Solicl Line) Coral:uteri from t_e
Formant Frecluencies of a Woman wit_ Iml0airecl Hearing
Comcare_ to _e Vocal Tr_c: _ha_e (E}o_ect Line)
Com_ute_ from the Average FormanI FreGuencies of
Men (Peterson & Barney. lg52]. The Sut_iect Has
Utterecl a Vowel SounQ Corresponding to _\
Table 2
Ccrrelauon Cceffic:ents _et',_een
SF_INE Test Scores anC Two
Measures at Tongue Cev,ano-/
_'==.-'_.(P...eatsc.n=foCuS-moment " -
"-'--.'r..?-c_rrma_c_e_cien_) ": "
" _.L'.-,,-'-_ . _'_;.'--;..-_-.--._-.... -..-
.... . ...,. . .o
• .. - .
V_ : ":'.'-.' :'-":.":";'".'= ".::; ':: '"
., .. -_, "._:- .......... :.
segments -;. >- _r_MS 7"/F_C ....
_a\ SO ! 9
Mul[lCle c=tre:a[icn c.=ertic:en[
5:"-= .52"
,;MS. rOot-mean-scuare cev,allcns,n
:cnG_e snace
_-_'C. sum ot :me acsclute re,nations or ;he
_rcnt- ano =at.x-raising ccmccnents
• S;gndic-'=nta[ :_e 01 level ot c=nticence
= Sign,tican¢ at :he 02 !e,ve_ot ccniiaence
T,ble __shows Pe:rson produc=-
moment corr_!:tion coc.qic_n_ =nd
t_e muttipie-corre!auon coc'_Cent b_-
nve=n 5PhN'E :e_t scorc_ =nd _o mc=-
_urcs of consuc alert=no/: (:_ _he re-
c:proc"-Ls o{ _e _o_-m¢"-n-_u=rc v:l-
ue_ :nd (b) the r_cproc-'-L_or the sum
of the _hsoiutc de,,i=uor_ o_ the front
',nd b',ck componen{.s. No(e th=t bo{h
me'_ur_ Of tongue devi:nc/yie_.ded
:z smt._ti,"_Jly signiHc:mr, moderate col
re_tion with the rowe! \i\ in Lsol:tion
=nd with the vowels \i\, \=\, =nd \u\
combined tn{o ', muitipie-co_e!=tion
coefficient. Neither tongue-devil, hey
me'_ure w:Ls signific:ndy correlated
wir.h the vowe_ \.-t\=rid \u\ Ln Lsohz-
don.
In Fisure l, :z he'_ring-imp_ired
subjecL_s uEemnce of \ iX (solid line) Ls
comp=red with :_ norm=rive produc-
tion (dotted line). No_e thor _he
subject's tonBue wo.s p[=ced in :z more
neur.t=[arti_alatory position.
_eel_
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OiscussiQ.
The data from thLs study sue._,est that
speakers with severe-to-profound
he,.ring toss ar_ more deviant in their
production of front vowe!s, such as
\i\, than th_z are in their produc.ton of
back vowe_, such as \u\. This infer-
ence supports previous findings
(Mangan. I96t: Boone. 1966: Nober.
1967; Smith. 1975: Geffner. t980) and
may re!ate pnmanly to the h,gh-fre-
quenc,', low-intenstt'V _ formanr.s of
front ,/oweB. Pe._on_ w,th he=nng toss
.:reless likely to perce:ve :nd use such
h:gner-frequencf formant.s in spe-=ch
producaon, even wtth ammUi_uon. A
back vowe! '_uch :as \u\. with more
inter._e tower-frc_uenc/ F'! e=ergy, is
more like!v to be peter:veal and pro-
duced co_/v w,th prO.C_r ampii_c----
Iron. [n ",dditlon.quanta| theory, prc-
dic_ chat front vowe!s allow for less
vartab,ii{v in cheir formants, and
tnereDv require more prec:se tongue
placements for corr_ produc..ton man
clo the back vowe!s (Sceven.s. [972).
A/though ks\ Ls a back vowel with
[ower-fr_qu_-nc,' ene."gy in both Fl and
P2. qu=nta[ theory predi_'_ that the
dose pro.xL'ntt,{,in F!-F2 r_tnc.s this
vowe!'s v=nabilicy and incre=.sea the
prec_sion of tongue placement neces-
sary for cor'rec=produc,.ton and pe..'ce=--
uon. In this sense. \a\ i_ a specal-c=se
back vowel since it tends to require
the rnorc prec_,_,_vocal mac: cor_qgura-
uon requital of Front vowe_.
The smttsU_il v sig_n_q_nt corre{a-
r/on b_.,:ween the vowel \ i\ and over-
all SPINE scores suggests that front
rowe!s, with m!ati, vely high F2 forrnant
energy and less formant variability.
may be more feinted to ove."all speech
intelligibility than are back vowels.
whose Low, more wanable F2 formants
may be perceived by pe."_ons with se-
vere-to-profound hearing loss when
appropriate amplification is provided.
A Ikmitadon of thi-_study i5 that corre-
lation data on only three, widely sepa-
rated vowe_ are included. As previ-
ously indicated, these vowels were se-
te_ed for thin pilot study because they
represent conttmsting re_iorm of acous-
tic e.".erT/and physiologic=i place and
movement chamc'=ensttcs. Future re-
se".rch should involve carte{arian of all
the vowe_ with the.r respe_ive SP!h'E
embedded counterparts. Thi.s would
de;e."mme which vowel or combina-
tion of vowe{s re{ares most sr.rongiv to
s.ce--ch inte!ligtbtiit'?'.
The sound quaiir.¢ of a rowe[ is pn-
m:niy dezende.",t upon the vocal tmc:
configurac:on. The primary rowe{
:rttc'at=tor of th,s resonator is _he
:ongue. Providing ,/_u=t cues For
vowe!s is espec:zily fna_rzctng be-
c:use they are :ii produced tn the
mouth w,th mtntm:i exte.'n':t v,sua[ lip
roundin_ and censm_ CJeS. P-_._ons
wlth se./ere-to-prc(cund he=nng loss
may de'/e!op ','o'_e!._vstems ba._ed on
'.n in'_pprnon:te mcdei be.'..use they
h'we .:reduc='/ numcer or" d_cm_ :u-
Cicorv t.=rg_'..5 (Rumn. IgH_). Thus. it
,'_come._ c.mc:ai :o tntroduc: :c--_i-{tme
• ,e='.:bacx to cH-v_suai pnvstoiog_c:i : i ;
e:".r.s dunng dintc:i me.---pv for vernal
spe-'-ch production. [ncorpot--,ting
computer-generated analysis of the
deviant speech signal will not only
provide quantitative measures of
acousuc and phvstolog'.c=[ prope."ttes
but will provide the vi,_ual feedback
necessary. For [c"_mtng coffee: rowe _.
produce.ion. Future advances in micro-
computer design m=v reduce the cost
of equipment capable at= such tasks
and inc'=e=.se the soeed of analysts to
the pomt whe."_ pe.'_on._with severe-
to-profound hc-.nng toss can receive
virtually instantaneous feedback on
tongue placement dunng speech pro-
ducraon.
The need for real-time analysis
brings up another limitation of this
study, since the vowel produc:ions
used in me'msunng tongue devianc.¢
were recorded sepa_teiy from the
SPINE test administration. Air.hough
the [aboratory environment provides
better control over vowel recording
than does the ctinical se."ttng, ic does
produce a situation in which the
speaker's words judged for the_ SPt2VE
scores differ from those used for
vowel acoustic measures. Whether
the vowe!s produced by the subiec.s
in the laboratory are accuse(rally dif-
ferent From those produc=d dunng the
SPINE administration and whether
such differences might a/fee: ovemil
vowe!-SPINE test re!auon.sh_ps are im-
port.ant quesuons, especmlly because
such questions rchce :o the e."5_,c/cf
the laboratory ve:-su.s re'=i-{ime, c!int_.i
uses of computer mc=.sures cf tongue
devianc/, Also. vananc:s in tongue
devian W dunng re'prated producacns
of the same vowel ne=d to be ex-
plored, w_thin bach :he hOot'-tar/and
the c!inic.
Vi..ua[ caes such :s those cOcT.ine_
from the generation o( voc:l tr:c:
shaoes c:n be used as indic'.tor_ or
progress in le."_mtng con-_ ,/owe! :r-
ttcu[atton. Visual cars _.n also pro-
vide a mc=r_ of evaiuat:ng and com-
panng different me'hods of te"-ch:ng
soeech production. This could be
done by ge.ne.-.tmg vo_.i tr=.ctshace._
at the onse', of the.'upv and men over-
laying voc=l tmc-= shapes ohutned at :
later ume. By doing this. one could
the degree o_ raL'_ing and [owe.-'ing or
forxvard and backward piacement or
the tongue. Comparuors c=uld also
be made l:>c.-'ween cHntcan and c!ient
produ_iona.
Previous studies by Mormen fig81)
and Ke!ly. Dancer. and Bmcile 7 ( I9L-'-6"_.
along with the fmdin_ of this study
suggest that the SPINE te_t has nlid-
in, and reliability _ a mc"-r_ of iudg-
ing ove.'uil speech inte!lig:bdi_ of per-
sorts with severe.to-profound h_'.nn_
[ass. In addition, the SPINE test _n be
_dministe.-'ed quickly and e=sily. Al-
though- pe:veptual methods of assess-
ing speech inteiligibilit'y are the most
wide!y used. computer analysis of the
speech acoustic signal constitutes a
re!ative_.y objec:ive ye'. noninvasive
means of quantify, ins hypothesized
physiological properties of speech.
Thus. computing vocal u-act shapes
from formant frequencies appeam f_-
sible and may be a faster alternative to
me more traditional approaches to as-
ses,sing speech inteiligibilitv of pe.--so_
with hearing loss. In addition, thi_
A.l_t_l"* _N A,NNal.a O_ TI_ D_,,,
procedure may provide mcm c!ini_llv
rc!cv=m in/ormation for individual h=-
bdit'_ion and cduc'_cton',[ plannin S.
"in: corrc!=uon of SPINE ce_t_corc_ _o
computer measures of tongue devi-
anc7 in the produc:ton of high-front
vowcL_ '_uch a,_ \t\ _ugg_ _n=t _nc
cSnm:an mav use _hc SP'NE _es_ _s
mc:ns o( r_pid c!intc:l ven_c:c,on of
impcovemcm in tongue posmon,ng.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The primary motivation for studying nucleus-nucleus collisions at relativistic
energies is to invesugate partonic, hadronic and nuclear matter at high energy derusities
(_ > 1-2 C-e.V/fro3). Early speculations of possible exotic states of matter focused on the
astrophysical implications of abnormal states of dense nuclear matter.1 Subsequent field
theoretical calculations, assuming chlrai symmetry in the o" model, resulted in
predictions of abnormal nuclear states and exaltation of the vacuum, z "Vnis generated an
interest in particle and nuclear physics to transform the state of the vacuum by using
m!ativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions._ Shortly thereafter, a phase transition to a system
of deconfined quarks and gluons, the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP), 4 was predicted. This
had implications for both early cosmology and stellar evolution. Many theoretical
developments have since brought us to the present, still infant state of understanding s
of the behavior of highly excited partonic, hadronic and nuclear matter in relativistic
nucleus-nucleus collisions.
The early dynamics of these collisions involving hard parton-parton interactions can
be calculated using perturbative QCD. a Various theoretical approaches result i_n
predictions that highly exalted (Teffectiv e - 500 Me'v), predominantly gluonic matter will.
be formed within the first 0.3 fm/c of the collision process.;' QCD lance calculations s
exhibit a phase transition between a QGP at a temperature near 250 MeV and hadronic
matter. Such phases of matter may have existed shortly after the Big Bang and may exist
in the cores of dense stars. An important question is whether such states of matter can
be created and studied in the laboratory. The Relativisti c Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) is
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being constructed at Brookhaven National Laboratory to investigate these new and
fundamental properties of matter.
2. THE STAR EXPERIMENT
o
The STAR experiment 9 will concentrate on measurements of hadron production
over a large soLid angle to be able to study observables on an event-by-event basis.
5TA.R will search for signatures of QGP formation and investigate the behavior of
strongly interacting matter at high energy density. Since there is no sing!e definitive
sigrmm.re for the QGP, it is essential, to use a fle.'dble detection system at RI-UC. STA_R.
will simultaneously measure many expe.,imental observabtes to study signatures of the
phase transitionand the space-timeevolution of the coLLisionprocess.This requiresan
understanding of the microscopic structure of hadronic interactions,at the level,of
quarks and gluons, at high energy densities.The expe.,/ment will utilizetwo asc'ec_ of
hadron production that are fundamentally new at R.HIC: correlationsbev,veen gfobnl
observables on an _ent-_-.-'ve'nt bas'Ls and the use of hard scattering of parians as a probe of
the properties of high density nuclear matter.
The event-by-event measurement of global observables - such as temperature, flavor
composition, collision geometry, reaction dynamics, and energy or entrot_v density
fluc.':uations - i.s possible because of the very high charged pa._cte densities, "d_h/dq =,
1000 expected in nucleus-nucleus collisions at RHIC. This wilI allow novel
determination of the thermodynamic proper'des of single events. Correlations between
observables made on an event-by-event basis may isolate potentially interesting events.
Measurabl.e jet yields at R.HIC will allow investigations of hard QCD processes via
both highly segmented calorimetry and high pt single particle measurements in a
tracking system. A systematic study of particle and jet production will be carried out
over a range of colliding nuclei from pp through p--nucleus up to Au-Au, over a range
of impact parameters from peripheral to central, and over the range of energies
availabte at RHIC. The pp interactions will help establish the gtuon strucz_e fu.nctions,
the p-nucleus interactions will be used to study the nuclear gluon distributions and thus
the extent of shadowing of g!uons in the nucleus, while the nudeus-nucteus interactions
are essential to determine the degree of quenching of hard scattered partons in the
surrounding nuclear, hadronic, and partonic matter. Measurements of the remnants of
hard-scattered patrons will be used as a penetrating probe of the QGP, and will provide
new information on the nucleon structure function and patton shadowing in nucteL
Measurements will be made at mid.rapidity overa large pseudo-rapidity range ( I rl I
< 1) with fi.tll azimuthal coverage (a._ = 2r_) and azimuthal symmetry. The detection
system is shown in Fig. 1. It wiI1 consist of a silicon vertex tracker (Sa/'l') and time
projection chamber (TPC) inside a solenoidal magnet with 0.5 T uniform field for
tracking and momentum analysis over Iq I < 2, and particle identification via d.E/dx at
low p t; a time-of-flight system surrounding the TPC for particle identificationat high
momenta; electromagnetic calorimetry just inside the solenoid to trigger on and
measure jets and the transverse energy of events; and external time projection chambers
(not shown in Fig. 1) located downstream outside the solenoid to extend the tracking
coverage to Irl I = 4.5. Additional fast trigger detectors will be installed to trigger on
collision geometry and the position of the primary interaction vertex.
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Figure 1. Schematic layout of the Solenoidal Tracker At R.H3C.
3. PHYSICS OF STAR
3.1 Patton Physics from Jets, Mini-Jets and High pt Particles
The early stages of the colUsion process can be studied by measuring the produc:s of
QCD hard scattering processes. The patrons in a single hard scatte.dng, whose produc_
are observed near midrapidity, must Vraverse distances of several fermi through highly
excited matter in a nucleus-nucleus collision. The energy loss of these propagating
quarks and gluons is predicted _° to be sensitive to the medium and may be a direct
method of observing the excitation of the medium. Passage through hadrortic or nuclear
matter is predicted to result in an attenuation of the jet energy and broadening of jets.
Relative to this damped case, a QGP is predicted to be transparent and an enhanced
yield at a given transverse energy is expected. The yield of jets will be measured as a
function of the transverse energy of the jet.
Mini-jets are expected to be produced copiously in collisions at RI--IIC. _,12 Similar to
the case for high Pt jets, the observed yield of mini-jets is expected to be influenced
strongly by the state of the high density medium through which they propagate. It !s
important to study the degree of fluctuation of the transverse energy and muitiplicity as
a function of rapidity and azimuthal angle (d2Et/dyd_ and d2n/dyd_) event-by-event,
which should be strongly affected by the presence of mini-jets, t3.
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Figure 2. Results from HR'J'_'G calculations for central Au_-.-ku and p-,-Au Lnteracdons at
FiHIC. The dependence of the Lndusive charged hadron specu'a on m/hi-jetproduction
(dash-dotted), gluon shadowing (dashed) and jetquenching (solid) assuming that the
giuon shadowing isidenticalto thatof quarks• RAS(pt) is the ratioof the inclusivePt
distribution of charged hadrons. [n A+B nuclear interactions to that of p_-_ (see Ref. 14).
The inclusme pt distributions and rapidity distributions of hadrons will also be
influenced by jets, mini-jets, gluon shadowing and quenchingl4 as can be seen in Fig. 2.
A systematic study of pp, p-nudeus and nudeus-nudeus collisionswillbe necessary to
um-avel the degree to which shadowing and quenching contribute to the spectra of
particlesin nucleus-nudeus collisions.The expected ratesfor measuring various hard-
scattering processes in STAR are given in Table 1.
3.2 Particle Spectra
As a consequence of the high multiplidties in central nucleus-nucleus events, the slope
of the transverse momentum (pt) distribution for pions and the <pt> for pions and kaons
can be determined event-by-event. "[hus, individual events cart be characterized by a pion
slope parameter To (effective "temperature") or <pt>, and a kaon <pt> in order to
search for events with extremely high temperature, predicted_5 to result from
deflagration of a QGP. The accuracy of measuring <pt> per event as a function of the
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Table 1
Rates for hard QCD processes expected in STAR.
Observable ']Srm Colliding Luminosity
(GeV3 System ._ (cm-% d)
pt Range
(GeV/c)
STAR
(#/10 7s)
Rate
jets,
(inclusive)
I1"1I <0.5
7_°, 7_ ÷, Or,X"
(inclusive)
I1"11<1
2O0
50O
2O0
500
pp 5 x 1030
p Au 3.2 x 10 2_
(rain. bias)
Au Au 2 x 1026
(central)
pp 1.4 x 10-31
pp 5 x 103o
p Au 3.2 x t02._
(rain. bias)
Au Au 2 x 102.6
(central)
_t2 1.4 x 1031
> 20
> 40
> 20
> 40
> 20
> 40
> 20
> 40
>60
I0 ; .5
15-
I0 ".5
15 -_ .5
I0 - .5
15 " .5
I0"
20 ± .5
35 "2.5
2.3 x 106
4.2 x 103
2.8 x 10a
5.0 x 103
5.5 x 105
1.0 x I03
"_;x I0 a
1.3 x 105
4.8 x I04
1.Sx 103
5.8 x 104
1.8 x 103
1.2 x 10z
-350
!
-.x I06
3x104
-1.2 x 103
charged particles measured per event is displayed m Fig. 3a. The determination of <pt>
for pions can be made ve.,-¢ accurately on the single event basLs in this experiment, over
the expected range of multit_ticities in central collisions from Ca + Ca toAu + Au. For
kaons, with - 200 cLnarged kaons per event in the acceptance for central Au - Au events,
<pt> can be dete.,'mined accurately for sing!e events.
Inclusive pt dis_'ibutioas of _harged particles wtii be measured with high statistics to
inves_gate effects such as collective radial flow and critical temperature at low pt, and
mini-jet attenuation 16 at high Pt. The Pt spectra of baryons and anti-baryons at
midrapidity are particularly interesting for determining the stopping power of quarks.
Measurements of the net baryon number and net charge are important for establish.rag
the baryo-<hemicaI potential _-B(Y) at midrapidity.
3.3 Strangeness Production
One of the first predictions of a signature for the formation of a QGP was the
enhancement in the production of strange particles resulting from chemical equilibrium
of a system of quarks and giuons t7. A measurement of the K/re ratio provides
information on thedelative concentration of strange and nonstrange quarks, i.e. <(s
+ s)/(u + u + d + d)>. This has been suggested _8 as a diagnostic tool to differentiate
between a hadronic gas and a QGP, and to study the role of the expansion velocity. The
K/_ ratio will be measured in STAR event-by-event with suffic,.'ent accuracy (see Fig. 3b)
to ctassify the events for correlations with other event observables.
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F{gure 3. Pto_ed as a funcuon of the c._arged-par:lcie mu[tit:)[[Citv measured £n an event
are the standard deviations of a) the measured <_t> for singie events generated wEth a
Boit-;'mann distribution with temperatures of 150 .'vfeV and 250 MeV (corresponding to
<pt> = 375 and 610, respec_vely) and b) the ratio K/re assLtm2ng that <K/,':> = 0.1.
A.nofl'terurdque_feature of_STAR isitsabilityto measure strange and ant:i-strange
baryons (e.g.KOs, A. A. -', _., £2")over a wide rapEdiW inter'vatabout midrapidit'y.
Enhancements to the strange antibaryon content due to CLX_P...formationhave been
predicted, t9 Furthermore, the multiply-strange baryons (:', =', f2-) may be more
sensitiveto the existenceoF the _x:]P.;.o
The production cross sectionof ¢-mesorts cartbe measured inclusi'_et._uLn STA2R. via
the decay _ = K _ _-K-. Measurement of the yie!dof the _.which isan ss pair,placesa
more sl:rin_entconstrainton the originof the observed flavorcomposition z_ titanthe
K/z ratio and is expected to be more sensitiveto the presence o£ a Q(3P. The ©
production rate is also expected to be extreme[X sensitive to changes in the quark
masses z2,_due to a possiblechiraIphase transitionathigh energy"densities.
3.4 Hanbury-Brown and Twiss (HBT) Interferometry
Correlations between identical bosons provide irfformation on the freezeout
geometry, the expansion dynamics and possibly the existence of a QGI"a. 24 It will be
unprecedented to measure the pion source parameters via pion correlation ana2ysis on
art event-by-event basis and to correlate them with other event observables. In an
individual event wEth 1000 negative pions within Irl I < 1, the number of _-x- pairs will
be n=-(nrt,..-1)/2 = 500,000. Ti'ds is similar to the accumulated statistics published in most
papers on the subject.
"Fnecorrelationsof like-signcharged kaon.sor peons wiU be measured on an inclusive
basis to high.accuracy. The dependence of the source parameters on the transverse
momentum components of the particlepairs willbe measured with l'dgl'ts atistics.
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Measurement of correlations between unlike-sign pairs will yie!d information on the
Coulomb corrections and effects of final state interactions. The KK correlation is less
affected by resonance decays after hadronic freeze-out than the ,'ix correlations. The K's
are expected to freeze out earlier 2s than r='s in the expansion. Depending upon the
baryo-chemical potential and the existence of a QGP, the K + and K- are also expected to
freeze out at different times.
By reconstructing the decay topologies of K°s ---+_ +re', STAR will be able to measure
KO_<os correlations. 9 In this case the absence of Coulomb repulsion, as compared to
like-sign charged particie corre!ations, will enable a more precise measurement of the
large source dimensions expected at RI-IIC. Since the KOs is not a strangeness eigenstate,
the KosKos correlations will contain an interference term which should provide
additional soace-time information and exhibit strangeness distillation effects in regions
where Me baryochemical, potent!at ts si.gnificant, z's
3.5 Electromagnetic/Charged Particle Energy Ratio
The measurement of EM energy vs. charged-particle energy is an important
correiation to measure in the search for the QGP and other new physics. The
unexplained imbalance between charged particle and neutral energy observed in
Centauro and other cosmic ray events emphasizes the need for EM/charged particle
measurementsd -7
3.6 Fluctuations in Energy, Entropy, Multiplicity and Transverse Momentum
It has long been known that a prime, general indicator of a phase transition is the
appearance of critical dynamical fluctuations in a narrow range of conditions. Such
critical fluctuations can only be seen in individual events where the statistics are large
enough to overcome uncertainties (qN) due to finite particle number fluctuations. The
large transverse energy and multiplicity densities at midrapidity in central collisions
allow event-t, zy-event measurement of fluctuations in particle ratios, energy density,
entropy densit-v and flow of different t-ypes of particles as a function of pt, rapidity,, and
azimuthal angle. Fluctuations have been predicted to arise from the process of
hadronization of a QGP. 18
4. SUMMARY
It should be emphasized that the capability of measuring several different
observables event-by-event is unique to STAR. Events can be characterized event-by-
event by their temperature, flavor content, transverse energy density, multiplicity
density,, entropy density, degree of fluctuations, occurrence of jets and source size. The
presence of a QGP is not likely to be observed in an average event, nor is it expected to
be observed in a large fraction of events. Since there is no single dearly established
signature of the QGP, access to many observables simultaneously will be critical for
identifying the rare events in which a QGP is formed.
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Abstract
A scintillating optical fiber calorimeter (SOFCAL) is being developed by
NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center for use in balloon-borne experiments to st'udv
the spectrum of high-energy cosmic rays and gamma rays. SOFCAL will not
saturate for long exposures and the calorimeter will be helpful for the study of
primary, cosmic-ray nuclei energies from 1(30 GeV to 1,000 TeV. For a given incident
particle and energy, computer simulations of electromagne._c cascades allow
computation of energy deposited in different regions of the calorimeter. For these
initial simulations, a 5-cm × 5-cm x 7-cm calorimeter was used. Each subsec:zon
contained a 0.4-cm thick lead pia:e or v.vo 0.2-cm lead plates and :x,..o layers of
ootica[ fiber, 90 ° _o each other. The 100 fibers in a laver were 0.5-ram thick with a
square cross-section. For incident gamma ray energies of 0.5 to 1.5 TeV, the energy
deposited in each laver of fibers was computed. Due to the limited dynamic range
of the imaging electronics, a window for the energy deposition in the fibers is
explored to determine the best measure of energy deposition (ZE./,) in the
calorimeter. Funding was provided by the NASA/University Joint Venture (JOVE)
Program.
1 Introduction
The Monte Carlo method in GF_,AaNT was used to simulate the photon and elec_on
events i.n the Scintillating Optical Fiber Calorimeter (SOFCAL), which is under
development at NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center for future applications in cosmic
ray and gamma ray measurements.
Emulsion chambers employing calorimeters have been used for direct
measurements of cosmic-ray composition (protons through Fe) between 1012 and 1015
eV using balloon-borne emulsion chambers [1], [2], [3], [41, [51, [6], [7]. T'ne typical
emulsion chamber [4] is composed of four parts: (1) a charge-determination module,
(2) a target module with -0.2 vertical interaction mean free paths for protons, (3) a
spacer module, and (4) an emulsion calorimeter module with about fourteen vertical
radiation lengths. The simulations described here are for a scintillation optical fiber
counterpart to the calorimeter section in the emulsion chamber.
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The part of the primary energy going into gnmma-rays, ZE. t, is the parameter most
easily related to the primary cosmic ray spectrum in emulsion chamber experi.menm.
The ability to measure energies of electron-photon cascades is one of the most
important functions of the calorimeter. The photons originating from an interaction
will develop individual electromagnetic cascades in the calorimeter. For these
simulations, a calorimeter module with ten vertical radiation lengths of Pb was used.
In one geometrical configuration, each subsection of the caloruneter consisted of a 4-
mm lead block, I00 fibers (0.5-ram thick) _ the x-direction and lO0 fibers (0.5-ram
thick) in the y-direc*Aoru In these Lrdtial simulations, this lead and optical fiber
combination was reoeated fourteen times.
2 The Monte Carlo Program for SOFCAL Simulations (SOFCALS)
The Monte Carlo simulations which used GEAh4T3 were done on DEC 5000
workstations. The process of optimization requires frequent design changes, so users
should be able to change the geometry easily. The time required to modi_, GEANT
programs containing geometry irdormation about the detector can be enormous.
Therefore a subroutine was developed to read in the geomemcal configuration from a
separate file in an AscFr format. Tl-us subroutine reads not only detector setup, but
also other parameters needed for the simulation, such as tracking medium
parameters.
Energy deposition is calculated from the
lowest level geometry. Total energy'
deposition is integrated u.sing step
functions.When a threshold i¢imposed
due to limitationsinthe elec_ordc read
out devices, then the measured energy
is less than the energy" actually
deposited in each f'tber. The program
SOFC.ALS has inte_ctive routines
which are called to draw the trajectories
of an individual gamma ray event.
3 Results
Fig.I.Trajectoriesof a 0.I TeV event.
Fig. 1 illustrates the shower of electrons and photons produced by an incoming
gamma ray with incident energy of 0.1 TeV in the SOFCAL detector. In these
simulations, the incident gamma my lies along the z-axis which is normal to the plane
of each lead plate and layer of fibers. The typical detector (emulsion chamber [4]) has
a "target section" and "calorimeter section" designed for measuring produced charged
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particles and gamma rays, respectively. The target section includes many layers of
nuclear emulsion plates to measure the charge of the incident particle and the
emission angles of the produced charged partic_les with high accuracy (0.01 mrad).
. The calorimeter includes layers of nuclear emulsion and X-ray film among lead plates
to measure the electron distributions from the electromagnetic cascades L_tiated by
gamma rays from x ° decay. The calorimeter is used to measure the sp_ of
energy deposition ZF-r from which the primary energy spectrum is derived [4].
For the simulations, the angular
distribution and energy distribution of
gamma rays from each x ° decay is m ' _'"
needed. Isospinsymmetry isassumed l"
so the number of r_ s which decay into f"
pairs of gamma rays is about half that of -
the charged _ mesons.
For 1 TeV gamma rays and 100 events, . _ L
Fig. 2 shows the energy deposited within " _.," "
• .,,,m,, ,,,,,.,,i °
"i
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°
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each adjacent layer (#12) of x- and y- Fig. 2. Energy deposition in layer #12.
fibers. The energy transition curve in
Fig. 3 shows the total energy deposited within each x-layer of fibers as a function of
distar_ce through the detector SOFCAL. The incident par_cle is a gamma-ray with
energies of 0.S, 1.0, and 1.5 TeV. The three curves are based on ten events each.
4 Discussion
In these simulations of gamma rays incident on the SOFCAL detector, the energy
transition curves show the energy deposited in each layer of optical fibers. These
curves have been determined for gamma rays from 10 MeV to 1`5 TeV. Within single
layers of fibers, the energy deposited in each fiber has been computed and plotted.
GEANT has the advantage that it i_ relatively easy to modify the geometry of the
detector. Simulations were done for a second geometrical configuration with 2-ram
lead sheet, x-layer of fibers, 2-ram lead sheet, and y-layer of fibers in each subsection.
The dynamic range is one limitation of the output image intensifier CCD
electronics. Typical devices are limited to a dynamic range of approximately 256. For
example, Lf the threshold energy is set to 1 MeV, then the highest energy which can be
measured is only 256 MeV. Due to this limitation, a specific threshold and window
may be needed to optimize the measurements. For these initial simulations of
SOFCAL, a dynamic range of 10(3 was used. In Fig. 4, a threshold of 2 MeV appears to
be optimal. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the energy transition curve for a 0`5- to 50-MeV
!
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window and 5- to 500-MeV wLudow, respectively. When compared with the energy
trmxsition curve innFig. 3, for which no threshold has been imposed, these figures
show that a 2- to 200-MeV window differentiates between gamma ray energies from
0.S to 1.S TeV better than other windows. For simulations of the primary cosmic rays,
calculations must be performed with event generators, such as FRIT_OF, to predict the
distributions innYEy and then use GEANT for associated optimum "window" settings.
i-
Fig. 3. The energy transition curve.
• • i _4
f_m_ _me_Um f_
• I
Fig. 4. The threshold is 2 MeV.
C o
Fig. S. The threshold is 0.5 MeV. Fig. 6. The threshold is 5 MeV.
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Abstract
A scintillating optical fiber calorimeter (SOFCAL) is being developed by NASA,/,Marshall Space F'tight Center for use
in balloon-borne experiments to study the spectrum of high-energy cosmic rays and gamma rays. SOFCAL will not satu-
rate for long exposures and the calorimeter will be useful in emulsion chambers to study primary cosmic-ray nuclei with
energies from 100 GeV to 1,000 TeV. The event generator FRITIOF was used to model the collision of a cosmic-ray pro-
jectile" with a target nucleus in an emulsion chamber. The measurements of charged particles from the interaction in the
emulsions are related to the energy of the primary cosmic ray nuc!e'.m-nucteus interaction, computer simulations of elec-
tromagnetic cascades allow computation of the energy V_.E;,deposited in different regions of the caIorimeter. The Monte
Carlo program GE.a.N'T" was used to model SOFCAL response to incident gamma rays and to compute the measure of
energy deposition _:, in different layers of the calorimeter within the emulsion chamber. The partial coefficient of inelas-
ticity k_, defined by V£',, k:, E0, was computed for different energies Eo of primary cosmic rays. The k,.-distributions were
computed and compared with e.'dsting calorimeter data. Funding was provided by the NASA/University Joint Venture
(JOVE) Program.
Introduction
Cosmic rays are now known to span the energy range
from 109 to beyond 1020 eV (Asakimori et al., 1993a;
Asakimori et al., 1993b: Swordy, 1994; Teshima, 1994).
They are, predominantly, the nuclei of atoms from hydro-
gen to iron. Above 1014 eV the particles are so rare that
their detection relies mainly on observations of the giant
cascades or extensive air showers created in the atmos-
phere which may be observed with arrays of particle and
optical detectors at ground level. The flux of particles
decreases inversely an the square of the energy rises, up
to i0x9 eV, and continues to decrease above 1019 eV as
only about one particle per kin, per year is collected
(Watson, 1994). The origin of these particles is unknown
and how they are accelerated to such high energies is a
major astrophysical puzzle (Bird et al., 1993).
Even though the flux of the primary cosmic rays is so
low that small detectors in spacecraft or balloons can
intercept only a small number for study, emulsion cham-
bers are an important tool for the direct measurement of
the composition and spectra of primary cosmic rays
above 10 x2 eV/nucleus (Parnell et al., 1989). The em:z1.
sion chamber method (Burnett et al., 1986) is especially
useful for ultrahigh energy cosmic ray observations
because (1) the efficiency for detecting interactions
approaches I00% above about 10 TeV and (2) the energy
resolution is approximately constant with energy for a
given incident species. Most other energy measuring tech-
niques are impractical for balloon observations of prima-
ry cosmic rays at such high energies.
Balloon-borne emulsion chambers employing
calorimeters (Fig. 1) have been used for direct measure-
ments of cosmic-ray composition (protons through Fe)
between 10 x2 and 10 Is eV (Kaplon et al., 1952; Minakawa
et al., 1958; Niu et al., 1971; Burnett et al., 1986;
Takahashi et al., 1986; Burnett et al., 1987; Parnell et al.,
1989; Burnett et al., 1990; Asakimori et al., 1933a;
Asakimori et al., 1993b). The typical emulsion chamber
(Burnett et al., 1986) is composed of four parts: (1) a
charge-determination module, (2) a target module with
,-0.2 vertical interaction mean free paths for protons, (3) a
spacer moduIe, and (4) an emulsion calorimeter module
with about fourteen vertical radiation lengths.
The "target section'includes many layers of nuclear
emulsion plates to measure the charge of the incident
particle and the emission angles of the produced charged
particles with high accuracy (0.01 mrad). The "calorime-
ter section" includes !a7ers of nuclear emulsion and X-ray
film among lead plates to measure the electron distribu-
tions from the electromagnetic cascades initiated by
gamma rays from ,-.to decay. The calorimeter is used to
Proceedings Arkansas Academy of Science, Vol. 49, 1995
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measure the spectrum of energy deposition _.Z r from
which the primary energy Eo spectrum is derived
(Burnett el al., 1985). The SOFCAL simulations (Yang et
l.. 1994) described here are for a scintillation optical
,ber counterpart to the calorimeter section in the emul-
sion chamber.
Primary Cosmic RayJ
[
Cl_rgeDetector:.
_::'4_i._.'s_'-t;;l'_- DoubleCoatedEmulsionPlates
an,d/or '.,4etat Places
_:._ ,., ,. v":, ,_.,_..'
/I o I
C,i/orirrle(eK
[Lead Plates
]Emui_mns
X-;_ay Film
Typical Emulsion Chamber I
Fig. 1. Block diagram of"an emulsion chamber (Parnell et
al., 1989).
Methods
That part of the primary energy going into gamin-
rays _E r is the parameter most easily related to the prima-
ry cosmic ray spectrum in emulsion chamber experi-
menta. The photons originating from a primary interac-
tion will develop individual electromagnetic cascades in
the calorimeter. The ability to measure the energies of"
these electron-photon cascades is one of the most impor-
tant functions of the calorimeter. In the initial simula-
tions, a calorimeter module with ten vertical radiation
lengths of Pb was used. In one ge_metr_.cal configuration
each subsection of the calorimeter consisted of a _mm
lead block, 100 fibers (0.5-ram thick) in the x-direction
and 100 fibers (0.5-ram thick) in the y-direction. This lead
and optical fiber combination was repeated fourteen
times.
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The Shower Caused by a Photon with E-1 GeV
Fig. 2. The u'ajectories of a photon event with 1 CeV
energy in the calorimeter SOFCAL. The cascade was
modeled with GF_&N'I" and PAW for the graphic simula-
tion.
]o.!
0 i , [ , _ _ l . , a - I . *
2 4 $ $ 10 12 14
Energy 0eposlUon Tr_nsWon Curve X _
Fig. 3. The corresponding energy deposidon and t.mu_i-
cion curve for 1 GeV photoru incident on the calorimeter
SOFCAL
The taajectories or cascade of. elecu'ons and photons
produced by a gamma ray with an incident energy of 1
GeV is illustrated in Fig. 2. For these simulations with
Proceeding._ Arkansas Academy of' Science, VoL 49, 1995
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GEANT, the incident gamma ray lies along the z-axis
which is normal to the plane of each lead plate and layer
of fibers. The corresponding energy deposited in each x-
layer of fibers, as a [unction of distance through the
calorimeter, is shown in Fig. 3. GF_-kN'I" has the advantage
that it is relatively easy to modify the geometry of the
SOFCAL detector and to observe changes in the location
and size of the electromagnetic cascade within the
calorimeter.
For modeling primary cosmic ray interactions, calcu-
lations must be performed with particle event generators
to predict distributions in the electromagnetic compo-
nent _E_. The event generator FRITIOF and LUCIAE
(Sjfstrand and Begtsson, 1987; Pi, 1992; Sa and Tai,
1994) were used to model nucleus-nucleus interactions in
an emulsion chamber and the subsequent emission of
particles. The Monte Carlo program GEANT (CERN
1992a) and PAW (fERN 1992b) are used to determine
the associated optimum "window" settings for the
calorimeter. GEANT computes the energy deposited in
each layer of the calorimeter by those gamma rays which
enter the calorimeter (Yang et al., 1994). The primary
cosmic ray interactions were modeled with FRITIOF and
LUCIAE on a DEC 3000 AX.P processor. The photon and
electron events in the Scintillating Optical Fiber
Calorimeter (SOFCAL) were modeled with CEAN'T ver-
sion 3..°i on DEC 5000 workstations.
The event generator program included LUCIAE 2.0
for simulating gluon emission in the FIRECRACKER
model and the rescattering of produced particles in the
nuclear environment. The program, written in FOR-
TRAN 77, was used with FRITIOF7.02R, JETSET7.3,
PY'THIAb.5, and ARIADNE4.09P,. The task of PY'I'HIA
is to describe the partonic processes taking place in
hadronic collisions. How these partrons are transformed
into the experimentally measurable particles, i.e., the
process of fragmentation, is handled byjETSET. PYTHIA
can be combined with any well-defined fragmentation
scheme. Although independent fragmentation ix incahded
as an option, the fragmentation scheme of JETSET is the
Lund string model. ARIADNE is a Monte Carlo program
[or QCD cascades in the color dipole [ormulation. Gluon
splitting into quark-anriquark paris and photon emission
in the dipole cascade are allowed.
The measured spectrum of ,_E T is a convolution of
the primary cosmic ray spectrum with energy response
function of the detector. The latter depends on the dlstri-
budon of partial inelasticity kr There is a unique relation
or simple scale shift between the _, spectrum and the
corresponding primary spectrum (Parnell et al., 1989), as
long as the spectral index and the characteristics of the
interactions do not change substantially over the
observed energy range. When the differential primary
(Co) spectrum of a cosmic ray species is given by the sire-
ple power law relation
g(E0)dE0 = .r0f_, dE0.
the differential spectrum (E,,) measured by an emulsion
chamber is given by
C(C.,)d_=- F (3) :0E=_, dE=.
Therefore, the measured spectrum has the same slope a_
the primary spectrum but the normalization has changed
by the factor (Burnett et al., 1986)
This resultholds for any f(k)_ long as thatdistributionix
independent of energy. Furthermore. it can be shown
that the conversion factor
Ck T="{F (_]_/a
represent_ the energy scale shift required to go from the
C 0 spectrum to the C= = ,_.E r spectrum. Therefore, the
primary C 0 spectrum can be found by shifting the C,_
spect¢xtm up in energy by the factor, [CkT]'t, the recipro-
cal of Ck r
Result.
Typical emulsion chambers contain plastic (CHO)
and emulsion targets (Burnett et al., 1987; Parnell et al.,
1989). The composition of CHO was 33% C, 53% H, 14%
O. The composition of emulsion _ 17.5% C, 40.7% H,
4.0% N, 12.0% O, 0.17% S, 12.7% Br, 12.8% Ag, and
0.07% I. The main absorber material in a typical
calorimeter is lead, which is used to improve energy r_o-
lution. Therefore, a light target nucleus (C) and a heavier
target nucleus (Ag) were used in modeling the interaction
of cosmic ray particles within the emulsion chamber. For
a proton, nitrogen, and iron nucleus incident on a f'xxed
target carbon nucleus, the distribution of gamma rays
produced by an incoming projectile with an incident
energy of 1000 GeV/nucieon is shown in Fig. 4. For these
primary cosmic rays incident on a fixed target silver
nudetm, the distribution of gamma rays produced by an
incoming projectile with an incident energy of 1000
GeV/nucleon is shown in Fig. 5. Each distribution was
based on 2000 event_.
In a calorimeter the maximum electron number in an
electromagnetic cascade can be related to the total energy
of the electromagnetic component _E r This quantity is
directly proportional to the energy E o of the original coy
mic ray: ,_E T - k_E0. The factor k_, is the partial coefficient
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of inelasticity, which represents that fracdon of the ener-
gy of the primary cosmic ray used to create the r'rays" It
is a function of the mass number of both the primary
nucleus and the target nucleus (Burnett et al., 1986).
Once the target nucleus and the primary cosmic ray have
been identified in an emulsion laver of the apparatus, the
distribution of k r becomes a known quantity. Thi¢ distrib-
ution and the energy of the elecu'omagnetic cascade are
used to estimate the energy of the primary cosmic ray
(Parnell et al., 1989).
10 $.
_ Number of Events = 2000
Energy = 1000 GeVlnuc[eon
! _°'i.._. C°smic'Rays : P' N andFe= Target : C:=_ -- Fe + C
" ?k --- N+C
-,- r
tO
, L ....... .. [l ,I1.D.fl,FI!
0 200 400 ._O IO0 1000 1200 1400
Gamma-Ray Energy In GeV
Fig. 4. The energy distribution of gamma rays due to
proton, nitrogen or iron nucleus incident on a f'w,_d tar-
ge'. carbon nucleus. Only gamma rays within a polar angle
of 30" from the axis of the incident projectile were count-
ed.
Using 2000 events, representative distributions for
f(kr) are shown in Fig. 5 for a cosmic ray proton, nitrogen,
or an iron nucleus colliding with a fixed target lead nucle-
us (A = 207) in an emulsion chamber. Each projectile has
an energy of 200 GeV/nucleon. By using FRITIOF and
LUCIAE to generate gamma rays from the primary inter-
action, partial inelasticity distributions were calculated
from those gamma rays within a polar angle of 30" from
the z-axis. The energy conversion factors Ck_, for obtain-
ing the primary Eo specu-um energy from ,Y.Er were 0.256
and 0.108 for proton and iron, respectively, where _ = 1.7
is the assumed primary particle spectral index. An energy
of 200 GeV/nucleon was used for the primary energy of
the proton and iron nucleus that interacts with a f'med
target lead nucleus. These CA r should be compared with
those calculated with the Multi-Chain Model (Asakimori
et al., 1993b), where all successive collisions are included.
For events that interact within the calorimeu'r section of
the chamber, they found that the energy convemion fac-
tors CAr are typically 0.273 and 0.108 for proton and iron,
respectively, (Parnell et al., 1989).
105=
Number of Events = 2000
Energy = 1000 GeV/nucleon
_111 Cosmic-Rays : P, NndTarget:Ag Fe
i Fe + Ag
--- N+Ag
i P+Ag
L0=L-... " /"i
, f" . . t .
0 ,200 _ SO0 _ 1000 1200 1,4_0
Gamma-Ray Energy In GeV
Fig. 5. The energy d_tribudon of gamma rays due to a
proton, nitrogen or h'on nucleus incident on a fLx_i tar-
get silver nucleus. Only gamma rays within a polar angle
of 30" from the axis of the incident projectile were count-
ed.
Discussion
Cosmic rays span a very Large energy range from 109
to beyond 10 *° eV. A realistic modeling of particle detec-
tom should include those energies which are likely to be
encountered and measured by the cosmic ray or ganmm
ray detector. The primary cosmic rays were modeled for
nucleus-nucleus interactions in an emulsion chamber.
These simulations were done with FR.ITIOF and LUCIAE
up to 1000 GeV/nudeon and appear to agree well with
existing dam. For detailed modeling of electron-photon
cascades in the calorimeter, GEANT and PAW were used
to determine energy deposition and transition curves for
the electromagnetic energy incident on the calorimeter.
By using the actual dimensions of the SOFC.akL detector,
which will be tested in a balloon flight this year, the mod-
eling of SOFCAL will be useful for analyzing cosmic ray
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events. At the same time, modeling the primary cosmic
ray interaction in the emulsion chamber should he done
at energies higher than 1000 GeV/nucleon with FRITIOF"
and LUCIAE to determine primary energy and composi-
tion of the incident cosmic rays.
Distributions of f(k'f) versus k"f
10 i P*Pb
8 r 200 GaVin
6 [- 2ooo e¢E_n's
4
0 -._ L
-- FRrTIOF CalculaUon
-- JACEE-! 0an*
0 O_ 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Io I N.Pb
8 I_" _'00 GeVln --JACEE-!--FRFrlOF CalculaUonDam
6 _ : 2000 EVENTS
2 F ""
0 1 _ r I I
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
10
"" 200 GeVln -- FRmOF CaiculaUon
Lr_/-: _ JACEE-I Oa_
o 0.2 0.4 o.s o.s I.o
Fig. 6. Some distributions of k.r for the partial inelasticity
into gamma rays f(kT). These are for a primary proton,
nitrogen, and iron nucleus which interact with a rLxed tar-
get nucleus of lead. The assumed primary particle spec-
tral index was 3 " 1.7. The electromagnetic component
was calculated with FRITIOF and LUCIAE.
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Abstract
A scintillating optical fiber calorimeter (SOFCAL) is being developed by N,-USA/'Marshall Space Flight Center for use
in experiments to study the spectrum of high-energy cosmic rays and gamma rays from 100 GeV to 1,000 TeV. SOFCAL
,vill not saturate for Iong exposures and this calorimeter in these balloon-borne emulsion chambers will be helpful for the
study of the composition of primary cosmic-ray nuclei. For primacy nuclei with energies much greater than 1014 eV, nucle-
us-nucleus interactions are likely to exhibit characteristics of a quark-gluon plasma (QGP). A particle event generator was
used to model the collision of a cosmic-ray nucleus with a target nucleus in an emulsion chamber. FR.ITIOF with LUCIAE
was chosen to model collisions of primary cosmic rays in an emulsion chamber with SOFCA.L Pseudo-rapidity distribu-
tions were computed for protons on lead at 200 GeV/c and compared with experimental data. Pseudo-rapidity distribu-
tions were computed for protons or iron incident on a carbon or silver nucleus. For gamma-rays from nucleus-nucleus
interactions, the total energy of the electromagnetic component _--"_rwas computed. The partial coefficient of inelasticity
k, defined by __.Er* krEo, was computed from the primary energy E o of the cosmic rays. The f(kz)-distributions were com-
puted and compared with e.'c.isting calorimeter data. Funding was provided by the NASA,/UniversityJoint Venture (JOVE)
Program.
Introduction
Cosmic rays are now known to span the energy range
from 109 to beyond 10 =° eV (Asakimori et al., 1993a;
Asakimori et al., 1993b; Swordy, 1994; Teshima, 1994).
They are predominantly the nuclei of atoms from hydro-
gen to iron. Above 10 L* eV the particles are so rare that
their detection relies mainly on observations of the giant
cascades or extensive air showers created in the atmos-
phere which may be observed with arrays of particle and
optical detectors at ground level. The flux of particles
decreases inversely as the square of the energy rises (Fig.
I), up to 1019 eV, and continues to decrease above 10 _9 eV
as only about one particle per km 2 per year is collected
(Watson, 1994). The origin of these particles is unknown
and how they are accelerated to such high energies is a
major astrophysical puzzle (Bird et al., 1993).
Even though the flux of the primary cosmic rays is so
low at these energies that small detectors in spacecraft or
balloons can intercept only a small number for study,
emulsion chambers are an important tool for the direct
measurement of the composition and spectra of cosmic
rays above 10,2 eV/nucleon. The emulsion chamber
method (Burnett et al., 1986) is especially useful for ultra-
high energy cosmic ray observations became (1) the effi-
ciency for detection interactions approaches 100% above
about 10 TeV and (2) the energy resolution is approxi-
mately constant with energy for a given incident speciea.
blost other energy measuring techniques are impractical
for balloon observations of primary cosmic rays at such
high ene/'gies.
Balloon-borne emulsion chambers, employing
calorimeters, have been used for direct measurements of
cosmic-ray composition (protons through Fe) between
10 l-" and 1015 eV (Kaplon et al., 1952; Minakawa et al.,
1958; Niu et al., 1971; Burnett et al., 1986; Takahashi et
al., I986; Burnett et al., 1987; Parnell et al., 1989; Burnett
el al., 1990; A_akimori et al., 1993a; A.sakimori et al.,
1993b). The typical emulsion chamber (Burnett et al.,
1986) is composed of four parts: (1) a charge-determina-
tion module, (2) a target module with -0.2 vertical inter-
action mean free paths for protons, (3) a spacer module,
and (4) an emulsion calorimeter mocule with about four-
teen vertical radiation lengths.
The "target section" includes many layers of nuclear
emulsion plates to measure the charge of the incident
particle and the emission angles of the produced charged
particles with high accuracy (0.01 mrad). The "calorime-
ter section" includes layers of nuclear emulsion and X-ray
film among lead plates to measure the electron distribu-
tions from the electromagnetic cascades initiated by
gamma rays from g0 decay. The calorimeter is used to
measure the spectrum of energy deposition ,_E:, from
which the primary energy spectrum is derived (Burnett et
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Fig. 1. The shape of the all-particle spectrum of the cos-
mic rays for the energy range from tO IL to l0:0 eV per
particle or nucleus.
al., 1986). The scintillationing optical fiber calorimeter
(SOFCAL) is • scintillation optical fiber counterpart to
the calorimeter section in the emulsion chamber. SOF-
CAL is under development at NASA/Marshall Space
Flight Center for future applications in cosmic ray and
gamma ray measurements.
Materials and Methods
For modeling the primary cosmic ray interactions,
calculations must be performed with event generators,
such as FRITIOF, to predict distribution of the electro-
magnetic component _.E 7 in the calorimeter. FRITIOF
(Bengtsson and Sj6strand, 1987; Nilsson-Almqvist and
Stenlund, 1987; Sj6strand and Benguson, 1987; Pi, 1992;
Sa and Tai, 1994) was used to model nucleus-nucleus
interactions in an emulsion chamber and the subsequent
emission of particles. GF_._,NT (CERN, 1992a) and PAW
(CERN, 1992b) are used for associated optimum "win-
dow" settings of the calorimeter.
For the initial modeling of SOFCAL (Yang et al.,
1994), a calorimeter module with ten vertical radiation
lengths of Pb was used. In one geometrical configura-
tion, each subsection of the calorimeter consisted of a 4-
mm lead block, 100 fibers (0.5-mm thick) in the x-direc-
lion and 100 fibers (0.5-ram thick) in the y-direction. This
lead and optical fiber combination was repeated fourteen
times. Photon and electron events in SOFCAL were mod-
eled with GEAN'T on DEC 5000 workstations.
Event Generator for Modeling Nucleus.Nucleus
Colllsions.--FRITIOF is a Monte Carlo program that
implements the Lund string dynamics for hadron-hadron,
hadron-nucteus, and nucleus-nucleus collisions
(Bengtsson and Sj6s_and, 1987). At high energies, a colli-
sion between nuclei can be regarded as incoherent colli.
sio_ between their nucleons. Thus, a nucleon from the
projectile interacts independently with the encountered
target nucleon as it passes through the nucleus. Each of
these sub-collisions can be treated the same way as the
usual hadron-hadron collision.
In FRITIOF an interacting hadron behaves like a rela-
tivistic string with a confined color Held. Two hadrons
interact with each other as their fields overlap, and
momentum transfer takes place. It is assumed that no net
color is exchanged between the hadrons despite the
momentum transfer. The possibility of one of the
momentum transfers corresponding to large transverse
momentum scattering is properly treated according to
Q CD. Alter the exchange of momenta, the hadrons are
assumed to become two excited string states, which fur-
ther emit gtuconic radiation in a color dipole approach to
the O_CD patton branching. The final hadronization is
performed by using the Lund string fragmentation
model.
When both baryon density and energy density are
high enough in heavy ion collisions, new features appear
compared with hadron-hadron collisions, e.g., high Pr
enhancement, strangeness enhancement, anti-baryon pro-
duction, etc. They reveal that heavy-ion collisions may
possess unknown characteristics or collectivity which axe
not able to be described by superposition of independent
hadron-hadron collisions. The formation of a new state of
matter (Harris et al., 1994), Quark-GIuon Plasma (Q.GP),
has been suggested to explain those new features.
Usually, there are many "strings" formed through rel-
ativistic heavy-ion collisions. Those strings can thus over-
lap with each other and produce a heavily interacting sys-
tem in which the behavior of an individual "string" is
affected by the presence of other "strings', which can not
be treated independently any longer. In the version of
FRITIOF used for the nucleus-nucleus interactions, the
Fire Cracker Model (FCM) was used to model the emis-
sion of gluons from a system containing several strings
formed during collision. In the model, gluons can be
emitted collectively from the color field of the multi-
string system. Because many particles are produced in
high energy nucleus-nucleus collisions, they will scatter
with each other and spectator nucleons when going
through the interaction region. This rescattering effect
Proceedlng_ Arkansas Academy of Science, Vol. 49, 1995
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(RESCAT'T_RING) has been considered important in
heavy-ion collisions. FCM and KESCATTERING, imple-
mented in the Monte Carlo program LUCIAE 2.0, are
able to describe high Pr enhancements and increase of
strangeness.
The event generator program included LUCIAE '2..0
for simulating gLuon emission in the FIRECRACKER
model and the rescattering of produced particles in the
nuclear environment. The program is written in FOR-
TRAN 77 and was used together with FRITIOF7.02R,
jETSET7.3, PYTHIA.5.5, and AR.[ADNE4.02R. The task
of PYTHIA is co describe the partonic processes taking
place in hadronic collisions. How these partons are trans-
formed into the experimentally measurable particles, i.e.,
the process of fragmentation, is handled by jETSET.
PYTHIA can be combined with any well-defined frag-
mentation scheme. Although independent fragmentation
is included as an option, the fragmentation scheme of
JETSET ks the Lund string model. ARIADNE is a Monte
Carlo program for QCD cascades in the color dipole for-
mulation. Gluon splitting into quark-antiquark paim and
photon emission in the dipole cascade are allowed. The
primary cosmic ray interactions were modeled with
FRITIOF and LUCIAE on a DEC 3000 A.X2 processor.
Primary Energy Spectrum Analysis.--in emulsion
chamber experiments, that part of the primary cosmioray
energy E0 going into gamma-ray energy Eat = ._.Er is the
parameter most easily related to the primary cosmic ray
spectrum. The photons originating from an interaction
will develop individual electromagnetic cascades in the
calorimeter. The ability to measure energies of electron-
photon cascades is one of the most important functions
of the calorimeter because the primary energy E0 spec-
u-urn can be found from the Eat spectrum.
In a calorimeter the maximum electron number in an
elecwomagnetic cascade can be related to the total energy
of the electromagnetic component ._.E r The measured
spectrum of Em is a convolution of the primary cosmic
ray spectrum with the energy response function of the
detector (Burnett et al., 1986). The quantity Eat is directly
proportional to the primary energy E 0 of the original cos-
mic ray: ,_E r - krE o. The response function depends on
the distribution of partial inelasticity k r There is a unique
relation (Parnell et al., 1989) or simple scale shift between
the ,Y.Er spectrum and the corresponding primary spec-
trum, as long as the spectral index and the characteristics
of the interactions do not change substantially the
observed energy range. It can be shown (Burnett et al.,
1986) that the energy conversion factor
c = 0'o__ _k)dk F (3) }vO
representa the energy scale shift required to go from the
E 0 spectrum to the Eat - ,Y...Er spectrum. Therefore, the
primary E0 spectrum can be found by shifting the E=
spectrum up in energy by the factor, C"t, the reciprocal of
C (Parnell et al., 1989; A.sakimori et al., 1993b).
Resulta
For these initial calculations of nucleus-nucleus inter-
actions, the event generator program modeled the emis-
sion of gluons from a system containing several strings
formed during collision and the rescattering effect. As an
illustration of the event generator program resuha, Fig. 2
shows the distribution of all charged particles as a func-
tion of pseudo-rapidity distribution for 200 GeV/c pro-
torts incident on fixed target lead nucleus. The predicted
values are compared with experimental data (Elias et aI.,
1980). In Fig. 3 the rapidity distributions for production
of all re" and K" are shown for I000 GeV/nudeon iron
nuclei incident on a fluxed target silver nucleus. In Fig. 4
the rapidity distributions for production of all protons
and antiprotons are shown for 1000 GeV/nucleon ion
nuclei incident on a t"txed target silver nucleus. The event
generator program included FR.ITIOF and LUCIAE.
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Fig. 2. The distribution of all charged particles as a func-
tion of pseudo-rapidity for a proton incident on fLxed tar-
get lead nucleus (Elias et al., 1980). The proton ene:_/
was 200 GeV and 2000 events were used in the simulation
FR.ITIOF and LUCIAE were used to model the interac-
uon.
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Fig. 3. Rapidity distributions of K" and re" mesons pro-
duced by an iron nucleus primary, (Fe), with an energy of
I000 GeV/nucieon, incident on a silver target nucleus
(Ag). FRITIOF and LUCIAE were used to model the
interaction.
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Fig. 5. Integral k7-distributions for a proton with an
energy of 400 GeV incident on armed target lead nucleus
(Dak= et _I., 1980). FRITIOF and LUCIAE were wed to
model the interaction.
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Fig. 4. Rapidity distributions of protons and and-protons
me.sons produced by an iron nucleus primary (Fe), with
an energy of 1000 GeV/nucleon, incident on a silver tar-
get nucleus (Ag). FRITIOF and LUCIAE were used to
model the interaction.
Typical emulsion chambers contain plastic (CHO)
and emulsion targets (Burnett et al., 1987; Parnell et al.,
1989). The composition of CHO w-an33% C, 53% H, 14%
O. The composition or"emulsion was 17.5% C, 40.7% H,
4.0% N, 12.0% O, 0.I7% S, 12.7% Br, 12.8% Ag, and
0.07% I. Therefore, a light target nucleus (C) and a heav-
ier target nucleus (Ag) were u_ed in modeling the interac-
tion of cosmic ray particles with the target section of the
em,,lcion chamber.
The factor kr h the partial coefficient of inelasticity,
representing that fraction of the energy of the primary
nucleus used to cream trays. It i,a functionof the rna_
number of both the primary nucleus and the target nude-
us (Burnett et al., 1986). Once the target nucleus and the
primary cosmic ray have been identified in an emulsion
layer of the apparatus, the distribution of Lr becomes ;t
known quantity. This distribution and the energy of the
dectromagnetic cascade are used to esdmam the energy
of the primary cosmic ray. Integral or cumulative distrib.
udons of k7 for a proton incident on armed target lead
nudeus (Drake et al., 1980) are shown in Fig. 5. The pro-
ton energy was 400 GeV and 2000 events were used in the
simulation.
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Discussion
Cosmic rays span a very large energy range from I00
o beyond 1020 eV. A realisticmodeling of particledetec-
ors should include those energies which are likelym he
:ncountered and measured by cosmic ray and gamma ray
letectors.The primary cosmic rays were modeled for
_ucleus-nucleus interactions in an emulsion chamber.
['hesesimulations were done with FRITIOF and LUCIAE
_p to 1000 GeV/nucleon and appear to agree well with
:.,dstingdam, but modeling primary cosmic-ray interac-
ions in the emulsion chamber will be more useful at
dgher energies where we hope to find evidence for the
'ormation of a quark-g[uon plasma. The next step is to
how that the primary cosmic ray interaction can be rood-
:ted at such energies with FRITIOF and LUCIAE to
ietermine primary energy and composition of the inci-
lent cosmic rays. The modeling of SOFCAL can be done
vith G F_-k,xrI'.
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Effective communication
with community leaders
and public officials at
local, state, and federal
levels is essential if faculty
and administrators of
metropolitan universities
are to be successful in
accomplishing their unique
mission. However, examples
of involvement by physical
scientists are rare. This
brief report describes
multidirectional commum-
cation and ffnkages
established by a physicist
at the Universl_ of
Arkansas at Little Rock in
connection with plans for a
high ener,_ astrophysics
experiment that led instead
to a proposal for a Re-
source Recovery Project.
Donald C. Wold
High Energy
Physics and
Environmental
Health:
A Note by a   Ietropolitan
University Physicist
In a recent issue of Metropolitan Universities CvV'm-
ter 1994) Daniel Johnson describes multidirectional
communication in the metropolitan university as "link-
ing the university with public officiaJs and agencies...in
a network that fosters the flow of information and
encourages interaction and partnership in addressing
important community issues." Linkages between met-
ropolitan university social and behavioral science fac-
ulty, community leaders, and public officials are in-
creasingly common in response to the need to address
local and regional social problems. However, there
are far fewer examples of relationships and communi-
cation between metropolitan university physical sci-
entists, the business community, and public policy mak-
ers focused on addressing environmental health. This
report illustrates one example of such multidirectional
communication by describing linkages established by
a physicist at the University of Aa'kansas at Little Rock
(UALR) in connection with a high energy astrophys-
ics experiment proposed for an abandoned barite mine
site. The proposal raised numerous public policy is-
sues, including environmental health concerns affect-
ing both the project scientists as well as those people
aEl:
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who live along the creeks and river into which the contaminated water from
the mine pit area flows. Acid drainage from this site has existed for over 50
years. As an example of a metropolitan university physicist's role in public
policy issues, this personal chronicle also indicates the complexity of the in-
teractions when questions of environmental health and public policy are raised.
In the end, these interactions resulted in a proposal for a resource recovery
project to demonstrate viable technologies for recovering clean water from
an abandoned heavy metal mine.
GRANDE Project
In 1987, an international group of physicists was formed to investigate
the important new fields of neutrino and gamma-ray astrophysics. The group
included over 30 scientists from universities and research institutes in the
United States, Poland, and the then Soviet Union• The goal ofthe collabora-
tion was to construct the world's largest, most advanced Gamma-Ray And
Neutrino DEtector (GRANDE), a unique detection facility that would make
important contributions to these exciting new fields of science. After an
extensive nation-wide search, a.n abandoned barite mine about 45 miles from
Little Rock was selected as the most suitable site for the proposed facility.
Environmental Health
From the inception of UALR's involvement in the GRANDE project, at-
tention was given to the environmental issues raised by discharging contami-
nated water from an abandoned mine. Work done over a five year period in
preparing the various GKANDE proposals resulted in much useful environ-
mental data. The open-pit mine and underground barite mine are located in
the upper drainage basin of Chamberlain Creek near Magnet Cove, Arkan-
sas. The water in the pit (almost 4 billion gallons in 1995) and the abandoned
mine spoils around it form the headwaters region of Chamberlain Creek. For
a typical rainfall of 55 inches per year, about 0.5 million gallons per day are
added to this volume by the surface and groundwater systems that drain into
the pit. Consequently, acid mine drainage has been a problem for people who
live along Chamberlain Creek.
When the initial hydrologic studies were done in 1988, the stage or eleva-
tion of the surface of the water in the pit was about 77 feet below the lowest
known point along the shore, where an unregulated discharge of water would
overflow into Chamberlain Creek. Now, seven years later, the stage is only
15 feet below that point. As the stage continues to rise, the water in the pit
itself becomes a more obvious point source for acidic water containing heavy
metals sulfates in the Chamberlain Creek basin and downstream reaches, in-
eluding
water.
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cluding the Ouachita River from which the city of Malvern draws its drinking
water.
Preliminary sampling in 1988 of water in the Chamberlain Creek barite pit
indicated that water quality does not meet national secondary drinking stan-
dards for chloride, iron, manganese, pH, sulfate, sodium, and total dissolved
solids. If water overflows from the pit, these discharges will cause concen-
trations of chlorides, sulfates, and total dissolved solids in Chamberlain Creek
to exceed the guidelines for regulatory compliance to discharge water, and
cause concentrations to exceed the applicable criteria in the tributary streams.
The contamination of water filling abandoned mines with barite and other
heavy metal ores is a nationwide problem. Heavy metals pose a significant
threat both to human health and safety and to aquatic environments. Some
metals are neurotoxicants (lead, mercury, cadmium), while others form po-
tentially carcinogenic organometallics.
There are currently more than 300,000 abandoned hard rock mine sites in
the United States that pose a threat to health and the environment due to acid
mine drainage. Runoff containing acids, metals, and chemicals from aban-
doned mine sites has contaminated more than 12,000 miles of rivers and
streams and more than 180,000 lakes and reservoirs. Surface and ground-
water contamination by heavy metals is a problem at numerous sites within
the United States. Thus substantial exists interest in so-called resource re-
covery: finding ways of purifying the water and, at the same time, capturing
the valuable heavy metals in the liquid.
Resource Recovery Project
In 1993, the district chief of the U.S. Geological Survey drew the atten-
tion of" UALR physicists to a pilot Resource Recovery Project at Butte,
Montana, using water from an abandoned copper mine. The project was be-
ing conducted by the Office of Technology Development in the Office of
Environmental Management in the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). This
information led the UALR scientists to engage in discussions with Arkansas
Congressman, Jay Dickey, and with representatives of DOE to explore the
possibility of a project similar to the one in Montana. In April 1994, a pro-
posal for a resource recovery project in Arkansas was completed and split
into two parts, one requesting federal funds from DOE and the other re-
questing state funds through the Arkansas Energy Office. These pending
proposals have been endorsed by the Board of Directors of the Industrial
Development Corporation of Hot Spring County. The Industrial Develop-
merit Corporation would be involved in the execution of right-of-access agree-
ments for collecting water samples and monitoring water level. Further-
i.
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more, right-of-way agreements and leases would be required for demonstrat-
ing technologies at pilot-scale. The agreements and [eases would be between
the landowners and the Industrial Development Corporation of Hot Spring
County, not the University of Arkansas at Little Rock.
The proposed Resource Recovery Project will evaluate, test, and demon-
strate technologies for reclaiming clean useable water and marketable min-
eral resources from water in the Chamberlain Creek barite pit. The project
will focus on resource conservation; end-use of the recovered water and
mineral resources, including industrial, commercial, and agricultural uses;
and nonuseab[e by-product minimization. Resource recovery/remediation
costs for the water will be determined using economic analyses of each tech-
nology and the costs offset by recovered resources.
The goals and technical objectives will be carded out by the Office of
Technology Development in the U.S. Department of Energy, and MSE, Inc.,
the DOE contractor at Butte, Montana. As an outgrowth of its experience
with the Montana Resource Recovery Project, the latter is qualified to assist
with the technology screening, selection, and implementation for the water in
the barite pit.
Information transfer resulting from the technology demonstrations at the
barite pit and its associated groundwater system will provide the following
benefits:
First, the data gathered will assist in selecting the most appropriate and
cost-effective technologies for recovering the water for beneficial uses. Sec-
ond, the project will demonstrate which mineral resources are recoverable in
marketable quantities, if any, and qualities from the water in the pit. Finally,
the data gathered will provide the direct benefit of developing and assessing
technologies that may be used to recover similar water resources found on
DOE lands and those near abandoned mine sites.
This demonstration project will be watched closely by other communities
with similar problems. Although the immediate beneficiaries will be the local
residents, the state and nation as a whole will benefit from the project. The
project itself would not be possible without the active participation of nu-
merous individuals at the University of Arkansas and the community.
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The Variation of Spectral Line Stren_h Across Clqse Binary Star Surfaces
Van Hamme, W. (Rodda International University) and R. E. Wilson (University of Rodda)
We examine the effects of the variation of the strength of a spectral line across the surface of a
tidally distorted binary star component. In particular, we are interested in the influence line
strength variations have on radial veloc_ calculations. Using the latest ATLAS stellar atmosphere
models, and the ATLAS program itself, we determine how the strength of a stellar absorption line,
as measured by its equivalent width, varies as a function of effective temperature, surface gravity,
chemical composition, and the angle between the local normal to the surface of the star and the
line of sight. These equivalent widths are used to compute a flux-weighted and equivalent width-
weighted mean radial velocity of the visible disk of the star relative to its center of mass. We then
compare radial velocity proximity effects based on this method with those based solely on flux-
weighted averages.
Acknowledgments:
We are grateful to Robert L Kurucz for providing the latest version of the ATLAS stellar
atmosphere program, including the line opacity subroutine used to compute line profiles. His
assistance has been invaluable. This work was sponsored by a NASA JOVE grant awarded to
Florida International University/and the University of Flodda.
Understandinq Blazars: Interpretation of the Multifrequency Spectrum of 3C 279 from Radio
thrguqh Gamma-Ray_
Webb, James R. (Florida International University)
We have complied observations of 3C 279 covering 15 decades in frequency in order to
understand the physics associated with the non-thermal emission of Blazars. We present two
multifrequency particles in a strong magnetic field. We find the differences in the spectra from one
observation to the next is adequately explained in terms of variations in the maximum electron
energies injected into the magnetic field.
Monte Cadg Simulatigns of Cosmic Rays for the Detector SFOCAL
Wold, Don (University of Arkansas, little Rock)
A long term goal is to study the spectrum of high-energy cosmic rays. Balloon-borne emulsion
chambers are used to detec_ these particles in high energy nucleus-nuc_.leus interactions. The
detectors have "target sections" and calorimeter sections for measurements of produced charged
particles and gamma-rays, respectively. A scintillating fiber optical calorimeter (SFOCAL) is being
developed for use in emulsion chambers. With this technique, the data are available for immediate
use, and the time required to measure the energy in an electromagnetic cascade is significantly
reduced. There is no need to wait processing X-ray films or emulsions. The data are stored in
digital form which reduces the labor-intensive process of tracing events.
GEANT is being used for computer simulation of electromagnetic cascades to compute the
energy deposited in different regions of the detector (SFOCAL). The energy deposition does not
include any energy produced as secondary particles in the nucleus-nucleus interaction. The
results agreed nicely with a different approach to detector geometry used by the Gamma Ray and
Cosmic Ray Branch at NASA Marshall Space Right Center. The next step is to model the nuclear
cascades using FRITIOF, VENUS, or HIJING. The detector response for electromagnetic
cascades, resulting from nucleus-nucleus interactions (Le., carbon on lead) will then be modeled
using GEANT.
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Cosmic Ray Physics
Monte Carlo Simulations of a NASA Scintillating Optical
Fiber Calorimeter for 10- to 1,000-MeV Gamma Rays. R.
GILLUM, Z. YANG, D. WOLD, University of Arkansas at Little
Rock, - A scintillating optical fiber calorimeter (SOFC.ad.) is
being developed by NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center for use
in balloon-borne emulsion chambers. SOFC.ad.. will not saturate
for long exposures and will record positions, angles and
temporal information about cosmic-ray nuclei and gamma
rays. For a given incident particle and energy, computer
simulations of electromagnetic cascades allow computation of
energy deposited in different regions of the calorimeter. For
the simulations, a 5-cm x 5-cm x 7-cm calorimeter was used.
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MONTE CARLO SL_LA_ONS OF A NASA SCb'NTE,LAT_G OFTICAL FIBER CcU,.OR_I_'T'Eq. FOR
10- TO [,O00-MEV GA_%D,b.k RAYS.
Z. YA_NG. D. WOLD. Oepartment of Physics and Astronomy. UrU,verstt-y of Azl_nsas
at Uttle Rock.280[ S. b'rjverstry Avenue. Uttle Rock. AR 72204
A scintillating optical fiber c_onmeter (SOFCAL) is being developed by NASA/Marshall Space
Flight Center for use in balloon-borne emulsion chambers, SOFC._, will aot saturate for tong
exposures and _ll record posmons, angles and temporal laformaUon about cosmic-ray
rtucieL and gamma rays, For a _ven madent par'_cte and eaergy, computer simulations of
electroma_etlc cascades allow computation of energy deposted m c_ferent regions or the
calorimeter. For the simutattorLs, a S-cm x S-cm x 7-cra calorLmeter was used.. Each
subsecuon contained a 0.4.<m duck lead plate or two 0.2-cm lead plates and two layers of
opuca.t fibers, go" to each other. The square cross-section of each fiber was O.S-mm track.
For incdent ga:nma ray energies of tO. 20, SO. tOO. 200. and t.000 _leV. curves were plotted
to ascertain the energy deposmon in _he x-tayer and y-layer fibers. The same su_ulatlons
were repeated w_th elec_ons as the incdent particles. The simulations and detector response
were compared wuh those obtained using gamma rays. Fu_d_g 6or this project was
)rov_ded by the NASA/-Umvers_ Joint Venture (jOVE) Program.
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R. GILLUM, Z. YANG, D. WOLD, Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Arkansas
at Little Rock,2801 S. University Avenue, Little Rock, AR 72204
A scintillating optical fiber calorimeter (SOFC.ZL) is being developed by NASA/Marshall Space
Flight Center for use in balloon-borne emulsion chambers. SOFCAt. will not saturate for long
e_xposures and will record positions, angles and temporal information about cosmic-ray
nuclei and gamma rays. For a given incident particle and energy, computer simulations of
electromagnetic cascades allow computation of energy deposited in different regions of the
calorimeter. For the simulations, a 5-cm x 5-cm x 7-cm calorimeter was used. Each
subsection contained a 0.4-cm thick lead plate or two 0.2-cm lead plates and two layers of
optical fibers, 90" to each other. The square cross-section of each fiber was 0.5-ram thick.
For incident gamma ray energies of 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, and 1,000 MeV, curves were plotted
to ascertain the energy deposition in the x-layer and y-layer fibers. The same simulations
were repeated with electrons as the incident particles. The simulations and detector response
were compared with those obtained using gamma rays. Funding for this project was
provided by the NASA/University Joint Venture (JOVE) Program.
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S_ RATIO A:_ SUCCESS, _.N__qSr_SS__"_-WTOF LLNDERA MEIXSSIFOLIA IN ARKANSAS
Robert D. WriBht, 68 Crestvie_ Road, Consmy, AX 72032
l_inderamelissifolia, pondberry, is a federally eodmnge=ed dioecious shrub found
_n A_xansas and four other so_t.heastern states. Al_hough by Ear the gceace.s_area
exists in Arkansas, i= is broken in=o numerous small single-sex clones concentrated
in _ Locations. 5evezal stands have been lost during the 1980's according to
cecords of the Arkansas Natural _,,ri_ge Com_ssion. Even casual observation
reveals that there ace more males _ females. This su_esc_ dependence on vegeta-
tive ceproduction, with possible bias against fe_a].es. The,,paper repocrJ on _ork
investigating this suBgestion. It was found that a 7:1 bias in sex _mr_.ofavor5
males. Poor suz_va], of seedlings and transplanr_ indicates t/sat only ap:xn£ctic
reproduction is successful. Females allocate &5 times more resoucc_es co repro-
duczion than makes. Stem dieback occurs in both sexes buc re_c_-_ i_ vigocous.
Shoot moisture stress, and response of net photosynthesis and c_ndtmta_e, favor
gcowch of _aLe_.
HONTE C_RLO S_[ULATIONS OF A NASA SC_I'_G OFTICAi FIBER CALORIN_-FER FOR
0.S- TO 1.5-TEV GA/_.A RAYS.
R. GILLUM. D. WOLD, Depazrment of Physic_ and Astronomy, UmverstW of Arkansas
at Little Rock. 2801 S. Uruversib, Avenue. Little Rock, AR 72204
A scintillating optical fiber calorimeter (SOFCAI} Ls being developed by NASA/Harshal[ Space
FlightCenter for use m baJJoon-boz'ne_rnulslonchambe._ to study the spectrum of h_gb-
energy cosrmc rays.SOFCA/. _ not sam.ratefor long exposures and the detector _ be a
valuable toolfor the study of prt_ary cosrmc-rayhurledfrom I0 GeV to 1.000 GeV. For a
given incadent parude and energy, computer stmulaUons of edeccroma_ecic cascades aJ/ow
computation of energy deposited in different reg_oru of the ca/ortmeter. For the stmu/a_ou.%
a S-cm x S-c_ x 7-cm ca/oru_eter was used. Each subsection Conta/nL--G4 C.4-c_ tt_c.k lead
plate or two 0.2-cm lead plates and _o layers of opclca/fibers, 90" to each other. "Ebe sq'J_ce
cross.section of each fiber was 0.S-ram thick. For _cademt gamma ray ene.rgle_ of 0.5 to 1.S
TeV. the energy deposition m each x-layer a,d y-layer fibe._ was computed. For a Limited
dynamic range of the electromcs, a window with a threshold of 2 HeY and upper ]lm/t of 200
_Ie_," deposited energy was found to be optimal for mcdeJat gamma rays m the 0.5 to 1.5 TeV
range. Funding for t_s project was provided by the NASA/University Joint Venture UOV_
Program.
D'V-INDUCED CHROMOSOMAL BREAKS AND TEE DNA REPLICATIOM FORK
Daniel M. Yoder, Jason M. Hiles, and Gas=on Griggm
Biology Dep_:. John Brown University
Siloam Springs, Arkansas 72761
Our most recen= sxperimentation was ini_ia=ed to Invesuiga_e
UV-induced c_romosomal a_erration production in eukaryo=i¢ =ells.
Specifically, appropriate Bromodeoxyuridine labelling _ec2xnlqumm
were developed and applied, in conJunc=ion with oonventional
tec_nlques, for exploring correlations be=ween t.he DNA replica=ion
fork progression and radia=ion-indu¢_d chromosomal abez-gaKion_ in
S phase eukaryotic cells. Direc= evidence fo_ the role of t.he DNA
replication fork in conver=.ing some UV-induced pre-aberra=ional DNA
damage to chromosomal dele=ions was observed.
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MONTE CARLO SIbIULATIONS OF A NASA SCINTILLATING OPTICM_ FIBER CM..ORIMETER FOR
0.5- TO 1.5-TEV GAMMA RAYS.
Z. YANG, R. GILLUbl, D. WOLD, Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Arkansas
at Little Rock, 2801 S. University Avenue, Little Rock, AR 72204
A scintillating optical fiber calorimeter (SOFCAL) is being developed by NASA/blarshall Space
Flight Center for use in balloon-borne emulsion chambers to study the spectrum of high-
energy cosmic rays. SOFCAd_ will not saturate for long exposures and the detector will be a
valuable tool for the study of primary cosmic-ray nuclei from lO GeV to 1,000 GeV. For a
given incident particle and energy, computer simulations of electromagnetic cascades allow
computation of energy deposited in different regions of the calorimeter. For the simulations,
a 5-cm x 5-cm x 7-cm calorimeter was used. Each subsection contained a 0.4-cm thick lead
plate or two 0.2-cm lead plates and two layers of optical fibers, 90" to each other. The square
cross-section of each fiber was 0.5-mm thick. For incident gamma ray energies of 0.5 to 1.5
ITeV, the energy deposition in each x-layer and y-layer fibers was computed. For a limited
dynamic range of the electronics, a window with a threshold of 2 MeV and upper limit of 200
MeV deposited energy was found to be optimal for incident gamma rays in the 0.5 to 1.5 TeV
range. Funding for this project was provided by the NASA/University Joint Venture (JOVE)
Program.
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Gamma Ray Emissions from Binary Pulsar Systems
Hall. Tony A." and An_lrow T Sustlch (Arkansas State University)
A method is developed for estimating the gamma ray flux impinging upon the Earth from production in
binary pulsar systems. We calculate production of the 6.13 MeV gamma ray line characteristic of 160.
These are produced by protons emitted by the pulsar interacting with 160 atoms at the surface of the
companion. We examine different types of companion stars and estimate the gamma ray flux at the Earth
as a function of proton emission from the pulsar and distance from the Earth. Prospects for detection from
Earth are discussed.
tr
student
Supported in part by NASA-JOVE, SILO, and the Arkansas State Grant Consortium.
(Dr. Su..uic/1 is _,,_rkJn,g _ntl_Dr. C.Iro_ C,"=nncll of the Ooddard Space RIll C_ntcr.)
Line Stxen_,th-Wei_llted Binary Slat Radial Velocities
Vain Namme, Waiter (Florida International Univesity) and R. E. Wilson (University of Florida)
We present furtherresultson our new method ofcomputing binary starradialvelocities.A key element
ofthe method isthe inclusionof proximityeffectsbased on fluxand linestrength-weighted averages over
the visiblestellardisks. Earlieresultsindicatedthat effectsdue to linestrength-weightingamount to a few
percent interms ofthe radialvelocit'ysemi-amplitudes. Furtherexperimentation has revealed these effects
to be more important forextreme mass ratiocontact binaries(typeAW UMa), and earlyspectraltype (hot)
near-contact systems (typeTU Mon, V701 Sco). Resultsforboth types are shown.
A NASA JOVE grant awarded to Fiorida International University and the University of Florida is gratefully
acknowledged.
(Dr. Van Hamm¢ is wortint; v_th Dr, R_crt Wilson of the Univl:rsiry of Florida.)
Monte Carto Simulation o[' a Scintillating Opt/ca/Fiber Calorimeter
Wold. Donald C., Zibin Yang" and Russell Gillum" (University of Arkansas at Little Rock)
A scintglating optical fiber c_lodmeter (SCFCAL) is being developed by NASA/Marshall Space Rlg_
Center for use in balloon-borne experiments to study the spectrum of higt_-energy cosmic rays and gamma
rays. $OFCAL will not saturate for long exposures and the calorimeter will be helpful for the study of
pdmary cosmic-ray nuc4ei energies from 100 GeV to 1,000 TeV. For a given incident particle and energy,
computer simulations of electromagnetic cascades allow computation of energy deposited in different
regions of the calorimeter. For these initrai simulations, a 5-cm x 5-cm x 7-cm calorimeter was used. Each
subsec,Jon corrtained a 0A-cm thick lead plate or two 0.2-cm lead plates and two layers of opticaJ fibers,
90 ° to each other. The 100 fibers in a layer were 0.5-ram thick with a square cross-section. For incident
gamma ray energies of 0.5 to 1.5 TeV, the energy deposited in each layer of fibers was computed. Due to
the limited dynamic range of the imaging electronics, a window for the energy deposition in the fibers is
explored to determine the best measure of energy deposition (_"_y) in the calorimeter.
/t
student
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LHASA, CHINA
MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF A SCINTILLATING OPTICAL
FIBER CALORIMETER
Donald C. Wold, 7'.;bin Yang, and Russell Gillum
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Arkansas at Little Rock,
2801 S. University Avenue, Little Rock, AR 72204, USA
Abstract
A .scintillating optical fiber calorimeter (SOFCAL) is being developed by
NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center for use in balloon-borne experiments to study
the spectrum of high-energy cosrmc rays and gamma ravs. SOFCAL wilt not
saturate for long exposures and the calorimeter will be helpful for the study of
primary, cosmic-ray nuclei energ:es from 100 GeV to 1,000 TeV. For a given incident
particle and energy, computer simulations of electromagnetic cascades allow
computation of ener_," deposited in different regions of the calorimeter. For these
irutial simuiatiorus, a 5-cm x 5-cm x 7-cm calorimeter was used. Each subsecnon
contained a 0.4-cm thick lead plate or _vo 0.2-cm lead plates and avo layers of
optical fibers, 9W to each other. The 100 fibers in a laver were 0.5-ram thick with a
square cross-section. For incident gamma ray energies of C.5 to 1.5 TeV, the energy
deposited in each laver of fibers was computed. Due to the limited dynamic range
of the imaging electronic.s, a window for the energy deposition in the fibers is
explored to determine the best measure of energy deposition (Y_ET) in the
calorimeter. Funding was provided by the NASA/University Joint Venture (JOVE)
Program.
1 Introduction
The Monte Carlo method in GE.A._'T was used to simulate the photon and electron
events in the Scintillating Optical Fiber Calorimeter (SOFCAL), whic.,h is under
development at NASA/Marshall Soace Flight Center for future appIications in cosmic
ray and gamma ray measurements.
Emulsion chambers employing calorimeters have been used for direct
measurements of cosmic-ray composition (protons through Fe) between 1012 and 1015
eV using balloon-borne emulsion chambers [1], [2], [3], [41, [5], [6], [7]. The typical
emulsion chamber [4] is composed of four parts: (1) a charge-determination module,
(2) a target module with -0.2 vertical interaction mean free paths for protons, (3) a
spacer module, and (4) an emulsion calorimeter module with about fourteen vertical
radiation lengths. The simulations described here are for a scintillation optical fiber
counterpart to the calorimeter section in the emulsion chamber.
-,4"
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The part of the primary energy going into gamma-rays, rE. r, is the parameter most
easily related to the primary cosmic ray spectrum in emulsion chamber experiments.
The ability to measure energies of electron-photon cascades is one of the most
important functions of the calorimeter. The photons origh_ating from an interaction
will develop individual electromagnetic cascades in the calorimeter. For these
simulations, a calorimeter module with ten vertical radiation lengths of Pb was used.
h't one geometrical configuration, each subsection of the calorimeter consisted of a 4.-
mm lead block,I00 fibers(0.5-ram thick)inthe x-directionand I00 fibers(0.5-ram
thick)m the y-dixectio_ h'tthese i_tialsimulations,thislead and opticalfiber
combination was repeated fourteen times.
2 The Monte Carlo Program for SOFCAL Simulations (SOFCALS)
The Monte Carlo simulations which used GEA.N'I'3 were done on DEC ,%_O0
workstations. The process of optisnJ_tion req_tire'_ frequent design changes, so users
should be able to change the geometry easily. The time required to mode, GF_a.NT
programs containing geometry information about the detector caxt be enormous.
Therefore a subroutJaae was developed to read in the geometrical coru6iguration from a
separate file in art ASCTT format. T)'ds subroutine reads not ordy detector seep, but
also other parameters needed for the simulation, such as twac_k_g medium
para_etecs,
Energy deposition is calculated _om the
lowest levelgeometry. Total energy
depositionisintegratedusing step
fi.mctions.When a threshold ksimposed
due to Limitations in the electronicread
out devices, then the measured energy
islessthan the energy actually
deposited ineach fiber.The program
SOFC_ALS has interactiveroutines
which are calledtodraw the trajectories
ofan individualgamma ray event.
3 Results
'_llm_am,m._ C,_m.N¢ #m_rm O,,.mD_ ,mdlj#I.,,mmm,_,,m¥
Fig. 1. Trajectories of a 0.1 TeV event.
Fig. I i11ustrates the shower of electrons and photons produced by an incoming
gamma ray with incident energy of 0.1 TeV in the SOFCAL detector. In these
simulations, the incident gamma ray liesalong the z-axis which is normal to the plane
of each lead plate and layer of fibers. The typical detector (emulsion chamber [4]) has
a "target section" and "calorimete_ section" designed for measuring produced charged
321
For the simulations, the angular
d.Lstribution and energy distribution of
gamma rays from each x ° decay is
needed. Isospinsymmetry isassumed
so the number of _ s which decay into
pairs of gamma rays is about half that of
the charged _ mesons.
particles and gamma rays, respectively. The target section includes many layers of
nuclear emulsion plates to measure the charge of the incident particle and the
emission angles of the produced charged particles with high accuracy (0.01 mrad).
• The calorimeter includes layers of nuclear emulsion and X-ray film among lead plates
to measure the electron distributions from the electromagnetic cascades Lrxitiated by
gamma rays fi'om _ decay. The calorimeter is used to measure the spectrum of
energy deposition ZEy from which the primary energy spectrum is de_,ived [4].
o .
For 1 TeV gamma rays and 100 events, .
Fig. 2 shows the energy deposited within ,.,_ " - ,....
each adjacent layer (#12) of x- and y- Fig. _ Energy deposition in Layer #12_
fibers. The energy transition curve in
Fig. 3 shows the total energy deposited with_ each x-layer of fibers as a function of
distance through the detector SOFC.AL The incident particle is a gamma-ray with
energies of 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 TeV. The three curves are based on ten events each.
4 Discussion
In these simulations of gamma rays incident on the SOFCAL detector, the energy
transition curves show the energy deposited in each Layer of optical fibers. These
curves have been determined for gamma rays from 10 MeV to 1..5 TeV. Within single
layers of fibers, the energy deposited in each fiber has been computed and plotted.
GF_A.NT has the advantage that it i_ relatively easy to modify the geometry of the
detector. Simulations were done for a second geometrical config'uration with 2-ram
lead sheet, x-Layer of fibers, 2-ram lead sheet, and y-Layer of fibers in each subsection.
The dynamic range is one limitation of the output image intensifier CCD
electronics. Typical devices are Limited to a dynamic range of approximately 256. For
example, if the threshold energy is set to 1 MeV, then the highest energy which can be
measured is onty 256 MeV. Due to this limitation, a specific threshold and window
may be needed to optimize the measurements. For these initial simulations of
SOFCAL, a dynamic range of 100 was used. In Fig. 4, a threshold of 2 MeV appears to
be optimal. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the energy transition curve for a 0..5- to 50-MeV
!
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window and 5- to 500-MeV window, respectively. When compared with the energy
transition curve m Fig. 3, for which no d'uresho[d has been imposed, these figures
show that a 2- to 200-MeV window differentiates between gamma ray energies from
0.5 to 1.5 TeV better than other windows. For simulations of the primary' cosmic rays,
calculations must be performed with event generators, such as FRITIOF, to predict the
distributions in 'r_:,r and then use GEAL'_I" for associated optimum "window" settings.
Fig. 3. The energy transition curve.
-r //
Fig. 4. Th_ threshold is 2 MeV.
Fig. 5. The threshold is 0.5 MeV. Fig. 6. The threshold is 5 MeV.
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USING GEANT TO MODEL CALORIMETER RESPONSE FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC CASCADES
FROM NUCLEUS-NUCLEUS INTERACTIONS IN A COSMIC RAY DETECTOR
KAZUHIKO MURAl, CARLOS A. SANCHEZ, JASON E. ELMORE, DONALD C. WOLD,
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Arkansas at Little Rock, 2801 S.
University Avenue, Little Rock, AR 72204
A scintillating optical fiber calorimeter (SOFCAL) is being developed by NASA/Marshall
Space Flight Center for use in balloon-borne experiments to study the spectrum of
high-energy cosmic rays and gamma rays. SOFCALwill not saturate for long
exposures and the calorimeter will be helpful for the study of primary cosmic-ray
nuclei energies from 100GeVto 1,000TeV. For a given incident particle and energy,
computer simulations of electromagnetic cascades allow computation of energy
deposited in different regions of the calorimeter. The event generator FRITIOF was
used to model nucleus-nucleus collisions encountered in the cosmic ray detector. The
measurements of charged particles in the emulsions are related to the primary energy
and particles produced in the collision. For incident gamma-ray energies determined
by different nucleus-nucleus interactions, the energy deposited in each layer of fibers
was computed. The Monte Carlo program GEANT was used to model SOFCAL
response to gamma rays and compute the measure of energy deposition (YF_.y)
corresponding to different nucleus-nucleus interactions in the calorimeter. Funding
was provided by the NASA/UniversiWJoint Venture (JOVE) Program.
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USING GEANT TO MODEL CALORIMETER RESPONSE FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC
CASCADES FROM NUCLEUS-NUCLEUS INTERACTIONS IN A COSMIC RAY DETECTOR
KAZUHIKQ MI.IRAI, CARLOS A. SANCHEZ. JASON E. ELMORE. DONALD C. WOLD,
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Arkansas at Little Rock, 2801
University Avenue, Little Rock, AR 72204
S,
A scintillating optical tiber calorimeter (SOFCAL) is being developed by NASA Marshall
Space Flight Center for use in balloon-borne experiments to study the spectrum of
high-energy cosmic rays and gamma rays. SOFCALwill not saturate for long
exposures and the calorimeter will be helpful for the study of primary cosmic-ray
nuclei energies from I00 GeV to 1,000 TeV. For a given incident particle and energy,
computer simulations of electromagnetic cascades allow computation of energy
deposited in different regions o_'the calorimeter. The event generator FRITIOFwas
used to model nucleus-nucleus collisions encountered in the cosmic ray detector.
The measurements of charged particles in the emulsions are related to the primary
energy and particles produced in t:he collision. For incident gamma-ray energies
determined by different nucleus-nucleus interactions, the energy deposited in each
layer of fibers was computed. The Monte Carlo program C_,_NTwas used to model
SOFCAL response to gamma rays and compute the measure of energy deposition
(v.-) corresponding to different nucleus-nucleus interactions in the calorimeter.
Fun'cling was provided by the NASA/University Joint Venture (JOVE) Program.
USING FRITIOF TO MODEL NUCLEUS-NUCLEUS INTERACTIONS IN A COSMIC RAY
DETECTOR
CARLOS A. SANCHEZ, KAZUHIKO MURAl, JASON E. ELMORE. DONALD C. WOLD,
Depar_:ment of Physics and Astronomy, UniversiDt of Arkansas at Little Rock, 2801 S.
University Avenue, Little Rock, AR 72204
A long term goal is to study the spectrum ofhigh-energv cosmic rays. Balloon-borne
emulsion chambers are used to detect these particJes in high energy nucJeus-nucleus
interactions. The detectors have "target sections" and "calorimeter sections" for
measurements of produced charged particles and gamma-rays, respec_:ively.
Identification ol_ the primary particles striking the target section of the emulsion
chamber is very important. The target section includes many layers oFnuclear
emulsion plates to measure the charge of the incident particle and the emission
angles of the produced charged particles. The calorimeter includes layers of nuclear
emulsion and x-ray film to measure the electron distributions from the electro-
magnetic cascades initiated by gamma-rays from pi-zero decay. The event generator
FRIT1OF was used to model nucleus-nucleus collisions encountered in the cosmic ray
detector. The measurements oFcharged particles in the emulsions are related to the
primary energy and particles produced in the collision. The Monte Carlo proaram
GEANT was used to model calorimeter response for electromagnetic cascades,
resulting from the nucleus-nucleus interactions. Representative primary heavy ion
and energy spectra will be presented up to 10 s GeV/nucleon. Funding for this
project was provided by the NASA/University Joint Venture (JOVE) Program.
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USING FRITIOF TO MODEL NUCLEUS-NUCLEUS INTERACTIONS IN A COSMIC RAY
DETECTOR
CARLOS A. S_,NCHEZ, KAZUHIKO MURAl, JASON E. ELMORE, DONALD C. WOLD,
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Arkansas at Little Rock, 2801 S.
University Avenue, Little Rock, AR 72204
AIongterm goal is to study the spectrum of high-energy cosmic rays. Balloon-borne
emulsion chambers are used to detect these particles in high energy nucleus-nucleus
interactions. The detectors have "target sections" and "calorimeter sections" for
measurements of produced charged particles and gamma-rays, respectively.
Identification of the primary particles striking the target section of the emulsion
chamber is very important. The target section includes many layers of nuclear
emulsion plates to measure the charge of the incident particle and the emission
angles of the produced charged particles. The calorimeter includes layers of nuclear
emulsion and x-ray film to measure the electron distributions from the electro-
magnetic cascades initiated by gamma-rays from pi-zero decay. The event generator
FRITIOF was used to model nucleus-nucleus collisions encountered in the cosmic ray
detector. The measurements of charged particles in the emulsions are related to the
primary energy and particles produced in the collision. The Monte Carlo program
GEANT was used to model calorimeter response for electromagnetic cascades,
resulting from the nucleus-nucleus interactions. Representative primary heavy ion
and energy spectra will be presented up to 10 s GeV/nucleon. Funding for this project
was provided by the NASA/UniversityJoint Venture (JOVE) Program.
Name and Address for Correspondence:
Professor Donald C. Wold
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of Arkansas at Little Rock
2801 S. University Avenue
Little Rock, Arkansas 72204
Phone: (501) 569-8962 Fax: (501) 569-3314
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USING GEANT TO MODEL CALORIMETER RESPONSE FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC
CASCADES FROM NUCLEUS-NUCLEUS INTERACTIONS IN A COSMIC RAY DETECTOR
KAZUHIKQ MURAl, CARLOS A. SANCHEZ, JASON E. ELMORE, DONALD C. WOLD,
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Arkansas at Little Rock, 2801 S.
University Avenue. Little Rock, AR 72204
A scintillating optical fiber calorimeter (SOFCAL) is being developed by NASA/Marshall
Space Flight Center for use in balloon-borne experiments to study the spectrum of
high-energy cosmic rays and gamma rays. SOFCALwill not saturate for long
exposures and the calorimeter will be helpful for the study of primar/ cosmic-ray
nuclei energies from 100 GeV to 1,000 TeV. For a given incident particle and energy,
computer simulations of electromagnetic cascades allow computation of energy
deposited in different regions of the calorimeter. The event generator FRITIOFwas
used to model nucleus-nucleus collisions encountered in the cosmic ray detector.
The measurements of charged particles in the emulsions are related to the primar,!
energy and particles produced in the collision. For incident gamma-ray energies
determined by different nucleus-nucleus interactions, the energy degasited in each
layer of fibers was camputeci. The Monte Carlo program GEANTwas used {to model
SOFCAL response co gamma rays and compute the measure of energy deposition
(Z.-"-,) corresponding to different nucleus-nucleus interactions in the calorimeter.
Funding was provided by {:he NASA/Universiw Joint Venture (JOVE) Program.
USING FRITIOF TO MODEL NUCLEUS-NUCLEUS INTERACTIONS IN A COSMIC RAY
DETECTOR
CARLOS A. _AN(:HE7, K.AZUHIKO MURAl, JASON E. ELMORE, DONALD C. WOLD,
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Arkansas at Little Rock, 2801 S.
University Avenue, Little Rock, AR 72204
A long term goal is to study the spectrum of high-energy cosmic rays. 8allo(_n-borne
emulsion chambers are used to detect these particles in high energy nucleus-nucleus
interactions. The detectors have "target sections" and "calorimeter sections" for
measurements of produced charged particles and gamma-rays, respectively.
Identification of _he primary particles striking the target section of the emulsion
chamber is very important. The t:arget section includes many layers of nuclear
emulsion plates to measure the charge of the incident particle and the emission
angles of the produced charged particles. The calorimeter includes layers of nuclear
emulsion and x-ray film to measure the electron distributions from the electro-
magnetic cascades initiated by gamma-rays from pi-zero decay. The event generator
FRITIOF was used _o model nucleus-nucleus collisions encountered in the cosmic ray
detector. The measurements of charged particles in the emulsions are related to the
primary energy and particles produced in the collision. The Monte Cado program
GEANT was used to model calorimeter response for electromagnetic cascades,
resulting from {:he nucleus-nucleus interactions. Representative primary heavy ion
and energy spectra will be presented up to I0 s GeV/nucleon. Funding for this
project was provided by the NASA/University Joint venture (JOVE) Program.
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DETECTION OF MAGNETIC MONOPOLE5 USING SQUID-BASEE) MAGNETOMETERS
o_ Mis,_e!Hm'_do_Jr_, Sponsored by Dr.JosephL ]_3x-_hvL,dc, Department of C-,eolosicadnd
etaz7 Sciences, Caii,fornia Ln.stitute ofTecimglosy , Pasadema, Cai_mia 91125
A _ prop_l'yof l_a_,let_cmonoljmlcsm theirc[ua_rizedma_,ctic flux which can take
on intent multiple, of twice the flux quantum of superconductivity, 2*0 (41M- 102.x10-7 G cn2L
This coi.ncide.nce, aJon_ with the phcnomez'.on of fltax exclusion from • SUl:ma'condt_ _ loop, make
,upercond .uctors ideal Mr use i.n monooole detector. Usms the supetx:0nductin _ ma_'tetomett_ m
the Cadtec,h PaJeoma_ecic_ a.nd B_oma_'_edcs Laboratory and their uhTa-_e_itive S(_hl/D
electronics as d_r3, a ma_'ne_c monop0le search was conducu_. The c'ompute_-conm_Lled
seaz-,_ was done m_htty for one month usin_ both ma_emmete_ m the laboratory. The c:_m!:_ut_r
pm_'ram looked _or the u_cme seeF _on sil_. expec'a_ from a monoF_le pa_sm_ thz_ush the
ma_:netome,=_' [-_Lm_o[tz-_eome¢_/Fnc.kup loo[z___TI_ expec'_ ma_:n__de of t_e s_ i_ative m the
backg'rotmd ma_e_: "noise" ran_ed between 1.057x10-;0 A mZ and 2.178x10-7 An_, deF,_in_;on
whicS ma_,netotn_ and axis,x orz,the monopole passedthrough. WhLle numerous candic_am
monopole events_ deeeced,allofthem a._mar tohave bem_ t'H_ered by noiseand im_en'Y_
elecrronk=. No ma_m'ac monopoles were det_-'._d to dam. " --
2291
3:20 pm
SE 210
USINC I:RG1CFTO MCOEL NU_..£US-NUCLEUS;NT_C'TrL_S _NA COS_tC _'r 0_.l _L:I Ux
Jason E. E]more(_onald C. Wold_. 0e0artment of Phys_c..sznd Astronorrry. Unrver_i_ of
A;Xansas atLittleRoc_,.Unte Ro<Y,.AR 72204
A long term goal is (o stuc_ r_e soe_rum of higm-energ7¢osmac ra'_. Balloon-_orne emulsion c.ham0er_
are used todetec:these;_ar_=c_esinhighenergynuc:eus-nuc_eusinterac:Ions."]'hedete_ors have "target
sections" and "calorimeter ice"dons" for measurements of ;_roc_ucectc._arged oar_lc:es anc_gamma-raV_.
respectively. Iclenttficat|on of me _nmar,f ;_arc_c!estoking me target sexton of the emulston chamOer Is very
imoortanr. The target se_lon includes ma_V layers of nuGear emulsion 0lares to measure C_e c'_arge of _e
incdentoart_rJeand theemissionangleso(t_e groducedc.,gargedgartICes.The Calorimeterint,.Juries6xve_
of'nuclearemulsionand x-rayfilmtomeasurethee(ec"..rondlstnl_uttonsfrom _e e/ec',.romagnetlccascades
Initiated _y gamma-rav_ From _,-zero decay. The event generator FR_CF was used to model nuc_eus-nurJeus
co|lls,ons encountered In _e cosmic ray cletec=or.The measurements of c_arged oartlctes In _e emulsions
_e related to tl_e _nmar_ energy and _ar_:cIes 0ro_uctd in _e collision. A scuntlllatmg ogtlc._ fiber
G_orimeter C_3FCA_ Is I_tng dtveloOed for use in emulsmnc,_amO_r_. The Monte Cano oro<Jr-an CEANT
was used to model SOFCAL n_onse Forelec_romaqneOccascades, resulting from one nucleus-nucleus
Interact.Ions. Re=resentar_e _nma_ heavy ion and enerc]ys_c_ra _nll be gre.sented ug to I(3= GeV/nur.Jeon.
Funding for _ls ;_roiec_was gr_ded l_, r_e NA_PJnrver_irV Joint Venture (IOVE} Program.
INFLUENCE OF A NEAR-5OLA.R CORONAL DU5T-FREE ZONE
Van M. _avage and (R. M. MacQueen) Depa.r_ent of Physics,
Rhodes CoUe_, Memphis, "iN, 38112
Interplanetarydust _ believed to spiral slowly toward the sun under the Lrfflue.nce
of Poy'nting-Roberst_n drag, and ultimately to vaporize under inten__.insolation,creatin_ a
"du_t-_ree'zone near thesun. The observatior_ signature of such a zone issubtle,
particularlyin the visiblewavelength region of the spectra.tin,where light scattered by
the near-solar dust dominates any thermal emission signature.We have calcu.latedthe
effectssuch a dust-freezone would have on the solarF<oronaL brightness,under conditions
of various materials comprising the interplanetary dust population, differingsizes of
zones, and differin_ waveieng_s. These calculations will be compared to current models of
the solar F-corona, and the observational implicationsexpioru=d.
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4:00 pm
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LASER ENTIA_CEMENT OF DIFFUSION PROCESSES ]24 ION-I1MPLA.NTED ..... 2294 ''_
SILICON BrTan M. Barnes, Royal G. A/bridge,A/an V. Barnes, Mark T. Graham, 4:20 pm
J'ames T. McKinley, Qun Yah, ('Norman H. Tolk),.C.cnterfor Molecular and Atomic SE 210
Studies at Surfaces, Department of Physics and Astronomy, Vanderbilt University,
Nashville, TN 37235
High'power peak lasers offer unique opportunities for wavelength-selective
rn_eda.[s alteration. Ion-implanted silicoa samples were prepared with several ion
species to study impurity-specific lascr-eahanccd diffusion. A free-electron laser
tunable ha tbc I to 10 la.m range was used to irradiate the samples. To verify diffusion
atomic force microscopy, raman, and SIMS measurements were taken. ,- ....
... _."_ "'_..' ".- .':'.r - "- -" -; " "
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Dr. Edwin S. BraJthwaite, Cedarville College, Cedarville, Ohio
" Danny R. Crawford. G. Douglas Mauldin, Chades W. Ford, Jr. and W. J.
BraJthwaJte, University of Arkansas at Lil:tJeRock, 2801 S. University Ave., Little
Rock, AR 72204. INSTALLATION & ADMINISTRATION OF A LINUX
NETWORK FOR SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING NEEDS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF
ARKANSAS AT LITTLE ROCK
10:.15
10:30
• - " "1
l_ 1 • . -.,.
I
° A. Kevin Nancy. Dept. of Earth Sciences, Univ. of Arkansas at Little Rod(,
Little Rock, AR; lan _s, Dept. of Geological S<:ier'ces,Southern Methodist
Univ., Dallas, TX; Jeffrey B. Connelly, Dept. of Earth Sciences, Univ. of
Arkatwam at l._e Rock, Little Rock, AR. OXYGEN ISOTOPIC ¢OMPOSmON
OF UNUSUAL QUARTZ VEINS: IMPLICATIONS FOR ORIGIN OF THE --.-
MINERALIZING FLUIDS ..: --- .- .- - -- .
° Trevis A. Crane and Donald C. Wold, _epatl:ment of Physics and Astronomy,
University of Arkansas at Little Rock, 2801 S. University Ave, Little Rock, AR
72204. SURVEY OF HIGH ENERGY COSMIC-FLAY OBSERVATORIES
10:45 * Amber D. Climer, Univ. of Arkansas at Little Rock and _ce Berkeley
Nationad Laboratory, lwona M. Sak]'ejda, Lawrence Berkeley NmionaJ
Laboratory, MATH/SCIENCE BUILDING ROOM 70A-3307, Berkeley, CA 94720 ;--
and W.J. Braithwaite, Univ. of Arkansas, Little Rock, AR 72204. AN - _. _: : _' •
ACCEPTANCE AND EFFICIENCY STUDY FOR DETECTION OF K° AND K" ... -; _. _...i_,--
wrrHIN THE TIME PROJECTION CHAMBER OF THE SOLENOIDAL., _:: '_i;!I.; _._':_'_'_,i:-"
:TRACKING !NSTRUMENT, FOR USE AT THE RELATIVISTIC HEAVY ION _:_'"-i"..-_:-_'_::_:-.C_'-:"
" ' :i" : ._.i...-:-:.i_.:'i,,i.'. COLLIDER :" ".'-". .--:= ;'."; ":.-: " - _::." ' - .... .- _'". ............"
..... . : _--.... - :._." .. , .._. ": _- ._ ,: ,.
,. ,:.,.. ;......-:... _:.-. :..!.. ,- :.__.. .. ..... ... : -..-- . . .7!_.:.._-_,-_:_-.:,.. , -. :.:;-_.
11:00- : ._,:.:_", °Chr_stineA. l_m:landW.J. BraJttlwaite, Deparlznent of Physics and _, ' ..'.::-":i,. !:"_
• • " :. .. .- . ' University of Arkansas at Little Rock, 2801 S. Univemity Ave., LittJeRock, AR :.-,_-,,,::! ..:,.i_:.:..
' • . • . ,:: ,-. _-. :;:_ _.:.: ::.. 72204. MEASURING STRANGENESS PRODUCTION FROM RELATIVIS'I3C; .,.. :, ::._-:i.:. _
_.,., :_','-!_--:__il iT,;-]:::.LL:i:-_i: COLLISIONS BETWEEN PAIRS OF NUCLEI USING A VERTEX TIME ,'4"_.,.,J--._;a;Lt: ;_:
......... ..... , .-. PROJECTION CHAMBER _. _.. _. ,... _.... , ,., _ _ . :,_, ._,_....
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Time
8:30 Mostafa Hemmat_ and Steven Young, Physical Sdence Deparvnent,
Tech University, Russetlville, Arkansas 72801. WAVE PROFILE FOR
PROFORCE CURRENT BEARING WAVES
8:45 ° Christo_oher P. Shee_ley, and Rahul Meht, a, Department of Physics and
Astronomy, University of Central Arkansas, Conway, AR 72035. THE STUDY
OF METEORITES USING X-RAY FLUORESCENCE
9:00 Edwfn S. Bra/thwa/te. Science and Mathematics, Cedatvil]e Co{lege, Cedarv_e,
OH 45314, and Wilfred J. Braithwaite, DepatO'nent of Physics and Asm_orny,
Universityof Arkansas at LittleRock, 2801 SOu_ UrdvemityAvenue, LittteRock,
• AR 72204. EUMINATION OF SYSTEMATIC SUMMING ERRORS FOUND IN ..... ,
LINEAR AND NON-LINEAFi OPTIMIZATION OF BINOMIAL & POISSON ..:r . :. :-.-
." . ..... DISTRIBUTED DATA . . _;... , '- " '.. _. -.. • ..
- . ,. - o,
_ " .g:15 "Sue Ellen M¢Closkev, d W. J. _, Deparltnent of _ "
Physics and As_-onorny, University of Arkansas, 2801 So, Univ. Ave., I.Jtt_e
Rock, AR 72204. ESTIMATING MILKY-WAY DARK MA'i'rER: ITS AMOUNT
AND DISTRIBUTION
9:30 * _Izs_L_t,_ Trevis A. Crane, _;l_naid C. _l_ent of Physics' '.. .' .?" : .
and Asltonomy, University of Arkansas m I._e Rock, Little Rock, AR 72204. : -: ...;-
• :__ .. ',, " ' :" SURVEY OF GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY TELESCOPES .'- ,_ :, .: . ":...._=,;:... _ .., :.
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SURVEY OF HIGH ENERGY COSMIC-RAY OBSERVATORIES
Trcvis A. Crane and Donald C. Wold, Department of Physics and Astronomy,
iUniversity of Arkansas at Little Rock, 2801 S. University Ave, Little Rock, AR 72204
Efforts to advance our understanding of the origin of cosmic rays and the
astrophysical processes that create and accelerate them involve many scientists and
observatories world wide. One goal is to extend present measurements to lower
energy and to greater levels of sensitivity in order to study the variety of galactic and
extragalactic sources that are being discovered at lower ener_es with detectors on
the NASA Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory. A survey of cosmic-ray
observatories was prepared for scientists and others to provide a resource and
reference which describes high energy cosmic-ray research activities around the
world. This summary presents information about each research group, such as
names of principal investigators, number of persons in the collaboration, energy
range, sensitivity, angular resolution, and surface area of detector. Similar
information for those observatories soon to be operational will be presented. The
cosmic-ray observatories included in the summary are Arobic, AMANDA, CASA-
MIA, Celeste, Fly's Eye, MILAGRO, HEGRA, KASCADE, LVD, Whipple
Observatory, MACRO,. EAS-TOP, Tibetan Air Shower Array, AGASA, Solar-II,
SPASE2 and VULCAN. Funding for this project was provided by the Arkansas
Space Grant Consortium.
Name and Address for Correspondence:
Professor Donald C. Wold
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of Arkansas at Little Rock
2801 S. University Avenue
Little Rock, Arkansas 72204
Phone: (501) 569-8962 Fax: (501) 569-3314
Preferred Section: Cosmic ray physics or high energy physics
Projection Equipment: Overhead projector
Paper is to be considered for an undergraduate student award:
Undergraduate Student - Physical Science
CRANEAB3.DOC
THE POTENTIAL USE OF SMALL PROTEINASE INHIBITORS IN THE REGULATION
OF BLOOD PRESSURE.
_"_;dney Wayne Co#lin_and Rose McConnell. Division of Mathematics & Sciences,
University of Arkansas at Monticello, Monticello, Arkansas 71656.
The proteolytic enzymes renin and kaJlikreinplay important roles in the regulation of
blood pressure. Renin is involved in the production of angiotensin II, a vasoconstricling
peptide. And kaJlikreincataJy-zesthe formation of vasodilating peptides called kinins. The
relative amounts of angiotensin II and the kinins found in the blood determine the overall
blood pressure. Therefore, the development of smaJl inhibitors of both renin and
kaJlikrein, as a means of regulating blood pressure, is wan-anted. This approach will be
discussed and compared to current blood pressure regulating agents.
SURVEY OF HIGH ENERGY COSMIC-RAY OBSERVATORIES
"Trevis A. Crape and Donald C. Wold, Department of Physics and _nomy,
University of Arkansas at Little Rock, 2801 S. University Ave, Little Rock, AR 72204
Efforts to advance our understanding of the origin of cosmic rays and the aslzophysicaJ
processes that c='eateand accelerate them involve many scientists and observatories
world wide. One goal is to extend present measurements to lower energy end to greater
levels of sensil_v_ in order to study the variety of galactic and extragalactic sources that
ate being discovered at lower energies wi_ detectors on the NASA Compton
Gamma-Ray Observatory. A survey of cosmic-ray observatories was prepared for
scientists and others to provide a resource and reference which desc_bes high energy
cosmic-ray research activities around the world. This summary presents information
about each research group, such as names of principaJinvestigators, number of persons
in the collaboration, energy range, sensitivity, angular resolution, and surface area of
detector. Similar information for those observatories soon to be operational will be
presented. The cosmic-ray observatories included in the summary are Arobic, AMANDA,
CASAMIA, Celeste, Fty's Eye, MILAGRO, HEGRA, KASCADE, LVD, Whipple
Observatory, MACRO,. EAS-TOP, Tibetan Air Shower Array, AGASA, Solar-II, SPASE2
and WLCAN.
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SURVEY OF GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY TELESCOPES
Michael LaCour. Trevis A. Crane, and Donald C. Wold, Department of Physics and
Astronomy, University of Arkansas at Little Rock, Little Rock, AR 72204
The diffuse gamma-radiation component m our galaxy, which originates from
interactions of cosmic rays with interstellar gas and photons, provides important
information about the density, distribution, and spectrum of the cosmic rays that
pervade the interstellar medium. This survey of gamma-ray telescopes was prepared
for scientists and others to provide a resource and reference which describes gamma-
ray telescopes for investigating galactic diffuse gamma-ray flux currently observed at
energies up to around 20 GeV, but is expected to extend into the TeV range. The
study includes a summary of the characteristics of detectors for low energy gamma
rays as observed in the NASA Compton Gamma Ray Observatory to detectors for
higher energy gamma rays. Information about each research group, such as names
of principal investigators, number of persons in the collaboration, and characteristics
of the experiments, is presented. These features include energy range, sensitivity,
angular resolution, and surface area of detector. Similar information for proposed
telescopes will be presented. The gamma-ray telescopes included in this survey are
BATSE, COMPTEL, EGRET, OSSE, MILAGRO, Arecibo, GLAST, and AGATE.
Funding for this project was provided by the Arkansas Space Grant Consortium.
Name and Address for Correspondence:
Professor Donald C. Wold
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of Arkansas at Little Rock
2801 S. University Avenue
Little Rock. Arkansas 72204
Phone: (501) 569-8962 Fax: (501) 569-3314
Preferred Section: Cosmic-ray physics and astrophysics or high-energy physics
Projection Equipment: Overhead projector
Paper is to be considered for an undergraduate student award:
,Undergraduate Student - Physical Science
LACOURAB.DOC
INTESTINAL HELMINTHS OF BEAVERS FROM SOUTHWEST ARKANSAS
Micheal Krlox,' Herbert M. Matthewd, and Mark Clarl_, Biology Department,
Henderson State University,' and Ross Foundation, z Arkadelphia, AR.
Few studies of the gastrointestinal fauna of beavers, Castor canadensis, have been
reported from their southern range. Beavers tra_oped in Clark and Ouachita counties in
sou_west Arkansas were neo'opsied by first separating the stomach, cecum, small
intestine, and large intestine; then opening each with a longitudinal incision. Lumen
contents were washed with saline and examined with a 3x magnifying lens. Helminths
were fixed in alcohol-formalin-acetic acid (AFA) solu'don, and stored in 70% ethmnol. No
worms were found in the stomach. Stichorchis subtriquetrus, a trematode, was found in
the other regions of aJlanimals (prevalence = 100%) and was the onty worm detected.
The intensity, or range, of infection was 25 to 342 worms per beaver. Worms were found
in both the cecum and large intestines of 6_0 of the animals, but not in the small
intestine. Only 20% of the animaJs had significant numbers of worms in the smaJl
intestine and these were much smaller than worms elsewhere. The abundance, mean
number of worms per animal, was 136+/-113 (SD). Arkansas beavers have parasitic
worm infestations more similar to animals from southern Texas and Louisiana than from
animals examined from their norttnem range.
SURVEY OF GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY TELESCOPES
* _, Trevis A. Crane, and Donald C. Wold, Department of Physics and
Asttonorny, University of Arkansas at Little Rock, Littie Rock, AR 72204
The diffuse gamma-radiation component in our galaxy, which originates from interactions
of cosmic rays with interstellar gas and photons, provides important information about the
density, dis_-ibu'don,and spectrum of the cosmic rays that pervade the interstellar
medium. This survey of gamma-ray telescopes was prepared for scientists and others to
provide a resource and reference which describes gamma-ray telescocx.=sfor
investigating galactic diffuse gamma-ray flux currentty observed at energies up to around
20 GeV, but is expected to extend into the TeV range. The study inciudes a summary of
the characteristics of detectors for low energy gamma rays as observed in the NASA
Compton Gamma Ray Observatory to detectors for higher energy gamma rays.
Information about esch research group, such as names of principal investigators, number
of persons in the collaboration, and characteristics of the experiments, is presented.
These features include energy range, sense, angular resolu'don, and surface area of
detector. Similar information for proposed telescopes will be presented. The gamma-ray
telescopes included in this survey are BATSE, COMPTEL, EGRET, OSSE, MILAGRO,
Arecibo, GLAST, and AGATE.
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Survey of High Energy Cosmic-Ray Observatories
T. A. Crane and D. C. Wold
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Arkansas at Little Rock, 2801
S. University Avenue, Little Rock, AR 72204
Efforts to advance our understanding of the origin of cosmic rays and the
astrophysical processes that create and accelerate them involve many scientists
and observatories world wide. One goal is to extend present measurements to
lower energy and to greater levels of sensitivity in order to study the variety of
galactic and extragalactic sources that are being discovered at lower energies with
detectors on the NASA Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory. A survey of cosmic-
ray observatories was prepared for scientists and others to provide a resource and
reference which describes high energy cosmic-ray research activities around the
world. This summary presents information about each research group, such as
names of principal investigators, number of persons in the collaboration, energy
range, sensitivity, angular resolution, and surface area of detector. Similar
information for those observatories soon to be operational will be presented. The
cosmic-ray observatories included in the summary are Arobic, AMANDA, CASA-
MIA, Celeste, Fly's Eye, MILAGRO, HEGRA, KASCADE, LVD, Whipple
Observatory, MACRO, EAS-TOP, Tibetan Air Shower Array, AGASA, Solar-II,
SPASE2 and VULCAN. Funding for this project was provided by the Arkansas
Space Grant Consortium.
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Astrophysics Experiments with the Compton GRO and MILAGRO
Donald C. Wold
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Universitv of Arkansas at Little Rock,
2801 S. Universit'v Avenue, AR 72204
The diffuse gamma-radiation component in our galaxy, which originates from
interactions of cosmic rays with interstellar gas and photons, provides important
information about the density, distribution, and spectrum of the cosmic ravs that
pervade the interstellar medium. This survev of gamma-ray telescopes was prepared
to provide a resource and reference which describes gamma-ray telescopes for
investigating galactic diffuse gamma-ray flux currently observed at energies up to
around 20 GeV, but is expected to extend into the TeV range. The study includes a
summary of the characteristics of detectors for low energy gamma rays as observed in
the NASA Compton Gamma Rav Observatory to detectors for higher energy gamma
rays. MILAGRO is a water-Cherenkov detector for observing gamma rays over a broad
energy range from about I to 1,000 TeV. With this cosmic-ray observatory., previously
observed celestial sources will be observed at their known emission energies and these
observations will be extended into a new energy regime and search for new sources at
unexplored energies. Two undergraduate students are compiling information about
gamma-ray telescopes and high energy cosmic-rav observatories. Funding for this
project was provided by the Arkansas Space Grant Consortium.
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Appendix D
JOVE Final Report
1995-6
Proposals Awarded:
C. Wold 4/22/96
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
U'4PB • Hm:dingU " '_'5_
1 February 1993
NL-3011G
Dr. Don Wold
Department of Physics & Astronomy
University of A_kansas at Little Rock
Little Rock, Arkansas 72204
Dear Dr. Wold:
On behalf of the Planning Committee of the Arkansas Space
Grant Consortium, it is my pleasure to inform you of the
approval of your ASGC Outreach Program application:
Cosmic Ray Studies at NASA Marshall Space Flight Center.
The amount of the grant is $ 950, as you requested. That
amount reflects the Planning Committee's approval of your
additional request of $ 200. These funds are to be expended
under UALR Account No. 43-60-50 in accordance with the budget
in your proposal. Should you have reason to wish to spend
funds in some other manner, please contact me (569-8212)
before doing so.
Purchase orders should be approved by me. Your expenditure of
these funds should follow the enclosed Guidelines. Should
you have questions concerning the billing process, please
discuss them with me.
This grant is valid through 30 June 1993.
Again, congratulations on your award. NASA and the Arkansas
Space Grant Consortium look forward to your ASGC Outreach
accomplishments.
Gaylord M. Northrop, Dr. Engr.
Director, Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
Copies:• ,,
Ms. Linda Burnett, Grants Accounting/UALR
Application for an ASGC Outreach Grant
Year One
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium( Please Type )
Out_*each Project Title:
	 Date: 1 /	 7 / 93
Cosmic Ray Studies at NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Institution:	 Street/Box No.
	 City Zin
University of Arkansas Physics & Astronomy
12801	 Iat Little Rock S. University Avenue 	 Little Rock IAR 172204
'-es of Faculty Involved:
	 I ,. Title:	 (	 Departn=t:
	 I SSN
1 .
 Dr. Donald C. Wold
	 (Professor (Physics & Astronomy
2.	 i	 1
3.	 {	 I	 I
4. 
	 I	 I	 I
Principal	 Investigator's Telephone No.:	 ( 501	 ) -	 569	 -8962
.es of Stud=ts Involved: i Standing I	 Major:	 I CGP I SSN
1. Mr. Edward D.
	 Bearden	 I Senior	 1Physics	 12.49
2•Mr. Russell Gillum	 BS 1/93	 Physics	 13.41 O-F-3-Mr. Zibin Yan g	 A	 Math	 .0
4• Mr. Morgan BurksSenior Phv!aics 4
Abstract	 of	 Project:
During Fall 1992, four students at UALR began studying cosmic rays.
They have been using a . Monte Carlo program to simulate the interaction of
these particles in a new NASA detector. Therefore, it is proposed to visit the
Gamma and Cosmic Ray Branch at NASA Marshall Space Flight Center.
Dr. Tom Parnell, Branch Chief, will be our host. On the second day we will
visit the Huntsville Space and Rocket Center.
The students will spend one day at the Space Sciences Laboratory and
see cosmic ray detectors. MSFC has an excellent nuclear emulsion processing
laboratory.	 They will have the opportunity to visit with some NASA staff
scientists and see data being acquired from a detector on the orbiting NASA
Compton Gamma Ray Observatory.
Travel will be Thursday, January 28 through Saturday, January 30, 1993.
S'm=ary of Funds Requested for This Gutreacn Grant:
1.	 Travel	 (mileage, etc.) ........ $	 750.00 5
2. Equipment (State Funds)..., $ 6.	 $
3.	 Materials	 .................................. $ 7:	 $
4.	 $ Total	 .................	 $ 750.00
10-12-92 Outrechl .pub
ZNASA ,,
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
ASU. Harding U.. UAF. UALR. UAMS. UAPB- UCA
7 February 1994
NL-4010b
Dr. Don Wold
Department of Physics & Astronomy
University of Arkansas at Little Rock
Little Rock, Arkansas 72204
Dear Dr. Wold:
On behalf of the Planning Committee of the Arkansas Space
Grant Consortium, it is my pleasure to inform you of the
approval of your ASGC Guest Lecturer Program application:
Lectures on Results from BATSE in the Gamma Ray Observatory.
The amount of the grant is $ 765, as you requested. These
funds are to be expended under UALR Account No. 43-60-40 in
accordance with the budget in your proposal. Should you have
reason to wish to spend funds in some other manner, please
contact me (569-8212) before doing so.
Purchase orders should be approved by me. Your expenditure
of these funds should follow the enclosed Guidelines. Should
you have questions concerning the billing process, please
discuss them with me first.
This grant is valid through 28 February 1995.
Again, congratulations on your award. NASA and the Arkansas
Space Grant Consortium look forward to the success of your
ASGC Guest Lecturer Grant.
:_;::tdr, Arkansas Space Grant/_sortiL/" um
Ms. Linda Burnett .... Grants Accounting/UALR
_- _- _- Arkansas Space Grant Consortium Program Offic_ _- >- _-
UALR Graduate Institute of Technology • 2801 So. University Ave. • Little Rock. AR72204-1099 - (501) 569-8212
May 2, 1994	 Geoffrey N. Pendleton	 ASGCPEND.DOC
.Application for an ASGC Guest Lecturer Grant
Year Three
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
Outreach Project Title: 	 I Date: 05/02/94
Lectures on Results from BATSE in the Gamma Ray Observatory
Institution: Street/Box No. City Zip
UALR 2801 S. University Avenue Little Rock, AR 7220
4
Names of Faculty Involved: Title: Department: SSN
1. Donald C. Wold. Professor Physics and Astronomy
2. See below.
3.
Principal Investigator's Telephone No.: (501) 569-8962
Abstract of Project:
The funding of a seminar speaker is proposed. The speaker is Dr. Geoffrey N. Pendleton,
Research Associate in the Department of Physics at the University of Alabama at Huntsville,
Huntsville, Alabama. Dr. Pendleton was awarded NASA contract NAS8-38609 in 1992. He is a
member of the Burst and Transient Source Experiment (BATSE) group at NASA/George C.
Marshall Space Flight Center. The BATSE gamma ray detector is part of NASA's Compton Gamma
Ray Observatory. He will speak on "The Gamma Ray Sky Observed by the Burst and Transient
Source Experiment (BATSE)". For the less technical audiences, the title of his talk is: "The Mystery
of Gamma-Ray Bursts". Presentations are planned at the University of Arkansas at Little Rock
and Arkansas State University on February 8 and 9, 1994, respectively. Hosts will be Professor
Donald C. Wold of the Department of Physics and Astronomy, UALR, Professor Andrew Sustich,
Department of Physics, ASU. Support is requested for travel by car, local transportation, hotel
costs, meals, and honorarium.
Dr. Pendleton will speak on current observations of NASA's Compton Gamma Ray
Observatory. Dr. Pendleton has agreed to arrive on Tuesday, February 8, 1994, to present a
public seminar in the afternoon at 4:13 p.m., to leave Little Rock on Wednesday morning,
February 9, to go to Arkansas State University, and to present a public seminar at 3:00 p.m. He
will depart back to Huntsville late in the afternoon or evening, but may prefer to stay overnight
in Memphis. The lecture at UALR will be more specialized, but both presentations are open to the
general public. Faculty and students of all institutions making up the Arkansas Space Grant
Consortium are invited to participate. Drs. Sustich and Wold will schedule individual conference
with those consortium members who wish private interviews with Dr. Pendleton. The support of
the Arkansas Space Grant Consortium will be acknowledged in the public announcements.
Summary of Funds Requested for This Outreach Grant:
1. Travel (mileage, etc.)
	 5190 5. Meals	 5100
2. Equipment (State Funds)
	 SO 6. Honorarium	 S250
3. Materials
	 S0 7.	 SO
4. Hotels	 5225 Total............	 5765
d
Schedules are not firmly set at the present time, so hotel and meal costs are estimated for the
longest possible period.

02-07-19_4 09:51AM FROM ARKANSAS STATE U CSMP TO 95015_93314 P.05
PHYSICS SEMINAR
MYSTERY
of
GAMMA RAY BURSTERS
Dr. Geoffrey N. Pendleton
Research Associate
Department of Physics
University of Alabama at Hunstville
LSE 205
4:t30 P.M.
Wednesday February 9
Refreshments Immediately following
NASA
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
ASU. Harding U.- UAF. UALR. UAMS. UAPB. UCA
7 February 1994
NL-4010c
Dr. Don Wold
Department of Physics & Astronomy
University of Arkansas at Little Rock
Little Rock, Arkansas 72204
Dear Dr. Wold:
On behalf of the Planning Committee of the Arkansas Space
Grant Consortium, it is my pleasure to inform you of the
approval of your ASGC Guest Lecturer Program application:
Lectures on Results from EGRET in the Gamma Ray Observatory.
The amount of the grant is $ 1,160, as you requested. These
funds are to be expended under UALR Account No. 43-60-40 in
accordance with the budget in your proposal. Should you have
reason to wish to spend funds in some other manner, please
contact me (569-8212) before doing so.
Purchase orders should be approved by me. Your expenditure
of these funds should follow the enclosed Guidelines. Should
you have questions concerning the billing process, please
discuss them with me first.
This grant is valid through 28 February 1995.
Again, congratulations on your award. NASA and the Arkansas
Space Grant Consortium look forward to the success of your
ASGC Guest Lecturer Grant.
Sincerely yours, . /m
//
Copy : _/
Ms. Linda Burnett .... Grants Accounting/UALR
>. _. _. Arkansas Space Grant Consortium Program O_ce _- >. _,-
UALR Gradxmm Institute ofTectmology * 2801 So. University Ave. - Little Rock, AR 72204-1099 • (501) 569-8212
May 2, 1994 Robert C. Hartman ASGCHART.DOC
Application for an ASGC Guest Lecturer Grant
Year Three
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
Outreach Project Title: ]
Lectures on Results from EGRET in the Gamma Ray Observatory
[ Date: 05/02/94
Institution: Street/Box No. City Zip
UALR 2801 S. University Avenue Lit'tie Rock, AR 72204
Names of Faculty Involved: Title: Department: SSN
1. Donald C. Wold. Professor Physics and Astronomy
2. See below.
3.
Principal Investigator's Telephone No.: (501) 569-8962
Abstract or Project ]
The funding of a seminar speaker is proposed. The ASGC guest lecturer is Dr. Robert C.
Hart-man, Astrophysicist, Laboratory for High Energy Astrophysics, NASA/Goddard Space Flight
Center. He is Co-Investigator of the GRO/EGRET High-Energy Gamma Ray Telescope. The EGRET
gamma ray detector is part of NASA's Compton Gamma Ray Observatory. He will speak on
"Results from the EGRET Instrument in the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory" Presentations are
planned at the University of Arkansas at Little Rock and the University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff
on March 29 and 30, 1994, respectively. His hosts will be Professor Donald C. Wold of the
Department of Physics and Astronomy, UAJ_R, and Professor Ebo Tel, Professor of Psychology,
Department of Social and Behavorial Science, UAPB. Support is requested for airplane fares, local
transportation, hotel costs, and meals.
Dr. Hartman will speak on current observations of gamma rays with the EGRET instrument
on NASA's Compton Gamma Ray Observatory. Dr. Hartman has agreed to arrive on Tuesday,
March 29, 1994, to present a public seminar in the afternoon at 4:15 p.m., to leave Little Rock on
Wednesday morning, March 30, to go to the University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff, and to present a
public seminar at 10:00 a.m. He wiU depart back to the NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Maryland, in the afternoon or evening. The lecture at UALR will be more specialized,
but both presentations are open to the general public. Faculty and students of all institutions
making up the Arkansas Space Grant Consortium are invited to participate. Drs. Tei and Wold
will schedule individual conference with those consortium members who wish private interviews
with astrophysicist Dr. Robert C. Hartman. The support of the Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
wiLl be acknowledged in the public announcements.
Summary of Funds Requested for This Outreach Grant:
1. Travel (mileage, etc.) $475 5. Meals $50
2. Equipment (State Funds) $0 6. Honorarium $0
3. Materials $0 7. $0
4. Hotels $75 , Total m_ $600,
Current air fares were obtained on the day this proposal was submitted. They do require an advance
purchase of tickets to obtain these coach prices. Schedules are not fil"mly set at the present time, so hotel
and meal costs are estimated for the longest possible period.
February 2, 1994	 ASGCHART.DOC
Application for an ASGC Guest Lecturer Grant
Year Three
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
Outreach Project Title: 	 I	 I Date: 02/02/94
Lectures on Results from EGRET in the Gamma Ray Observatory
Institution: Street/Box No. City Zip
UALR 2801 S. University Avenue Little Rock, AR 7220
4
Names of Faculty Involved: Title:	 Department:	 SSN
1. Donald C. Wold. Professor	 Physics and :astronomy
2. See below.
3.
Principal Investigator's Telephone No.: (501) 569-8962
Abstract of Project:
The funding of a seminar speaker is proposed. The ASGC guest lecturer is Dr. Robert C.
Hartman, Astrophysicist, Laboratory for High Energy Astrophysics, NASA/Goddard Space Flight
Center. He is Co-Investigator of the GRO/EGRET High-Energy Gamma Ray Telescope. The EGRET
gamma ray detector is part of NASA's Compton Gamma Ray Observatory. He will speak on
"Results from the EGRET Instrument in the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory" Presentations are
planned at the University of Arkansas at Little Rock and the University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff
on March 29 and 30, 1994, respectively. His hosts will be Professor Donald C. Wold of the
Department of Physics and Astronomy, UALR, and Professor Ebo Tei, Professor of Psychology,
Department of Social and Behavorial Science, UAPB. Support is requested for airplane fares, local
transportation, hotel costs, and meals.
Dr. Hartman will speak on current observations of gamma rays with the EGRET instrument
on NASA's Compton Gamma Ray Observatory. Dr. Hartman has agreed to arrive on Tuesday,
March 29, 1994, to present a public seminar in the afternoon at 4:15 p.m., to leave Little Rock on
Wednesday morning, March 30, to go to the University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff, and to present a
public seminar at 1:00 p.m. He will depart back to the NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Maryland, in the afternoon or evening. The lecture at UALR will be more specialized,
but both presentations are open to the general public. Faculty and students of all institutions
making up the Arkansas Space Grant Consortium are invited to participate. Drs. Tei and Wold
will schedule individual conference with those consortium members who wish private interviews
with astrophysicist Dr. Robert C. Hartman. The support of the Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
will be acknowledged in the public announcements.
Summary of Funds Requested for This Outreach Grant:
1. Travel (mileage, etc.)
	 5935 5. Meals	 S75
2. Equipment (State Funds)	 SO 6. Honorarium	 SO
3. Materials	 s0 7.	 s0
4. Hotels
	 5150 Total ..............	 61,160
Current air fares were obtained on the day this proposal was submitted. They do require an advance
purchase of tickets to obtain these coach prices. Schedules are not firmly set at the present tune, so hotel
and meal costs are estimated for the longest possible period.
UALR
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS &
Co-sponsored by the Arkansas
ASTRONOMY SEMINAR
Space Grant Consortium
"Results from EGRET
in the
Gamma Ray
Observatory"
by
Dr. Robert C. Hartman
Laboratory for High Energy Astrophysics
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD
Tuesday, March 29, 1994
Natural Science 101
Refreshments @ 4:00 p.m.
Seminar @ 4:15 p.m.
NASA
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
ASU. Harding U.. UAF- UALR- UAMS- UAPB- UCA
7 February 1994
NL-4010d
Dr. Don Wold
Department of Physics & Astronomy
University of Arkansas at Little Rock
Little Rock, Arkansas 72204
Dear Dr. Wold:
On behalf of the Planning Committee of the Arkansas Space
Grant Consortium, it is my pleasure to inform you of the
approval of your ASGC Guest Lecturer Program application:
Lectures on Extending Gamma Ray
Observations Beyond the GRO.
The amount of the grant is $ 1,325, as you requested. These
funds are to be expended under UALR Account No. 43-60-40 in
accordance with the budget in your proposal. Should you have
reason to wish to spend funds in some other manner, please
contact me (569-8212) before doing so.
Purchase orders should be approved by me. Your expenditure
of these funds should follow the enclosed Guidelines. Should
you have questions concerning the billing process, please
discuss them with me first.
This grant is valid through 28 February 1995.
Again, congratulations on your award. NASA and the Arkansas
Space Grant Consortium look forward to the success of your
ASGC Guest Lecturer Grant.
Sincerely yours,
Copy:
Ms. Linda Burnett .... Grants Accounting/UALR
_- _. _- Arkansas Space Graat Consortium Program Offic_ _. _. _.
UALR Graduate Iastitute of Technology • 2801 So. University Ave. - Little Rock, AK 72204-1099 - (501) 569-8212
May 2, 1994	 Jordan Goodman	 ASGCGOOD.DOC
Application  for an ASGC Guest Lecturer Grant
Year Three
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
Outreach Project Title:	 Date: 05/02/94
Lectures on Extending Gamma Ray Observations Beyond the GRO
Institution: Street/Box No. City Zip
UALR 2801 S. University Avenue Little Rock, AR 7220
4
Names of Faculty Involved: Title: Department: SSN
1. Donald C. Wold. Professor Physics and Astronomy
2. See below.
3.
Principal Investigator's Telephone No.: (501) 569-8962
Abstract of Project:
The funding of a seminar speaker is proposed. The speaker is Professor Jordan Goodman,
Department of Physics, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland. Professor Goodman is a
member of the CYGNUS collaboration and the MIIAGRO collaboration. These gamma ray
detectors will provide coverage from low energy gamma rays currently detected with NASA's
Compton Gamma Ray Observatory to much higher energies. He will speak on "Particle
Astrophysics - AGN's, GRB's, PBH's, etc.". Presentations are planned at the University of Arkansas
at Little Rock and University of Central Arkansas on March 8 and 9, 1994, respectively. Hosts will
be Professor Donald C. Wold of the Department of Physics and Astronomy, UALR, and Professor
Stephen R. Addison, Chair of Physics, UCA. Support is requested for airplane fares, local
transportation, hotel costs, meals, and honorarium.
Professor Goodman will speak on active galactic nuclei, gamma ray bursters, and
primordial black holes as possible sources of gamma rays observed by NASA's Compton Gamma
Ray Observatory. Professor Goodman has agreed to arrive on Tuesday, March 8, 1994, to present
a public seminar in the afternoon at 4:15 p.m., to leave Little Rock on Wednesday morning, March
9, to go to University of Central Arkansas, and to present a public seminar at 1:00 p.m. He will
depart back to the University of Maryland, College Park, in the afternoon or evening. The lecture
at UALR will be more specialized, but both presentations are open to the general public. Faculty
and students of all institutions making up the Arkansas Space Grant Consortium are invited to
participate. Drs. Addison and Wold will schedule individual conference with those consortium
members who wish private interviews with Professor Goodman. The support of the Arkansas
Space Grant Consortium will be acknowledged in the public announcements.
Summary of Funds Requested for This Outreach Grant:
1. Travel (mileage, etc.)
	 S850 S. Meals	 S75
2. Equipment (State Funds). 	 s0 6. Honorarium	 5250
3. Materials
	 s0 7.	 s0
4. Hotels
	 5150 Total ..............	 51,325
Current air fares were obtained on the day this proposal was submitted. They do require an advance
purchase of tickets to obtain these coach prices. Schedules are not firmly set at the present time, so hotel
and meal costs are estimated for the longest possible period.
UALR
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY SEMINAR
Co-sponsored by the Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
"Particle Astrophysics
AGN's, GRB's, PBH's, etc."
by
Professor Jordan Goodman
Department of Physics
University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland
Tuesday, March 8, 1994 NS101
Refreshments @ 4:00 p.m.
Seminar @ 4:15 p.m.
Zm _
NASA _.
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
ASU. Harding U.- UAF. UALR- UAMS- UAPB- UCA
18 March 1994
NL-4010g
Dr. Don Wold
Department of Physics & Astronomy
University of Arkansas at Little Rock
Little Rock, Arkansas 72204
Dear Dr. Wold:
On behalf of the Planning Committee of the Arkansas Space
Grant Consortium, it is my pleasure to inform you of the
approval of your ASGC Guest Lecturer Program application:
Lectures on Cosmic Ray Physics and Particle Astrophysics.
The amount of the grant is $1,275, as you requested. These
funds are to be expended under UALR Account No. 43-60-40 in
accordance with the budget in your proposal. Should you have
reason to wish to spend funds in some other manner, please
contact me (569-8212) before doing so.
Purchase orders should be approved by me. Your expenditure
of these funds should follow the enclosed Guidelines. Should
you have questions concerning the billing process, please
discuss them with me first.
This grant is valid through 31 March 1995.
Again, congratulations on your award. NASA and the Arkansas
Space Grant Consortium look forward to the success of your
ASGC Guest Lecturer Grant.
Sincerely yours,
Director, Arkansas Space Grant Consor ium
Copy:
Ms. Linda Burnett .... Grants Accounting/UALR
>- >- >. Arkansas Space Grant Consortium Program Offic_ >- >- >-
UALK Graduate Institute ofT=hnology - 2801 So. University Ave. • Little Rock, AK 72204-1099 - (501) 569-8212
May 3, 1994 ASGCWILK.DOCR. Jeffrey Wilkes
Application for an ASGC Guest Lecturer Grant
Year Three
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
Outreach Project Title:
Lectures on cosmic ray physics and particle astrophysics
[ Date: 05/03/94
Institution:
UALR
Names of FaculW Involved:
1. Donald C. Wold.
2. See below.
o
Street/Box No.
2801 S. University Avenue
City
Little Rock, AR
Title:
Professor
Department:
Physics and Astronomy
Zip
7220
4
SSN
Principal Investigator's Telephone No.: (501) 569-8962
Abstract of Project: ]
The funding of a seminar speaker is proposed. The speaker is Research Professor R.
Jeffrey Wilkes, Department of Physics, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington. Professor
Wilkes is spokesman for the Japanese-American Cooperative Emulsion Experiment OACEE). The
detectors for these cosmic ray experiments are launched in balloons. JACEE experiments receive
support from NASA. He will speak on "The JACEE Experiments in Cosmic Ray Physics".
Presentations are planned at Henderson State University at Arkadelphia and the University of
Arkansas at Little Rock on March 15, 1994. The topic of his lecture at UALR on March 16 ',viii be
"Particle Astrophysics with DUMAND." Hosts will be Professor Donald C. Wold of the Department
of Physics and Astronomy, UALR, and Professor Charles Leming, Department of Physics,
Henderson State University. Support is requested for airplane fares, local transportation, hotel
costs, meals, and honorarium.
Professor Wilkes will speak on cosmic ray experiments which have been performed by the
jACEE collaboration at NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center and other places. Professor Wilkes has
agreed to arrive on Monday evening, Monday, March 14, 1994, to present a public seminar
Tuesday morning at 11:00 a.m. in Arkadelphia, to present a public lecture on Tuesday afternoon
at 4:15 pm at UALR, and to present a public lecture Wednesday morning at UALR at I i:00 am..
He will depart back to the University of Washington, Seattle, in the afternoon.
Both presentations are open to the general public. Faculty and students of all institutions
making up the Arkansas Space Grant Consortium are invited to participate. Drs. Leming and
Wold will schedule individual conference with those consortium members who wish private
interviews with Professor Wilkes. The support of the Arkansas Space Grant Consortium will be
acknowledged in the public announcements
Summary of Funds Requested for This Outreach Grant:
1. Travel (mileage, etc.) $800 5. Meals $ 75
2. Equipment (State Funds) $0 6. Honorarium $250
3. Materials $0 7. $0
4. Hotels $150 Total .......... $1,275
Current air fares were obtained on the day this proposal was submitted. They do require an advance
purchase of tickets to obtain these coach prices. Schedules are not firmly set at the present time, so hotel
and meal costs are estimated for the longest possible period.
UALR
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY SEMINAR
Co-sponsored by the Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
"Particle Astrophysics
with DUMAND"
by
Jeffrey Wilkes
Department of Physics
University of Washington
Seattle, Washington
Wenesday, March 16, 1994
Physics 201
11:00 a.m.
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY SEMINAR
Co-sponsored by the Arkansas Space Grant Consortium'
"The JACEE
Experiments Cosmic
NASA
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
ASU • Harding U.- UAF- UALR- UAMS - UAPB- UCA
18 March 1994
NL-4010f
Dr. Don Wold
Department of Physics & Astronomy
University of Arkansas at Little Rock
Little Rock, Arkansas 72204
Dear Dr. Wold:
On behalf of the Planning Committee of the Arkansas Space
Grant Consortium, it is my pleasure to inform you of the
approval of your ASGC Guest Lecturer Program application:
Lectures on the Elemental Composition of Cosmic Rays.
The amount of the grant is $ 680, as you requested. These
funds are to be expended under UALR Account No. 43-60-40 in
accordance with the budget in your proposal. Should you have
reason to wish to spend funds in some other manner, please
contact me (569-8212) before doing so.
Purchase orders should be approved by me. Your expenditure
of these funds should follow the enclosed Guidelines. Should
you have questions concerning the billing process, please
discuss them with me first.
This grant is valid through 31 March 1995.
Again, congratulations on your award. NASA and the Arkansas
Space Grant Consortium look forward to the success of your
ASGC Guest Lecturer Grant.
Copy:
Ms. Linda Burnett .... Grants Accounting/UALR
_ _- Arkansas Space Grant Consortium Program Offic__-_ _-
UALP, Graduate InstituteofTeclmology • 2801 So.UniversityAve. - LittleRock, AR 72204-1099 • (501) 569-8212
May 2, 1994	 Michael L. Cherry	 ASGCCHER.DOC
Application for an ASGC Guest Lecturer Grant
Year Three
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
Outreach Project Title:	 I	 I Date: 05/02/94
Lectures on Elemental Composition of Cosmic Rays
Institution: Street/Box No. City Zip
UALR 2801 S. University Avenue Little Rock, AR 7220
4
Names of Faculty Involved: Title: Department: SSN
1. Donald C. Wold. Professor Physics and .astronomy
2. See below.
3.
Principal Investigator's Telephone No.: (501) 569-8962
Abstract of Project:
The funding of a seminar speaker is proposed. The speaker is Associate Professor Michael
L. Cherry, Department of Physics and Astronomy, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge,
Louisiana. Professor Cherry is a member of the Japanese-American Cooperative Emulsion
Experiment (JACEE). The detectors for these cosmic ray experiments are launched in balloons.
JACEE experiments receive support from NASA. He will speak on "Composition of Cosmic Rays".
Presentations are planned at the University of Arkansas at Little Rock and Harding University on
April 14 and 15, 1994, respectively. Hosts will be Professor Donald C. Wold of the Department of
Physics and Astronomy, UALR, and Professor Edmond W. Wilson, Jr., Professor of Chemistry,
Harding University. Support is requested for airplane fares, local transportation, hotel costs,
meals, and honorarium.
Professor Cherry will speak on new results from the JACEE experiments concerning
elemental compostion of cosmic rays. Professor Cherry has agreed to arrive on Thursday, April
14, 1994, to present a public seminar in the afternoon at 4:15 p.m., to leave Little Rock on Friday
morning, April 14, to go to Harding University, and to present a public seminar at 1:00 p.m. He
will return to the Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, in the afternoon or evening. The
lecture at UALR will be more specialized, but both presentations are open to the general public.
Faculty and students of all institutions making up the Arkansas Space Grant Consortium are
invited to participate. Drs. Wilson and Wold will schedule individual conferences with those
consortium members who wish private interviews with Professor Cherry. The support of the
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium will be acknowledged in the public announcements.
Summary of Funds Requested for This Outreach Grant:
1. Travel (mileage, etc.) 	 5205 5. Meals	 S75
2. Equipment (State Funds) 	 s0 6. Honorarium	 5250
3. Materials	 s0 7.	 s0
4. Hotels	 S150 Total .............. T	 S680
Current air fares were obtained on the day this proposal was submitted. They do require an advance
purchase of tickets to obtain these coach prices. Schedules are not firmly set at the present time, so hotel
and meal costs are estimated for the longest possible period.
UALR
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS &
Co-sponsored by the Arkansas
ASTRONOMY SEMINAR
Space Grant Consortium
"Composition of
High Energy
Cosmic Rays"
by
Michael Cherry
Department of Physics & Astronomy
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, LA
Thursday, April 14, 1994
Natural Science 101
Refreshments @ 4:00 p.m.
Seminar @ 4:15 p.m.
04/11/94 11:54 "_50£ 279 4706 HARDING SCI. _001
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium Speaker
Title of Presentation
Composition of High Energy Cosmic Rays
Speaker
Professor Michael Cherry, PhD
Time & Place
1:00 PM
Friday
April 15, 1994
Pryor Science Center Room 30
Professor Cherry is a member of the Department of Physics and Astronomy
at the Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Dr. Cherry
also is active in the Japanese-American Cooperative Emulsion Experiment,
JACEE. The Detectors for these cosmic ray experiments are launched in
balloons. JACEE experiments receive support from NASA.
All interested parties are invited and encouraged to attend. If you wish to
eat lunch with Dr. Cherry (Dutch Treat). We will probable eat at the
Cookie Basket about 11:30 on Friday. See Ed Wilson for details.
_m °
.NASA
ASU • HardingU. UAF • UALR. UAMS UAPB • UCA
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
ATU • HendrixC. • HSU. LyonC.. OBU • U. Ozarks
Dr. Donald Wold
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of Arkansas at Little Rock
2801 S. University Ave.
Little Rock, Arkansas 72204
17 January 1995
NL-5010f
UALR0049
Dear Dr. Wold:
On behalf of the Planning Committee of the Arkansas Space
Grant Consortium, it is my pleasure to inform you of the
approval of your ASGC Guest Lecturer Program application:
Astrophysics with High Energy Neutrinos:
the AMANDA Detector.
The amount of the grant is $1,200, as you requested. These
funds are to be expended under UALR Account No. 43-60-40 in
accordance with the budget in zour proposal. Should you have
reason to wish to spend funds in some other manner, please
contact me (569-8212) before doing so.
Purchase orders should be approved by me. Your expenditure
of these funds should follow the enclosed Guidelines. Should
you have questions concerning the billing process, please
discuss them with me first.
This grant is valid through 31 January 1996.
Again, congratulations on your award. NASA and the Arkansas
Space Grant Consortium look forward to the success of your
ASGC Guest Lecturer Grant.
Sincerely yours,
Gaylof_ M. Northrop, Dr. Engr.
Director, Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
Copy:
Mr. Jerry Crittenden .... Grants Accounting/UALR
_- ) Arkansas Spat, Grant Consortium Program Ofii_ _ _,-
UALR Graduate Institute of Technology * 2801 So. University Ave. * Little Rock, AR 72204-1099 - (501) 569-8212
February 7, 1995 Francis Halzen
Application for an ASGC Guest Lecturer Grant
Year Three
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
HALZEN2.DOC
Outreach Project Title:
Lectures on astrophysics with
[ Date: 02/07/95
high energy neutrinos: the AMANDA detector
Institution: Street/Box No. City Zip
UALR 2801 S. University Avenue Little Rock, AR 72204
Names of Faculty Involved: Title: Department: SSN
l. Donald C. Wold. Professor Physics and Astronomy
2. See below.
3.
Principal Investigator's Telephone No.: (501) 569-8962
Abstract of Project: ]
The funding of a seminar speaker is proposed. The speaker is Hilldale Professor Francis
I-Ialzen, Phenomenology Institute, Department of Physics, University of Wisconsin - Madison,
1150 University Avenue, Madison, WI 53706. Professor Halzen is spokesman for the AMANDA
collaboration. The detectors for these neutrino experiments are located in the Antarctica. The
Cherenkov tubes are immersed in the polar ice cap. He will speak on "The Antarctic Muon and
Neutrino Detector Array (AMANDA)'. Presentations are planned at the University of Arkansas at
Little Rock and the University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff on March 7 and 8, 1995, respectively.
Hosts will be Professor Donald C. Wold of the Department of Physics and Astronomy, UALR, and
Professor Ebo Tel, Professor of Psychology, Department of Social and Behavioral Science,
University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff. Support is requested for airplane fares, local transportation,
hotel costs, meals, and honorarium.
Professor Halzen will speak on particle physics and astrophysics with high energy
neutrinos. Professor Halzen has agreed to arrive on Monday evening or Tuesday morning to
present a seminar on Tuesday afternoon at 4:00 p.m. in Little Rock. He will present a public
lecture from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on Wednesday at UAPB. Dr. Halzen will be available for
informal discussions with students and faculty at 10:00 am or earlier if desired. He will depart
back to the University of Wisconsin, Madison, in the afternoon or evening.
Both presentations are open to the general public. Faculty and students of all institutions
making up the Arkansas Space Grant Consortium are invited to participate. Drs. Tei and Wold
will schedule individual conference with those consortium members who wish private interviews
with Professor Halzen. The support of the Arkansas Space Grant Consortium will be
acknowledged in the public announcements.
Summary of Funds Requested for This Outreach Grant:.
1. Travel (mileage, etc.) 5725
2. Equipment (State Funds) $0
3. Materials $0
4. Hotels $150
5. Meals $ 75
6. Honorarium $250
7. $0
Total .......... $1,200
Current air fares were obtained on the day this proposal was submitted. They do require an advance
purchase of tickets to obtain these coach prices. Schedules are not firmly set at the present time, so hotel
and meal costs are estimated for the longest possible period.
PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
SEMINAR
COSPONSORED BY
ARKANSAS SPACE GRANT
CONSORTIUM
"The Antarctic
Neutrino Detector
(AMANDA)"
Muon and
Array
Hilldale
by
Professor Francis Halzen
Phenomenology Institute
Department of Physics
University of Wisconsin- Madison
March 7, 1995
Fribourgh Hall 101
refreshments @ 3:45 p.m.
seminar @ 4:00 p.m.
Everyone is invited
ASU • Harding U. UAF • UALR • UAMS - UAPB UCA
._ wm-,1
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NASA
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
ATU • HendrixC. • HSU- LyonC.. OBU • U. Ozarks
Mr. Trevis A. Crane, Undergraduate Student
University of Arkansas at Little Rock
Dept. of Physics & Astronomy
2801 S. University
Litc!e Rock, AR 72801
7 September 1995
NL-6014M
UALR0062
Dear Mr. Crane:
On behalf of the Planning Committee of the Arkansas Space Gran_
Consortium, it is my pleasure to inform you of the apprcva! of your
Student Scholarship application:
Survey of Cosmic Ray Observatories.
The amount of the gran_ is $3,060, as you requested. These funds
are to be expended under UALR Account No. 43-60-60 in accordance
wi_h the budget in your proposal. Should you have reason to wish to
spend funds in some other manner, please contact your mentor,
Dr. Donald Wold (569-8962), and me (569-8212) before doing so.
Your ASGC Grant Identification No. is UALR0062. This Identification
Nuntber should be clearly indicated on all purchase orders, invoices
and correspondence. Your expenditure of these funds should follow
_he enclosed Guidelines. The enclosed Payments Summary Sheets are
to be manually updated and a copy sen_ to the ASGC Program Office
with each request for repayment (invoice) of expended funds.
Purchase orders are to be approved initally by Dr. Wold. Should you
have questions concerning the billing process, please discuss them
first with Dr. Wold and then me, if necessary.
This gran_ is valid through 30 September 1996.
Again, congratulations on your award. NASA and the Arkansas Space
Grant Consortium look fo_ard to your accomplishments.
Sincerely yours,
Gaylord M. Northrop, Dr. Engr.
Director, Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
Copies:
Dr. Donald Wold .......... Dept. of Physics & Astronomy/UALR
Mr. Bob Highfill ......... Grants Accounting/UALR
_,- >- >- Arkaasas Spac_ Grant Consortium Program Ofiic_ >- > >-
UAL.R Graduate Institute ofTectmoiogy - 2801 So. University Ave. - Little Rock, AR72204-1099 o (50t) 569-8212
Sept mk r 6, 1995	 Trevis A. Crane
	 CRANEI .DOC
Undergraduate Student Scholarship Application Form
Year Five
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
Project Title:
	 Date: 09/06/95
Survey of Cosmic Ray Observatories
Institution: Street/Box No. City Zip
liALR 2801 S. university Avenue Little Rock, AR 72204
Name of Student:	 I Standing:	 Program Major:	 GPA	 SSN
Trevis A. Crane I	 Sophomore	 B. S. Physics	 4.0
Address:	 Street: 1 2106 S. Gaines Street
City. I Little Rock	 State:	 AR	 Zip 1 72206
Telephone: I ( 301 ) 374 - 8493
Names of Faculty Mentor(s): Title: I	 Department:	 Telephone
1. Donald C. Wold. Professor I Physics and Astronomy	 301 369 8962
2.
Summary of Project:	 (Please follow the eight parts of the proposal. [See Guidelines])
1. Enhancement of the Applicant's Capabilities: The applicant will learn about gamma
ray detectors in the NASA/GRO and higher energy gamma ray detectors. The applicant will
communicate directly with spokespersons of the experiments being conducted with the
cosmic ray observatories about the characteristics of the detectors.
2. NASA Research or Space Centers to be Visited: The applicant will visit Los Alamos
National Laboratory and MEAGRO, a detector for 1 - 1,000 TeV cosmic gamma rays. The
applicant will attend a collaboration meeting of the MILAGRO research group.
3. Written Output Products of This Project: The applicant will prepare a research paper
summarizing the results of his survey of cosmic ray detectors, experiments, and
observatories. The applicant will work with Mr. LaCour to produce a final report entitled:
"Survey of Gamma Ray and Cosmic Ray Observatories."
4. NASA Graduate Student Research Program: Not applicable.
5. Research Project Description: The applicant's investigation will include a survey of the
characteristics of detectors for low energy gamma rays detectors for higher energy gamma
rays as measured at cosmic ray observatories. This applicant will concentrate on cosmic
ray observatories, whereas Mr. LaCour will concentrate on gamma ray observatories.
6. Use of Project Results: This research project will be used as the basis for a professional
paper to be submitted to the Arkansas Academy of Science, and for other presentations.
7. Outreach Activity Plan: The information about gamma ray detectors and cosmic ray
observatories will be shared with astrophysicists, faculty and K-16 students.
8. Quarterly and Final Reports: The applicant will report as required on the progress of
the grant activities.
Summary of Funds Requested for This Student Scholarship:
1. Travel (airfare, motel, car)	 5560 5. Materials	 $400
2. Tuition	 s0 6.
3. Stipend	 62,000 7.
4. Outreach Activities
	
5100	 Total	 $3,060
Current air fazes were obtained on the day this proposal was submitted. They do require an advance
purchase of tickets to obtain these coach prices. Schedules are not firmly set at the present time, so hotel
and meal costs are estimated for the longest possible l2eriod.
Page 1
ASU • Harding U. - UAF • UALR • UAMS • UAPB • UCA
NASA
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
ATU • HendrixC.. HSU. LyonC.- OBU • U. Ozarks
7 September 1995
NL-6014L
UALR0060
Mr. Michael LaCour, Undergraduate Student
University of Arkansas aZ Little Rock
Dept. of Physics & Astronomy
2801 S. University
Little Rock, AR 72801
Dear Mr. LaCour:
On behalf of the Planning Committee of the Arkansas Soace Gran_
Consortium, it is my pleasure to inform you of the approval of your
Student Scholarship application:
Detectors for Particle Astrophysics from the
Compton GRO to the Giant Air Shower Array.
The amount of the grant is $3,300, as you requested. These funds
are to be expended under UALR Account No. 43-60-60 in accordance
with the budget in your proposal. Should you have reason to wish to
spend funds in some other manner, please contact your mentor,
Dr. Donald Wold (569-8962), and me (569-8212) before doing so.
Your ASGC Grant Identification No. is UALRO060. This Identification
Number should be clearly indicated on all purchase orders, invoices
and correspondence. Your expenditure of these funds should follow
the enclosed Guidelines. The enclosed Payments Summary Sheets are
to be manually updated and a copy sent to the ASGC Program Office
wi_h each request for repayment (invoice) of expended funds.
Purchase orders are to be approved by Dr. Wold. Should you have
questions concerning the billing process, please discuss them first
with Dr. Wold and then me, if necessary.
This grant is valid through 30 September 1996.
Again, congratulations on your award. NASA and the Arkansas Space
Grant Consortium look forward to your accomplishments.
Sincerely yours,
Director, Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
Copies:
Dr. Donald Wold .......... Dept. of Physics & Astronomy/UALR
Mr. Bob Highfill ......... Grants Accounting/UALR
> > > _ Spac: Grant Con.._rtiumProgram O_ic_ >- >- >-
UALI_,Graduate InstituteofTcclmology • 250I So.UniversityAve. • LittleRock, AR 72204-1099 " (50l)569-8212
Septebe t
 5, 1995	 Michael LaCour 	 LACOURI.DOC
Undergraduate Student Scholarship Application Form
Year Five
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
Project Title:
	 Date: 09/05/95
Survey of Gamma Ray Observatories
Institution: Street/Box No. City zip
UALR 2801 S. University Avenue Little Rock, AR 72204
Name of Student: Standing:	 I	 Program Major: 	 GPA	 SSN
Michael LaCour junior	 I Physics/Biology
Address-	 Street: 1705 N. Pierce
City- Little Rock:	 State:	 AR	 Zip	 72207
Telephone: ( 501 ) 666 - 0276
Names of Faculty Mentor(s): Title:	 I	 Department:	 Telephone
1. Donald C. Wold. Professor	 Physics and Astronomy	 501 569 8962
2.
Summary of Project:	 (Please follow the eight parts of the proposal. [See Guidelinesi)
1. Enhancement of the Applicant's Capabilities: The applicant will learn about gamma
ray detectors in the NASA/GRO and higher energy gamma ray detectors. The applicant will
communicate directly with spokespersons of the experiments being conducted with the
gamma ray observatories about the characteristics of the detectors.
2. NASA Research or Space Centers to be Visited: The applicant will visit NASA\Goddard
Space Flight Center, the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory, and theUniversity of Maryland.
3. Written Output Products of This Project: The applicant will prepare a research paper
summarizing the results of his survey of gamma ray detectors, experiments, and
observatories. The applicant will work with Mr. Crane to produce a final report of the
study entitled: "Survey of Gamma Ray and Cosmic Ray Observatories."
4. NASA Graduate Student Research Program: Not applicable.
5. Research Project Description: The applicant's investigation will include a survey of the
characteristics of detectors for low energy gamma rays as observed in the Compton GRO to
detectors for higher energy gamma rays. This applicant will concentrate on gamma ray
observatories, whereas Mr. Crane will concentrate oncosmic ray observatories.
6. Use of Project Results: This research project will be used as the basis for a professional
paper to be submitted to the Arkansas Academy of Science, and for other presentations.
7. Outreach Activity Plan: The information about gamma ray detectors and gamma ray
observatories will be shared with astrophysicists, faculty and K-16 students.
8. Quarterly and Final Reports: The applicant will report as required on the progress of
the grant activities.
Summary of Funds Requested for This Student Scholarship:
1. Travel (airfare, motel, etc)	 5850 5. Materials	 5400
2. Tuition	 s0 6.
3. Stipend	 52,000 7.
4. Outreach. Activities
	
5100	 Total	 x3,350 1
Current air fazes were obtained on the day this proposal was submitted. They do require an advance
purchase of tickets to obtain these coach prices. Schedules are not firmly set at the present time, so hotel
and meal costs are estimated for the longest possible period.
Page 1
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Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
ATU Hendrix C. HSU. Lyon C.- OBU • U. Ozarks
Dr. Donald Wold
Department of Physics & Astronomy
University of Arkansas at Little Rock
2801 S. University
Little Rock, AR 72204-1099
7 September 1995
NL-6012B
UALR0061
Dear Dr. Wold:
On behalf of the Planning Committee of the Arkansas Space Grant
Consortium, it is my pleasure to inform you of the approval of
your Research Infrastructure Grant application:
Astrophysics Experiments with NASA's GRO and MILAGRO.
The amount of the grant is $ 2,550, which is less than you
requested. A i:I equipment match of $250 by UALR is
required. This proposal was approved with the condition that
the details of your budget be worked out between you and me.
These funds are to be expended under UALR Account No. 43-60-30
in accordance with the amended budget in your proposal. Should
you have reason to wish to spend funds in some other manner,
please contact me (569-8212) before doing so.
Your ASGC Grant Identification No. is UALR0061. This
Identification Number should be clearly indicated on all
purchase orders, invoices and correspondence. Your expenditure
of these funds should follow the enclosed Guidelines. The
enclosed Payments Summary Sheets are to be manually updated and
a copy sent to the ASGC Program Office with each request for
repayment (invoice) of expended funds. Purchase orders are to
be approved by me. Should you have questions concerning the
billing process, please discuss them with me.
This grant is valid through 30 September 1996.
Again, congratulations on your award. NASA and the Arkansas
Space Grant Consortium look forward to your accomplishments.
Sincerely yours,
Gaylord M. Northrop, Dr. Engr.
Director, Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
copy:
Mr. Bob Highfill ......... Grants Accounting/UALR
>. >. _,. Arkansas Space Grant Consortium Program Offi_ _. >. >.
UALR Graduate Institute of Technology - 2801 So. University Ave. * Little Rock, AR 72204-1099 * (501) 569-8212
September 6, 1995	 Donald C. Wold	 WOL095.0OC
Application  for a Research Infrastructure Grant
Year Five
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
Project Title:	 1	 1. Date: 09/06/95
Astrophysics F-xperiments with the Compton GRO and NIILAGRO
Institution: Street/Box No. City zip
UALR 2801 S. University Avenue Little Rock, AR 72204
Names of Faculty Involved: Title:	 I	 Department: Telephone
1. Donald C. Wold. Professor	 ) Physics and Astronomy 501 569 8962
2. )
Principal Investigator's Telephone Number: (501) 569-8962
Name of Student Involved:	 I	 Standing:	 I	 Program Major-	 I GPA	 SSN
Trevis A. Crane	 Sophomore	 I B. S. Physics	 4.0
Michael LaCour 	 junior	 I Phvsics/Biology	 3.4 91
Summary of Project:	 (Please follow the eight parts of the proposal. (See Guidelines])
1. Enhancement of the Applicant's Capabilities: The applicant will develop an
understanding of NASA's Compton GRO for conducting coincidence experiments with
MILAGRO, a new gamma ray telescope. Correlated observations will greatly extend the
particle astrophysics potential of MILAGRO and the Compton Observatory.
2. NASA Research or Space Centers to be Visited: The applicant will visit NASA\Goddard
Space Flight Center, the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory, the University of Maryland, and
the Los Alamos National Laboratory.
3. Written Output Products of This Project: The applicant will prepare a research report
summarizing the results of his visits and a proposal to the National Science Foundation for
a Research Opportunity Award.
4. Student Mentoring: Several students will be involved in high energy gamma ray and
cosmic ray physics research projects. Their activities will be funded by separate Arkansas
Space Grant Consortium proposals and DOE funds at Los Alamos National Laboratory.
5. NASA Summer Faculty Fellowship Program: The applicant will apply for summer
research support through the NSF Research Opportunity Award program.
6. Course Content Enhancement This research experience will be integrated into Modern
Physics and Mechanics as well as introductory physics courses.
7. Outreach Activity Plan: Information which has been gathered about gamma ray
observatories will be shared with astrophysicists, faculty and K-16 students.
8. Quarterly and Final Reports: The applicant will report as required on the progress of
the grant activities.
Summary of Funds Requested for This Faculty Enhancement Grant:
1. Travel (airfare, motel, etc)	 $1,740 5.
2. Equipment	 5500 6.
3. Materials
	
5500 7.
4. Outreach Activities
	
S60	 Total ........._..	 52,800
Current air fares were obtained on the day this proposal was submitted. They do require an advance
purchase of tickets to obtain these coach prices. Schedules are not firmly set at the present time, so hotel
and meal costs are estimated for the longest possible 2eriod.
Page 1
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Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
ATU • Hendrix C. • HSU- Lyon C.. OBU • U. Ozarks
Dr. Donald C. Wold
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of Arkansas at Little Rock
2801 South University Avenue
Little Rock, AR 72204-1099
16 November 1995
NL-6011E
UALR0065
Dear Dr. Wold:
On behalf of the Planning Committee of the Arkansas Space Grant
Consortium, it is my pleasure to inform you of the approval of
your General Public (Guest Lecturer) Grant application:
"Lectures on Cosmic Ray Physics: Extremely High Energy
Cosmic Rays, by Dr. David B. Kieda."
The amount of the grant is $ 850, as you requested. These funds
are to be expended under UALR Account No. 43-60-40 in accordance
with the budget in your proposal. Should you have reason to wish
to spend funds in some other manner, please contact me (569-8212)
before doing so.
Your ASGC Grant Identification No. is UALR0065. This number
should be clearly indicated on all purchase orders, invoices and
correspondence. Your expenditure of these funds should follow the
enclosed Guidelines. The enclosed Payments Summary Sheet is to be
manually updated and a copy sent to the ASGC Program Office with
each request for repayment (invoice) of expended funds. Should
you have questions concerning the billing process, please discuss
them with me.
This grant is valid through 30 November 1996.
Again, congratulations on your award. NASA and the Arkansas Space
Grant Consortium look forward to your accomplishments.
Sincerely yours,
Gaylord M. Northrop, Dr. Engr.
Director, Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
Copy:
Mr. Bob Highfill ........... Grants Accounting/UALR
>- >. _,- Arkansas Space Grant Consortium Program Ofiic_ >- _- >.
UALP, Graduate Institute of Technology - 2801 So. University Ave. - Little Rock, AR 72204-1099 • (501) 569-8212
November 6, 1995 David B. Kieda
Applicationforan ASGC Guest LecturerGrant
Year Five
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
KIEDA95
Guest Lecturer Project Tide: J [ Date: 11/06/95
Lecru.res on Cosmic Ray Physics: Extremely High Energ-y Cosmic Rays
Institution: Sl:reet/BoxNo. ! City Zip
UALR I2801 S.UniversityAvenue !LittleRock, AR !72204
Names of Faculty Involved: ! Tide: l Department: i SSN
.. Donald C. Wold. i Professor ! Physics and Astronomy {
2. See be2ow. I I I
3. ! ! i
Principal Investigator's Telephone No.: (501) 569-8962
Summary of Project= ]
The h.mdmg o£ a seminar speaker is proposed. The speaker is Professor David B. K.ieda,
Department o£ Physics, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah 84112. Professor Kieda is a
member of the Air Chererd<ov Design Group at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Ferm.tlab)
for the proposed giant _ shower array or Pierre Auger cosmic Ray observatory. Professor Kieda
is a member of the Organizing Committee for the 26th Lnternational Cosmic Ray Conference
(1999).
Professor Kieda will speak on the cosmic ray energy spectrum observed by the Fly's Eye
detector and the proposed Pierre Auger cosmic ray observatory. Probable dates for b.i_
presentations are January 22 and 23, 1996, at the Arkansas State University and the University of
.Arkansas at LittleRock. The topic of his lecture willbe "Searching for the Origin of E_tremely
High Energy Cosmic Rays." Hosts will be Professor Donald C. Wold of the Department of Physics
and Astronomy, UALR, and Professor Andrew Sustich, Department of Physics, Arkansas State
University. Professor KLeda will probably az'nve on Sunday, January 21, and depart on
Wednesday, January 24, 1996. Support is requested for airplane fares, local transportation from
Little Rock to Jonesboro, hotel costs, meals, and honorarium.
Professor KJ.eda's presentations will be open to the general public. Faculty and students of
all institutions making up the Arkansas Space Grant Consortium will be invited to parQcipate.
Drs. Susticb. and Wold will schedule individual conference with those consortium members who
wish private interviews with Professor Kieda. The support of the Arkansas Space Grant
Consortium will be acknowledged in the public announcements
Summary of Funds Requested for This Outreach Granc
$0I. Travel (mileage, etc.) $375 5.
2. Honorarium $250 6. $0
3. Hotels $150 7. $0
4. Meals $75 Total _ $850
Current air fareswere obtained on the day thisproposal was submitted. They do requirean advance
purchase of ticketsto obtain these coach prices.Schedules arenot firmlyset atthe present time,so hotel
and meal costs are estimated for the longestpossibleperiod.
PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY
SEMINAR
(Open to the Public)
SPONSORED BY
ARKANSAS SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
"Searching for the Origin of
Extremely High Energy Cosmic
Rays"
by
Prof. David B. Kieda
Department of Physics
University of Utah
Tuesday, Jan. 23, 1996
FH 102
Refreshments @ 4:00 p.m.
Presentation @ 4:15 p.m.
NASA
ASU - Harding U. UAF • UALR • UAMS - UAPB • UCA
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
ATU • Hendrix C. • HSU- Lyon C.. ©8U • U. Ozarks
Dr. Donald Wold
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of Arkansas at Little Rock
2801 S. University Ave.
Little Rock, Arkansas 72204
7 September 1995
NL-6011A
UALR0059
Dear Dr. Wold:
On behalf of the Planning Committee of the Arkansas Space
Grant Consortium, it is my pleasure to inform you of the
approval of your ASGC Public Service (Guest Lecturer) Program
application:
Lectures on High Energy Gamma Ray Physics
and Cosmic Ray Physics.
The amount of the grant is $i,200, as you requested. These
funds are to be expended under UALR Account No. 43-60-40 in
accordance with the budget in your proposal. Should you have
reason to wish to spend funds In some other manner, please
contact me (569-8212) before doing so.
Your ASGC Grant Identification No. is UALR0059. This
Identification Number should be clearly indicated on all
purchase orders, invoices and correspondence. Your
expenditure of these funds should follow the enclosed
Guidelines. The enclosed Payments Summary Sheets are to be
manually updated and a copy sent to the ASGC Program Office
with each request for repayment (invoice) of expended funds.
Purchase orders should be approved by me. Your expenditure
of these funds should follow the enclosed Guidelines. Should
you have questions concerning the billing process, please
discuss them with me.
This grant is valid through 30 September 1996.
Again, congratulations on your award. NASA and the Arkansas
Space Grant Consortium look forward to the success of your
ASGC Guest Lecturer Grant.
Sincerely yours,
d .... 2
Gaylora M. Northrop, Dr. Engr.
Director, Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
Copy:
Mr. Bob Highfill ........ Grants AccountingZUALR
> > >AxkansasS_ GrantCom_omumPmgramOfli_ _ > >
UALP, Gmd_InstimteofT_olo_ - 2$01So. Umvesi_ Ave,-Li_eR_AR7220_I099 *(501) 5694212
September 6, 1995 Gaurang B. Yodh
Application for an ASGC Guest Lecturer Grant
Year Five
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
YODH95.DOC
Guest Lecturer Project Title: 1 ] Date: 09/06/95
Lectures on High Energy Gamma Ray and Cosmic Ray Physics
Institution:
UALR
S_eet/Box No. ] City [ Zip
2801 S. Universiw Avenue ] Little Rock, .AR ] 72204
Names of Faculw Involved: Title: Department: ] SSN
1. Donald C. Wold. Professor Physics and Astronomy I
2. See below. I
3. l
Principal Investigator's Telephone No.: (501 569-8962
Summary of Project: ]
The funding of a seminar speaker is proposed. The speaker is Professor Gaurang B. Yod.h,
Department of Physics, UmversiW of Califorma, [rvine, Califorrua. Professor Yod.h is a
spokesperson for the NffL-kGRO collaboration. MILAGRO is a water-Cherenkov detector for
observing cosmic gamma rays over a broad energy range of 1-1,000 TeV. They plan to
look in coincidence with BATSE and EGRET if the Compton GRO is still working when
MIL_.GRO is ready. These correlated observations will greatly extend the physics potent/a/
of both MIL_GRO and NASA's GRO.
Professor Yodh will speak on "Cosmic Rays and their Origin". Probable dates for his
presentations are October 8 and 9 at the University of Central Arkansas and the University of
Arkansas at IAttle Rock. The topic of his lecture will be "MILAGRO - a New Gamma Ray
Telescope." Hosts will be Professor Donald C. Wold of the Department of Physics and Astronomy,
UALR, and Professor Stephen R. Addison, Department of Physics, University of Central .Arkansas.
Support is requested for airplane fares, local transportation, hotel costs, meals, and honorarium.
Both presentations are open to the genera/public. Faculty and students of all institutions
making up the .Arkansas Space Grant Consortium are invited to participate. Drs. Addison and
Wold will schedule individual conference with those consortium members who wish private
interviews with Professor Yodh. The support of the Arkansas Space Grant Consortium will be
acknowledged in the public announcements
Summary of Funds Requested forThis Outreach Grant:
1. Travel (mileage, etc.) 5725 5. 50
2. Honorarium 5250 6. 50
3. Hotels 5150 7. $O
4. Meals 575 Total _ 51,200
Current air fares were obtained on the day this proposal was submitted. They do require an advance
purchase of tickets to obtain these coach prices. Schedules are not fu'mly set at the present time, so hotel
and meal costs are estimated for the longest possible period.
PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY SEMINAR
Open to the Public
SPONSORED BY
ARKANSAS SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
"Milagro: A New Gamma Ray
Telescope"
by
Prof. G aurang B. Yodh
University of California, Irvine
Tuesday, Feb. 20, 1996
PHYS 107
Refreshments @ 4:00 p.m.
Presentation @ 4:15 p.m.
Abstract
A five million gallon water tank is being instrumented to become an all sky, continuously
observing high energy gamma ray telescope. It is located in the Jemez mountains, near Los
Alamos, New Mexico, at an altitude of 8,700 feet. It will be sensitive to gamma rays of energies
between 100 GeV and 10,000 GeV coming from interesting celestial objects like Active Galactic
Nuclei and Gamma Ray Bursters. The novel telescope and its capabilities will be outlined.
OPEN HOUSE
TO MEET DR. GAURANG B. YODH
Professor of Physics
UmversiD of Califorma Ermine
Sunday, February 18, 7 to 9 p.m.
at the Wolds'
38 Pine Manor Drive
Congratulations to
Gaurang B. Yodh
Recently recognized as a Fellow of
the American Association for the
Advancement of Science
t- -- _
NASA
f
¢
ASU Harding U - UAF • UALR UAMS • UAPB • UCA
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
ATU • HendrixC. HSU- Lyon C.. QBU • U. Ozarks
6 December 1995
NL-6011F
UALR0067
Dr. Donald C. Wold
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of Arkansas at Little Rock
2801 South Unlversity Avenue
Little Rock, AR 72204-1099
Dear Dr. Wold:
On behalf of the Planning Committee of the Arkansas Space Grant
Consortium, it is my pleasure to inform you of the approval of
your General Public (Guest Lecturer) Grant application:
"Lectures on Cosmic Ray Physics: Neutrino
Oscillation Experiments, by Dr. Maury Goodman."
The amount of the grant is $ 700, as you requested. This grant
was approved with the condition that you try to include a
presentation at the University of Central Arkansas in Dr. Maury
Goodman's schedule. These funds are to be expended under UALR
Account No. 43-60-40 in accordance with the budget in your
proposal. Should you have reason to wish to spend funds in some
other manner, please contact me (569-8212) before doing so.
Your ASGC Grant Identification No. is UALR0067. This number
should be clearly indicated on all purchase orders, invoices and
correspondence. Your expenditure of these funds should follow the
enclosed Guidelines. The enclosed Payments Summary Sheet is to be
manually updated and a copy sent to the ASGC Program Office with
each request for repaymen_ (invoice) of expended funds. Should
you have questions concernlng the billing process, please discuss
them with me.
This grant is valid through 3X December 1996.
Again, congratulations on your award. NASA and the Arkansas Space
Grant Consortium look forward to your accomplishments.
Sincerely yours,
Gayx_raM. Northrop, Dr. Engr.
Director, ArKansas Space Grant Consortium
Copy-.
Mr. Bob Highfill ........... Grants Accounting/UALR
>- _ Arkansas Space Grant Consoruum Program Ofticc _ _ _-
UALR Graduate Insutute of Technology • 2S01 So. University. Ave. • Little Rock. AR 72204-1099 " (501) 569-8212
Oecember 5, 1995 Maury Goodman
Application for an ASGC Guest Lecturer Grant
Year Five
Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
GOODM95
Guest Lecturer Project Title: I I Date: t2. ()3 93
Lectures on Cosmic Ray" Physics: Neutrino OsciLlation Experiments
Institution: Street/Box No. i Ci_" I Zip
- ' -.) .H._U.-_LR ',_,()t S. Lniver_lry Avenue i Llrrh: Rock. -\R I .... ,-,-
Names of Faculty Involved: Title: Department: SSN
t. Donald C. Wold. Protcss_)r Physics and 4srronomy
2. See below.
3.
Principal Investigator's Telephone No.: i3q[ 3_n _,qi,
Summa_" of Project: !
The funding of a seminar speaker _s proposed. The speaker is Dr..Xlau_ Goodman. High
Ener_ Physics Dl_-ision. Argonne .N'atlonal Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439. Dr. Goodman is
.-ksststant Ph.vsicist and Physicist at Fermi .Xanonal Accelerator Labora_o_ (Fermdab). Dr.
Goodman is spokesman for Fermziab Proposai P-822, A Long-Baseline Neumno Oscillation
Experiment Using the Soudan 2 Neutnno De_ector.
Dr. Goodman wdl speak on the use of the Fermdab neutrino detector for studies of
cosmic rays. Probable dates for his presentanons are March 4 and 5, 1996, at Ha.rdmg L:ruversity
and the L'niversiW of .-krkansas at I itt[e Rock. The topic of i'Us lecture will be "Prospects for Long-
Baseline Neutrino Oscdlatmn Experiments." Hosts _ilI be Professor Donald C. Wold of the
Department of Physics and Astronomy,, L'.-kI_R, and Professor Edmond W. Wilson, Jr., Department
of PhysicaJ Sciences, Harding University. Professor Goodman will probably arrive on Sunday,
March 3, and depart on Tuesday, .',larch 3, 1996. Dr. Goodman's presentation w_II be at 5:00 p.m.
on Monday, 3larch 4, at Harding Umversity, and 4:00 p.m. on Tuesday, .Xlarch 5, at the L'n_iversit-y
of .Arkansas at Little Rock. Support is requested for airplane fares, local transportation from
Little Rock to Searcy, hotel costs, meals, and honorarium.
Professor Goodman's presentations _i[I be open to the general public. Faculty and
students of all institutions mal_ng up the .Arkansas Space Grant Consortium will be im,ited to
pazttapate. Drs. Wilson and Wold will schedule individual conference with tb.ose consortium
members who wish private interviews with Dr. Goodman. The support of the Arkansas Space
Grant Consortmm will be acknowledged in the public announcements
Summary of Funds Requested for This Outreach Grant:
I. Travel (mileage, etc.) s22sl Is. so
2. Honorarium 5250l i 6. S0
3. Hotels 51501 t 7. SO
4. Meals 575t I Total .......... $700
Current a.ur [ares were obtained on the day this proposal was submitted. They do require an advance
purchase o[ tickets to obtain tttese coach prices. Schedules are not firmly set at the present time, so hotei
and meal costs are esm'nated for the [onqest possible period.
Op n to th Pub li ::'_"
". , ' . - . .
SPONSORED BY
:lona.
S
Appendix E
JOVE Final Report
1995-6
Outreach
C. Wold 4/22/96
U-A-DR
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY
July 20, 1994
Dr. Don Wold
Department of Physics
University of Arkansas at Little Rock
2S01 South University
Litzle Rock, AR 72204
Dear Dr. Wold:
We thank you very much for sharing your know!edge of and
interest in HASA with the participanzs of the !994 UAT._R Sum_er
Chemistry Institute. Many times high school students dream of
being aszronauts and traveling in space but they do not believe
that they could really ever succeed in realizing that dream. Your
presentation allowed them to see what opportunities a space science
career would offer and what educational requirements are needed to
achieve that goal. We hope that you will continue to address the
students in all future SCI programs and well as the JR-TE_MS
program. Thank you again for your interest and time.
Sincerely,
Mar_n Douglas
SCI Co-Director
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS AT LITTLE ROCK. 2801 South Univemity . Little Rock, AR T/2/_I099 $ (501) _9-3152
ofT_
L.m:!_
SCHOOLFOR &
200 WHm'rNCrON Av_'u_ • HOT 5eRmc_, AmK,t._aS 71901
January 12, !996
_ _ _ __... _. _ar-i_'_p--e in -he :-__i.a-_as
Schee l_ =_r Ma-hema--cs _--.-.d Sc::_nce_¢ "Careers" ...,=__
and Ucward'" ¢_:-_ "_ ..... _C.. _ " ¢ "
..... C_---_ --_2, = -. C.-.e _r :_re _-_'CexEs
_;_ced he__w_, have chcse.. ",'cur _areer f_el: a.-.Z -re
assigned c3 _vcu cn [he da-e{s' incicaze:. -he," w_ii
arrive he-we:-__. 8 ,=C and _. CO a.m. a -_.._..... - .-.......
u= : _ "- .'-__Y.She-wee- 4 _ "o _ "_= e-ur.-. ,_; 0 -- 4 2_
if the above da_:(s] is inconvenient, -: .... _=- -=
_,.ow as soon as pos=;b;: SEudenz= wL -=
insEruczed to bring mon=v_ fcr Eheir __._..._,'--_.Thank _vcu
again for your cooperaticn and suppcrz in cur
shadowing project. We home. _his wil___ he a rewar_ins_"
experience for bo[h you and our szuden<s.
Sincerely,
Me!anie Nichels
ASMS Shadowing Project Director
ASMS Director of Mathematizs
"EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION"
P_oe: 501_-51_ /Fax: 501_-5[_ / mmai/dm,id_Cma.sm_I.kI.l.a_
SCHOOLFORM_ TICS &  CES
200 WHm'_'GTO._" A_,_h_ • HoT SPR_C,S, ,ad,X_'qSa.S 71901
>. Se_ S_.
2.=, of
;_._..,..__,.._
.A. *--_"J
D-.D=_ C-7-;,._
.:--_.._i....-.__.
ra_-'_."#,_u.._
Dear Pro (essional,
TEe staff, facuiD', parents and students of Arkansas School for Mathematics and Sciences
wish to _,<e rJ-ds opporruaitT' to thank vou for ,,'our support and participation in our recent
d'fird annual "'Careers: Onward and Upward" shado,,,,ing project.
As a =art of ',.his schooi-_ide interdiscipiinar.-/proje¢: soonsored by the ASMS
mathematics and humanities deoar'a'nents, all jtmior and many semor ASMS students were
given the rich oppommiw of shadowing a professional in the profession of their choice.
You and other orofessionals offered their time and exoenise to our students in a most
positive way. Students shadowed at Lake Hamilton .animal Hospital. St. Joseoh Regionai
Health Center. National Park Medical Center. law _Srrns: Cmv:ford. Hurs'_. Williams. and
Vaccaro. Sentme! Record Newspaper. Team Re_biiitation Center, Taylor,,Kempkes
.Architects. W_green Drug, We:.'erhaeuser. Nichois Family Dentisw/, Garland Count-,:
[ndusmal Deve[oomen:. Hot Springs Rehabiiitation Center, First Sten School, Hot Springs
Radioiog'y Service. Second Bantist Church Westshores Medical Clktic, Hot Springs
Aquarium. Hi-Tech Engmeevmg, AIR. Game and Fish Commission Physical The:'apy
Services. Lake Ouac,h.ita Field Office, and U.S. Vanadium. Also participating were
professionals from MaybeHine, UAaMS, AR Children's Hospital, A.R Livestock and
Poultry Commission. SW.-LI3, National Center for To,,dcological Research. AR State Crime
Lab, AR ._cheological Sur_'ey, KATV Channe! 7, CH2M Hill, Orbit Valve, US Dept. of
the .Mr Force. BCBS, Veteran's Hospital, KATV TV 4, .-YR.Repertory Theater. UALR, LR
Zoo. Central Flying Sen'ice. Falcon Jet, Zenecca. Universiry Medical Center, Charter
Hospital. US Cooperative E.'cteasion Service, Blass Architects, H2:T-110, Entergy
Corporation. Cromwell .Architec:s/Enginesri.ng, FTN .Associates, Excel School of
Mode'.'ing, ALCOA. Ac,'dom, US Department o f Justice, AR State University. and A.R.
Department of Education. In addition to the shadowing, many professionals sat on panels
to discuss their profession in student-question directed sessions.
With sincere thanks the ASMS shadowing commirt_ salute you for your dedication to
education in Arkansas and support of Arkansas School for Mathematics and Sciences.
This project would got be a success without your giving of your time and self. You have
touched the tires of our students and have given direction to their futures. Thank you
ac,aha.
Sincerely,
/
Melanie Nichols '
ASMS Director of Mathematics and Shadowing Project Committee Chair
"EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION"
Phene: 501-622-51Cd) / F.','_: 501-62.2-5109 / emafl davidr@asmsl.kl2.ar.us
